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In the digital platform economy, individual freelance workers are matched
to their temporary employers thorough online systems. Workers interact
with platform firms individually, undermining collective action and hence
worker power. This is an issue for policy, as these workers do not have the
protections afforded to those in traditional industries. The platform econ-
omy has also enabled open source, where the software architect creates a
boundary around the software code they accept from a distributed group of
contributors. The role of the software architect raises interesting questions
about power in what can be seen as a form of networked organisation.
Open source can be viewed as a narrative of software code and discus-
sions about it that create a boundary around the project. Open source can
also be framed as a business model, where value created by contributors
is captured by the software architect for the benefit of both contributors
and users. Business models can be viewed as a narrative that can both ex-
press and create a desired future for the entrepreneur. The potential of open
source to inform narrative forms of business model is the research area.
Taking a social constructionist perspective, this study used workshop and
participant observation techniques to engage with the founders and other
stakeholders in three case study organisations.
The empirical contribution is that a narrative form of open source busi-
ness model can have a power-balanced structure through a discursive pro-
cess of boundary management. The methodological contribution is that an-
notated portfolio techniques can reveal an entrepreneur’s business model
design from ethnographic data. The theoretical contribution is the impor-
tance of conceptual integrity to business models as well as to software engi-
neering. The issue of conceptual integrity can be explored further in future
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to the chapter
The Internet has enabled new ways of working, often called the collaborative
or sharing economy, which have been promoted as enabling more efficient
use of both material resources and people’s time. Digital software platforms
enable the collaborative economy, but they also enable the “gig economy” of
freelance workers, who lose the legal and social protections that they would
have as employees. Workers in the platform economy interact with platform
firms individually, undermining their power to take collective action.
Open source, as a means of collaboration of distributed individuals to
produce computer software, also relies on the digital platform economy, but
there is a balance of power between contributors and the software architect.
This balance of power could inspire new business models in the platform
economy that also have a balance of power between the focal firm and its
worker network.
The aim of this study is to investigate how open source can inform the de-
velopment of narrative forms of business model that offer a balance of power
between workers and firms. This aim is fulfilled by a number of objectives,
including reviewing the relevant literature, establishing a theoretical foun-
dation, conducting an empirical study with three case study organisations,
and discussing the empirical findings with reference to the literature review.
This chapter first summarises the background to the study and the re-
search problem, then the empirical, methodological and theoretical contri-
butions, then offers an outline of the remaining thesis chapters, together
with the research questions.
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1.2 Background to the research
This research is inspired by the author’s experience of involvement at staff,
management and director level in a range of organisations that worked for
social benefit from 1993 to 2010. In these organisations, despite dedicated
staff and volunteers plus adequate funding to meet a clearly identified so-
cial need, they struggled with internal conflict and other problems. Previ-
ous research at Liverpool John Moores University from 2008 to 2010 iden-
tified that membership involvement in organisational governance is a par-
ticular issue when membership is open to all (Larner and Mason, 2014),
which helped to address the lack of research into governance issues in social
enterprise (Low, 2006; Spear et al., 2009). Research on governance issues
connected with the author’s work on the wider applicability of open source
undertaken at Manchester University during 2010 and 2011 to be a starting
point for this study. The other starting point is the research problem of the
growing digital platform economy, with its erosion of worker power.
1.3 Research problem and rationale
1.3.1 Research problem: worker power in the platform
economy
Digital technologies enable sharing of resources on a scale not seen before,
which Botsman and Rogers (2010) described as “collaborative consumption”.
Collaborative consumption evolved into the collaborative or sharing econ-
omy, defined as ‘using internet technologies to connect distributed groups of
people to make better use of goods, skills and other useful things’ (Stokes et
al., 2014, p. 10). New ways of working could potentially contribute to the sol-
idarity economy by enabling direct democracy and citizens to self-organise,
but these technologies ‘arguably still operate on assumptions that do not
fully contribute to the co-creation of human economies’ (Vlachokyriakos et
al., 2017, p. 3133), instead reflecting existing assumptions in society.
These assumptions in society are particularly evident in the rise of the
digital platform economy. Kenney and Zysman (2016, p. 61) define plat-
forms as ‘multisided digital frameworks that shape the terms on which par-
ticipants interact with one another’. Digital platforms can facilitate social
media such as Facebook, enable marketplaces such as Ebay or create new
forms of business such as Uber. In the platform economy, the main actors
are the companies that own the platforms, such as Uber, Airbnb or Deliv-
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eroo; customers, who receive goods or services via the platform; and free-
lance workers who provide the goods or services (De Groen et al., 2016).
When goods or services are provided on a paid basis, employers hold far
greater market power than workers, including unilaterally setting wages for
each task (Kingsley et al., 2015), which favours the work going to low-wage
economies (Irani and Siberman, 2013).
According to the OECD Employment Outlook Report (2017), the plat-
form economy is currently less than 1% of the total economy, but this pro-
portion is growing rapidly, thus the issue of power in the platform economy
is a growing problem. In the platform economy, software platforms them-
selves embody power relations between workers and their temporary em-
ployers, an example of how technology can be a delegated form of power
(Brey, 2008). The technology that enables the current platform operators to
create a dispersed and temporary workforce can also enable those workers
to take collective action. However, collective action is currently limited to
workers creating Internet-based forums to share knowledge and experience
(Fabo et al., 2017). These forums can benefit workers who use them, but
don’t directly change power relations between those workers and platform
operators. It is thus important to find business models that can offer more
of a balance of power between workers and firms in the platform economy.
Open source, as a mechanism for collaboration that operates in the platform
economy, offers the potential to create alternative business models.
1.3.2 Rationale for study: open source business models
Open source originated as a method of producing computer software where
any number of individuals or firms can view, use and contribute to the source
code of a software project via the Internet (DiBona et al., 1999). Their contri-
butions are coordinated by the software architect, who creates a boundary
round the code they choose to distribute (Weber, 2004). Open source has
been framed as a narrative, of both the software code itself and the discus-
sions and correspondence around it (Bagozzi and Dholakia, 2006). Open
source can also be viewed as a form of organisation, where organisations are
goal-directed, boundary-maintaining and socially constructed (Aldrich and
Ruef, 2006). Open source can thus be viewed as a narrative form of organi-
sation, where discussion and correspondence enable goals for the project to
be communicated to contributors, while the software code itself forms the
project boundary. Open source can also be considered as a business model
(O’Mahony, 2007), where the software architect captures the value created
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by contributors for the benefit of both contributors to and users of the soft-
ware. Open source can thus be viewed as a narrative form of business model,
which is the research topic for this study.
1.4 Aims, objectives and contributions
Aim
To investigate how open source can inform the development of narrative
forms of business model that offer a balance of power between workers and
firms in the platform economy.
Objectives
1. Undertake a literature review to examine how the concepts of narra-
tives, entrepreneurship, open source and business models can connect;
2. Propose a narrative form of open source business model from the liter-
ature;
3. Undertake an empirical study of businesses that have adopted ele-
ments of the narrative form of open source business model;
4. Use the empirical data to establish how businesses can operate with a
power-balance between their founder and a membership community;
5. Establish the relevance of membership business models that operate
with a power-balance between founder and membership to the plat-
form economy;
6. Make proposals for further empirical work.
This thesis makes empirical, methodological and theoretical contributions
in fulfilling these objectives.
Contributions
The empirical contribution made by this study is to propose a narrative form
of open source business model that has been developed from analysis of data
from three case study organisations. This model is potentially generalisable
from the experience of these organisations to other organisations wishing to
create and capture value through a member network.
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The contribution to methodology is to extend the use of annotated port-
folios from human-computer interaction (Gaver, 2012; Gaver and Bowers,
2012) to entrepreneurship and business contexts. Analysis of empirical data
in this study as an annotated portfolio uses the narrative form of open source
business model developed in the Literature Review chapter to frame case
study data as a business model design process.
The theoretical contribution is to first highlight that open source operates
as a power-balanced structure, building on the writing of Stephen Weber
(2004), and that businesses could similarly adopt a power-balanced struc-
ture as part of their business model. The second theoretical contribution is
to connect the literature on software design to the findings of this study to
highlight the importance of conceptual integrity (Brooks, 2010) to both suc-
cessful software design and successful business models. The narrative form
of open source business model that has been developed in this study could
offer an alternative to cooperative business models in the platform economy,
maintaining conceptual integrity through a focal firm while involving a net-
work of contributors. This theoretical contribution opens up a hypothesis to
be tested in future research, that conceptual integrity can be a causal factor
in successful business models.
1.5 Structure and research questions
The rest of the chapters that make up this thesis are summarised below,
together with the research questions. Figure 1.1 shows the key concepts
driving this study and how the research questions are developed and an-
swered.
Chapter 2: Research Problem and Rationale for Study
Business models in the digital platform economy are introduced as the re-
search problem, where a comparatively small firm can use a software plat-
form to control the terms on which a large group of employers interact with
their temporary employees. The issue of how platform firms can exert power
over workers is an increasing problem for policy, as a platform can poten-
tially replace entire industries or services. Open source also operates in the
platform economy, but with a power-balance between the software architect
and contributors that is created by the open nature of the software code and
discussions about it, which form a shared narrative. Open source can be
considered as a narrative form of business model in the platform economy,
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Figure 1.1: Structure of the thesis and research questions
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where the narrative of the software code and discussions form the boundary
of the open source project. As a potential new area of research, the research
question is framed as a broad research proposition and exploratory research
question:
Proposition: Open source can be framed as a narrative and as a
business model. Linking the concepts of open source and narra-
tives could inspire narrative forms of business model.
RQ1: “How can open source inspire narrative forms of business
model?”.
How examined: Through an integrative literature review that ex-
amines how the concepts of narratives, open source and business
models can connect.
Chapter 3: Literature Review
The Literature Review chapter frames the relevant literature on entrepren-
eurship, business models and open source as narratives. It adopts a socially
constructionist perspective, that organisations or business models can be
created through narratives. Narrative forms of business model can connect
with open source as a narrative, in that such a business model could en-
able a single individual or small group to coordinate a much larger creative
network. The Literature Review offers a synthesis of the literature that
helps answer the exploratory research question RQ1 identified in the pre-
vious chapter, concluding that open source can inspire narrative forms of
business model that have fluid boundaries and a balance of power between
the focal firm and its worker membership network. The experience of open
source software projects suggests that a firm that adopts this form of busi-
ness model could gain competitive advantage from having a worker mem-
bership, who also benefit from being part of the network. As a new area of
research, the research question is still exploratory, presented as a research
proposition and a second research question:
Proposition: A narrative form of open source business model can
offer a balance of power between the focal firm and their member
network.
RQ2: “What is the balance of power between the firm and work-
ers in firms that have adopted a narrative form of open source
business model?”.
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How examined: Through an empirical study of businesses that
have adopted elements of the narrative form of open source busi-
ness model developed in the Literature Review chapter.
Chapter 4: Methodology and Research Design
The Methodology and Research Design chapter presents the research design
and methods used to answer RQ2 identified in the Literature Review. The
methodology builds on a perspective that organisations and business models
can be created through language, which implies abductive, or design rea-
soning. This study uses workshop and case study methods to examine how
data from engagement with entrepreneurs can lead to the design of busi-
ness models. The study took an exploratory case study approach, following
a design process in three stages, with three case study organisations:
In Stage 1, the author conducted workshops with the founders of
3rd Way Coop and Lancashire Ethical Trading Association (ESTA)
using personas to represent their stakeholders.
In Stage 2, the author conducted a workshop with directors and
stakeholders of Shared Future CIC using personas and scenarios.
In Stage 3, the author analysed ethnographic data from engage-
ment with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA as an anno-
tated portfolio of business model designs.
The analysis in Stage 3 is informed by prior theoretical framing, which in
this study is the narrative form of open source business model developed in
the Literature Review chapter.
Chapter 5: Empirical Data
The Empirical Data chapter presents an initial analysis of the data from
the author’s engagement with three case study organisations. Engagement
with 3rd Way Coop was from late 2013 to autumn 2016, while engagement
with ESTA was from mid 2014 to autumn 2016. In the third case, Shared
Future, the engagement was shorter-term, from March to July 2016. The
empirical data used in this study from each of the three stages was:
In Stage 1, the author used notes from meetings and email corre-
spondence with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA to create
a narrative based on the author’s immersion in their work. The
narrative, together with notes and photographs from a workshop
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with each founder using personas to represent stakeholders are
the data for this stage.
In Stage 2, the author first gathered organisational data on Shared
Future, then engaged with founders and members of the organi-
sation in a day-long series of workshops. The workshops applied
persona and scenario design techniques to explore Shared Fu-
ture’s relationship with its stakeholders.
In Stage 3, the data from the author’s engagement with the founders
of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA was analysed using the narrative form
of open source business model developed in the Literature Review
as a framework.
Chapter 6: Discussion of Findings
The Discussion of Findings chapter offers further analysis of empirical data
to answer the research question proposed in the Literature Review, to present
how this study makes an empirical contribution, a methodological contribu-
tion and a contribution to literature.
The empirical contribution made by this study is the narrative form of
open source business model, where the founder creates a founding narrative
of vision and values which in turn attracts members to their network. As
a business model, the founding group sets the boundary of the membership
network and captures value from that network, which benefits the members
as well the founding group.
The methodological contribution of this study is to extend the use of an-
notated portfolios from human-computer interaction design to the design of
business models. Annotated portfolio techniques could be helpful in work-
ing with entrepreneurs, where a narrative of their past, present and desired
future can be annotated as a portfolio of business model designs.
The contribution to literature made by this study is how a narrative form
of open source business model can promote conceptual integrity. Conceptual
integrity refers to the overall vision of a software design project, which in
successful projects is held by one or at most a small group of individuals.
Despite its potential usefulness, this idea has not been applied in the area
of entrepreneurship or business models.
Chapter 7: Overall Findings and Main Conclusions
The Overall Findings and Main Conclusions chapter summarises the find-
ings of this study and considers its implications for theory, practitioners op-
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erating within the platform economy and for policy development. The contri-
bution to theory is to link the notion of conceptual integrity as proposed by
Fredrick Brooks (2010) in the context of software design to business models.
Conceptual integrity helps explain the success of open source (Weber, 2004),
and could also explain why attempts to promote worker power in the plat-
form economy such as platform cooperatives have not become mainstream.
This chapter proposes a new research question as a starting point for further
research that can be framed in terms of hypothesis testing:
Proposition: That conceptual integrity in a business model is linked
with the success of businesses based on that model.
Independent or causal variable: Degree of conceptual integrity.
Dependent or outcome variable: Business model success.
Hypothesis: A business model that exhibits a greater degree of
conceptual integrity will be more successful than one that does
not.
Null hypothesis: The degree of conceptual integrity in a business
model does not correlate to business success.
Research question: “Is conceptual integrity a casual factor in suc-
cessful business models?”.
How it can be examined: Through qualitative and quantitative
empirical research studies.
The chapter then offers potential areas for further research in the fields of
participatory design methods, entrepreneurship, business models and man-
agement science.
1.6 Conclusion to the chapter
After introducing the study’s background as the author’s previous research
into organisational governance and open source, this chapter then intro-
duced the research problem as erosion of worker power in the digital plat-
form economy. The rise of the platform economy is a concern to policy
makers worldwide, as it threatens to reverse steady gains in worker rights
gained in the last 100 years. Open source has extended from its origins
in computer software to inform business models in the platform economy.
Framing open source as a narrative of the software code and discussions
around it offers the potential to create alternative business models that of-
fer a balance of power between the firm and its workers.
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The aim of this study is to investigate how open source can inform the
development of narrative forms of business model that offer a balance of
power between workers and firms in the platform economy. Objectives in-
clude establishing the gap in the literature where a specific contribution can
be made and undertaking empirical work with entrepreneurs that wish to
adopt a form of business model based on open source.
The next Research Problem and Rationale chapter explores the problem
of worker power in the platform economy and offers an initial research ques-
tion RQ1, “How can open source inspire narrative forms of business model?”
for further exploration in the following Literature Review chapter.




2.1 Introduction to the chapter
The Internet, particularly the mobile internet, has enabled new ways of col-
laboration online, including sharing skills, goods and other resources. This
has generally been seen as a positive development that can enable these
resources to be unlocked and promote social capital. These digital tech-
nologies have also enabled new ways of working where freelance workers
are matched with their customers through a software system. These work-
ers perform tasks such as transport and domestic services. The software
systems that enable this form of work are described as platforms, and the
commerce that takes place through them as the platform economy. Work-
ers in the platform economy can benefit from the range of opportunities to
gain freelance work, but some writers have highlighted that this creates a
“gig economy” where workers lose the legal and social protections that they
would have as employees, and have called for measures to deal with the
situation.
The platform economy has also enabled the development of open source,
originally a method of producing computer software. Open source is where
any number of individuals or companies can view, use and contribute to the
source code of a software project via the Internet. Open source relies on a
digital platform to collect contributions and distribute the completed soft-
ware. This platform enables the software architect to coordinate the con-
tributions of a large distributed group of software developers who interact
individually with the platform. In this respect, open source resembles other
platform economy initiatives, in that an individual or small group can de-
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termine who will contribute and on what terms. In open source, however,
the power of the software architect to determine which contributions are
accepted is balanced by the contributors being able to take the freely avail-
able source code and find a new software architect. This balance of power
has interesting implications for business models that are inspired by open
source.
This chapter explores the broader issues raised by the digital platform
economy and the potential of open source to inspire business models that
can promote value creation and capture for the benefit of workers as well as
the firm.
2.2 Research problem
2.2.1 The rise of the digital platform economy
By the late 1990s, the growth of the Internet enabled a distributed form of
work, where many individuals could make a small contribution to a larger
project online. At first, this was seen as comparable to the invention of print-
ing in the original medieval Renaissance (DiBona et al., 1999), but a more
critical perspective then prevailed (e.g., Ettlinger, 2014). By the mid 2000s,
access to the Internet became ubiquitous enough to enable crowdsourcing
(Howe, 2006), where companies like iStockphoto, InnoCentive and Amazon
Mechanical Turk solicited contributions from amateurs in the fields of pho-
tography, research and administration, undercutting professionals in those
fields. Despite this de-professionalisation, crowdsourcing was still generally
viewed in a positive light, with authors such as Brabham (2008) claiming
that the ‘web provides a perfect technology capable of aggregating millions
of disparate, independent ideas’ which could develop skills and confidence in
participating individuals, while conceding that these individuals were paid
less than professional designers would be. While these and other authors
have emphasised the positive effects of the collaborative economy, the same
technology has been used to create new forms of paid work, raising concerns
about erosion of worker rights.
Baldwin and Woodard (2009) highlight that the term “platform” was
adopted by industrial economists to describe a system or institution that
mediates transactions between agents. Later writing by Baldwin (2012, p.
7) highlights that ‘a system with undivided ownership of the core will at-
tract more outside investment in innovation than one with divided owner-
ship’, a key factor in the development of the platform economy. With the
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rise of digital platforms in the 2000s, several writers have used the term
“platform economy” to distinguish a growing trend towards monetisation of
the digital platforms that people use to communicate and increasingly gain
employment. Kenney and Zysman (2016, p. 61) define digital platforms as
‘multisided digital frameworks that shape the terms on which participants
interact with one another’. In this view of the platform economy, platforms
can include social media such as Facebook, marketplaces such as Ebay and
services such as Uber.
2.2.2 The role of workers in the platform economy
Other writers take a narrower view of the platform economy, focusing on
the role of workers. De Groen et al. (2016) frame the platform economy as
involving the main actors of the companies that own the platforms, such as
Uber, Airbnb or Deliveroo; the customers, who receive goods or services via
the platform; and the freelance workers who provide the goods or services.
Coase (1937) defined a firm as where an entrepreneur protects workers from
fluctuating markets, in which workers would otherwise have to trade their
labour individually. By working within the firm, the workers get a regular
wage, while the entrepreneur gets the assurance that they will have labour
when they need it. If everything works well, the entrepreneur makes a
profit, the workers get a regular wage and the market gets less expensive
products through reduced transaction costs.
During the 20th century, firms tended to get larger due to factors such as
the telephone and the telegraph which reduced the cost of organising (Coase,
1937). In the digital platform economy, the firm (or corporation as it is now
more commonly known), still acts as an employer in a market where trans-
action costs approach zero. The platform operator creates an algorithm that
matches workers with customers, but the workers don’t benefit from regular
employment, they take on tasks as and when they are given them. Although
the platform operator might claim not to be a firm in the traditional sense
(Kenney and Zysman, 2016), they are still directing resources, which is how
a firm overcomes transaction costs (Coase, 1937), even if this allocation is
indirectly through an architecture that enables a specific kind of interaction
(Srnicek, 2016).
Castells (2011) highlights that in a networked society, power is exerted
primarily through the network rather than through traditional institutions.
Reinforcing this perspective on the power of the network, Fuchs (2014) high-
lights a darker side to the collaborative economy, where the writings of Marx
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take on a renewed relevance in a networked world where users must com-
municate (coercion) through commercially owned networking sites (alien-
ation) in their everyday lives, in the process creating content that is used
for profit by these companies (expropriation). These digital labourers end
up being the new proletariat, or “precariat” (Bradley, 2014), reflecting their
precarious position in the gig economy Kenney and Zysman, 2016). This pre-
carious position is due to digital platforms which allow exertion of asymmet-
ric power, leading to the “taking economy” rather than the sharing economy
(Calo and Rosenblat, 2017).
Freelance workers now perform a range of tasks in the platform econ-
omy that include transport, household repairs, information work and domes-
tic service, but in doing so they take on the risks of self-employment while
the platform owners take a steady commission from operating the platform
(Smith and Leberstein, 2015). The Frankfurt Paper on Platform Based Work
(2016, p. 2) makes a similar point, highlighting that these workers as inde-
pendent contractors are ‘typically excluded from the legal and social protec-
tions established for employees over the last hundred years’. These issues
are about stakeholder power in firms, where a stakeholder is “any group
or individual who can affect, or be affected by, the achievements of an or-
ganization’s purpose” (Freeman, 1984, p. 54). Later writing by Freeman,
however, took a different perspective, defining stakeholders as participants
in the ‘human process of joint value creation’ (1994, p. 415). However, par-
ticipants don’t always get the share of the value they create, due to power
imbalances.
2.2.3 Issues for policy in the platform economy
In the platform economy, employers hold far greater market power than
workers, including unilaterally setting wages for each task (Kingsley et al.,
2015), and finding the lowest payment through the global network, which
favours the work going to low-wage economies (Irani and Siberman, 2013).
The Taylor Report (Taylor et al., 2017) calls for two-way flexibility in how
workers engage as “dependent contractors” with these platforms rather than
the current one-sided flexibility of the platform operator who can control pay
rates and availability of work. Weber (2004) highlights how the centralised
steam engines that powered the Industrial Revolution were mirrored in the
publicly traded firms and the view of capital that went with them, which
continue to the present day. The term “platform capitalism” has been used to
describe firms who use the platform economy to gain private profit (Bauwens
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and Niaros, 2017), which has become an issue for policy.
The platform economy has been promoted as enabling collaboration and
sharing, but its real value to firms is being able to lower transaction costs of
accessing goods, services and particularly workers (Drahokoupil and Fabo,
2016). Workers interact with platform firms individually, deterring collec-
tive action, which is further deterred by the firms adopting mechanisms
such as de-listing (Graham and Woodcock, 2018). These mechanisms for
isolating workers have led to what Fabo et al. describe as ‘a ‘cybertariat’ – a
marginalised mass of semi-skilled virtual workers, languishing on the edges
of the labour market and in general strengthening the neoliberal economic
order, benefiting capital owners over workers’ (2017, p. 165). Kenney and
Zysman (2016) call for greater social protections for these workers, including
welfare systems that not only protect the workers but enable change. Job
Security Councils in Sweden are a good example of how to adapt social pro-
tection policies so that they can more effectively assist workers to cope with
economic changes that are potentially disruptive (OECD, 2017). Another
way for workers to deal with these economic changes is through collective
action, where they are aligning with unions, creating guild-like organisa-
tions and worker-led platform cooperatives (Vandaele, 2018). These forms
of collective action highlight the issue of ownership of firms in the platform
economy, which is considered in the next section.
2.3 Ownership of firms in the platform econ-
omy
The platform economy is an example of disruptive innovation, where old
heavy systems can be replaced by new lightweight ones (Mulgan and Lead-
beater, 2013). Stokes et al. (2014) highlight the challenges that this disrup-
tive innovation gives to policy making and regulation, including that they
may be outside current regulations, and what risks and benefits these in-
novators could bring. They offer the example of short-term accommodation,
where a platform such as Airbnb could have an effect on tourism, the hous-
ing market, taxation and neighbourhood planning, replacing the heavy ex-
isting infrastructure with individuals offering their spare rooms to paying
guests.
The potential for disruptive innovation highlights the power exerted by
the platform economy, where a software system can potentially replace en-
tire industries. Gaventa, in the context of citizen engagement, highlights
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that achieving real change means engaging with and understanding the
meaning of power (2006). One means of exerting power is through own-
ership, where this ownership can be extractive or generative. Bauwens and
Niaros (2017) distinguish between extractive and generative ownership of a
firm, where extractive ownership is characterised by short-term profit max-
imisation, absentee ownership, governed by market prices and where capi-
tal is the master. Generative ownership on the other hand, is characterised
by contributing positively to life over the longer term, an ownership that is
rooted in its stakeholder community, governed by its social and ethical mis-
sion and where capital is the organisation’s friend rather than its master.
Kenny and Zysman (2016, p. 66) reinforce this view of the platform economy
by asking the questions, ‘Who owns or controls the platform?’, ‘How is value
created’ and ‘Who captures the value?’. A number of authors have identified
several models of services operating in the platform economy (Scholtz, 2017;
Scholtz, 2016; Kenny and Zysman, 2016; Stokes et al., 2014) which can be
viewed as extractive or generative.
2.3.1 Extractive organisational ownership
Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing was introduced by Howe (2006) as where Open Source prin-
ciples can be applied to fields outside of software’, enabling new business
models. For example, Amazon Mechanical Turk is a crowdsourcing platform
that allows software developers ‘access to a diverse, on-demand workforce
through a flexible user interface or direct integration with a simple API’
(Amazon Mechanical Turk, 2019). The people they employ through the plat-
form become invisible to end users of the platform, who gain their human
intelligence at the lowest price through the global network (Irani and Sil-
berman, 2013). This platform has the extractive characteristics of absentee
ownership and short-term profit maximisation.
Competitive crowdsourcing
Competitive crowdsourcing, or open innovation can offer opportunities for
members of the public to become engaged in research and design activities
which would otherwise be undertaken by professionals, such as InnoCen-
tive (2019) who invite companies to draw on their ‘diverse global network of
over 400,000 creative and smart minds to tackle’. The winner gets a prize
and their design is used by the firm, however Scholtz (2017) highlights how
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competitive crowdsourcing can be extractive, for example in a competition
held by 99 Designs, the requester gained 116 designs for $300, one designer
was paid $180 and 99 Designs got $120. There is thus a lot of labour being
extracted for a small fee, which has implications for workers in the future
being able to make a living wage (Ettlinger, 2014).
On-demand labour
Uber and Lyft are examples of on-demand labour, where both platforms of-
fer an alternative to taxi services provided by people driving their own cars
(Scholtz, 2017). Although this is promoted as a spare-time activity, in prac-
tice drivers end up working full-time for less than minimum wage. Although
these platforms can offer flexible work that could be valuable to some indi-
viduals, they are ultimately extractive in that workers are paid very little
while the platform operator makes private profit from commissions (Kenney
and Zysman, 2016).
Service-providing platforms
Airbnb is an example of a service-providing platform, where the initial idea
was that individuals could rent out a spare room for short periods as an
alternative to a hotel, where they and their customer would benefit from
the arrangement. This would seem to be an example of the sharing econ-
omy in action, where under-utilised resources held by individuals can help
others who need temporary accommodation. However, a platform such as
Airbnb can be extractive in that it takes a commission from every transac-
tion which then becomes private profit. These platforms also lead to second-
order effects, where existing industries are shaken up (Kenny and Zysman,
2016), in this case having a negative effect on the hotel industry (Zervas
et al., 2015). These second order effects could have further implications for
society.
Social media
Social media such as Facebook and Twitter have been viewed as exploiting
the “digital labor” of their users in creating content that is then used to tar-
get advertising (Scholz, 2017). These social media platforms are extractive
in that they have the characteristics of using freely given content to make
private profit from targeted advertising. At the same time, it could be argued
that they are generative in contributing positively to people’s lives through
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communication and sharing (Stokes et al., 2014). This generative aspect of
the platform economy can extend to generative organisational ownership.
2.3.2 Generative organisational ownership
Labour brokerage
In contrast to the extractive forms of labour brokerage, Scholtz (2017) iden-
tifies a more ethical form of labour brokerage, such as MobileWorks, who
pays minimum wage for their workers and sees them as a valuable resource
rather than replaceable sources of labour. Ethical labour brokerages are
generative in that they have a social and ethical mission and contribute to
positively to the life of their members.
Platform cooperativism
Scholz (2016) identifies platform cooperativism as a form of democratic own-
ership model in the platform economy, using similar technology to existing
platforms. Organisations based on this model would still need to compete
in the marketplace, but their competitiveness will be enhanced by not need-
ing to make a large private profit and through a lower turn-over of workers
(Anzilotti, 2018). Platform cooperatives are governed through democratic
ownership of their stakeholder community (Platform Co-op, 2019), thus they
have a generative form of organisational ownership.
Union co-ops
Union co-ops are where unions support the development of cooperative plat-
forms, an example of this development in action is Green Taxis in Denver
(Bauwens and Niaros, 2017). Union co-ops have the generative character-
istics of an ownership that is rooted in its stakeholder community, and of
being governed by their social and ethical mission.
Produser-owned platforms
Scholz (2016, p. 16) identifies that users can become producers who own
their own platforms, or ‘produsers’. For example, Stocksy is an artist-owned
cooperative that offers a stock photo service similar to that of platforms like
iStock, but with a much greater artist commission. Produser-owned plat-
forms have the generative characteristics of being owned by their stake-
holder community and contributing positively to the lives of members of
that community.
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Labour mutuals
Labour mutuals enable freelance workers to receive regular payments and
gain some of the benefits and protections of salaried workers, established
mainly in Europe, such as SMart in Belgium (Bauwens and Niaros, 2017).
Labour mutuals have the generative characteristics of being owned by their
stakeholder community and contributing to its quality of life.
Collaborative learning
Wikipedia is a platform that allows anyone to contribute to a freely avail-
able online encyclopaedia. It is an example of collaborative learning, where
peer review shapes its content (Stokes et al., 2014). Collaborative learning
platforms such as Wikipedia can have the generative characteristics of max-
imising social benefit and operating to a social and ethical mission while not
being run for private profit.
Open source software
Open source software is produced by a dispersed group of programmers,
coordinated by a software architect. Open source originated in the early
1990s, when Linus Torvalds solicited contributions to the evolving Linux
operating system via an email mailing list (DiBona et al., 1999). However,
anyone could (and still can) download Linux and use it, and like in the pro-
duser platforms, the software user can progress to software developer (We-
ber, 2004). Open source has the generative characteristic of being owned by
its stakeholder community, where their creativity can contribute positively
to the software that they then use and benefit from. Open source can be seen
as a type of organisational form, which are considered in the next section.
2.4 Organisational forms in the platform econ-
omy
2.4.1 The potential for alternative forms of working
Information technology can reinforce the existing capitalist society, but also
enable alternative forms of working (Fuchs, 2014). Hargrave and Van de
Ven (2006) highlights the role that collective action plays in institutional
innovation, where activists mobilise resources, act to challenge existing in-
stitutional structures, eventually finding a synthesis between the old and
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the new. Recent developments illustrate such a process in action in the con-
text of the platform economy. Nowak (2015) points out that trade unions are
more relevant than ever for the growing number of freelance workers in the
service economy, while Deakin (2006) called for the return of the guilds.
The Frankfurt Paper on Platform Based Work (2016, p. 3) calls for a ‘co-
operative turn’ in the platform economy, where ‘workers, clients, platform
operators, investors, policy makers, and worker organizations work together
to improve outcomes for all stakeholders’. This perspective is reinforced by
Scholz (2017), who points out that the sharing economy can benefit carers,
ex-prisoners and recent immigrants in giving them opportunities for paid
work. However, Scholz is concerned that the sharing economy reflects the in-
dividualistic values of the current neoliberal economy, and calls for platform
cooperatives as an alternative. This section explores the forms an organi-
sation can take in both the current platform economy and the alternative
approaches to the platform economy that are inspired by peer production
and the commons as a shared resource for workers.
2.4.2 Organisational models that reflect the pre-platform
economy
Considering extractive ownership models that reflect the pre-platform econ-
omy, Kenny and Zysman (2016) describe on-demand labour as a form of
“putting-out”, a term that originated before centralised factories, where peo-
ple would assemble goods in their homes. The platform economy extends
putting-out from producing goods to providing services such as those via
Uber or Lyft. Crowdsourced labour can also be seen as a form of putting-
out, with its ultimate form perhaps being Amazon Mechanical Turk (2019),
where globally crowdsourced workers become embedded in a software pro-
gram, invisible to the end user. Competitive crowdsourcing adds the element
that not all the labourers are paid, only the one that the employer judges to
be worthy. Service providing platforms such as Airbnb are not a new model,
but the platform economy enables a scaling up world-wide beyond that pos-
sible in a pre-platform era.
Generative ownership models that reflect a pre-platform economy in-
clude platform cooperatives, where worker and consumer cooperatives orig-
inated around 1800. However, worker cooperatives have often experienced
issues with unskilled management and lack of authority over workers (Corn-
forth, 1983). Trade union platform cooperatives have been inspired by the
threat that the platform economy presents to traditional forms of organ-
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ising, particularly trade unions (Bauwens and Niaros, 2017), so again are
not a new model. Produser-owned platforms (Scholtz, 2016) have some el-
ements in common with the medieval guilds, in that they are associations
of workers in the same trade or profession, as are labour mutuals. As well
as organisational models that reflect the pre-platform economy, there are
organisational models that are unique to the platform economy.
2.4.3 Organisational models that are unique to the plat-
form economy
Digital social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter are unique to
the platform economy, in their extent and the ability for the platform to
monetise the daily lives of their users through targeted advertising (Ken-
ney and Zysman, 2016). Collaborative learning, as in Wikipedia, is again
unique to the platform economy, where the platform facilitates coordina-
tion of contributions from many distributed volunteers under a peer review
system (Konieczny, 2010). Peer review of contributions from a distributed
network of volunteers also characterise open source, which co-evolved with
the platform economy from a simple email list to manged software reposito-
ries. Peer review and production relies on a commons of knowledge which all
contributors can access through a digital platform (von Krogh et al., 2012)
Benkler (2002) points out that historically there have been two ways of
organising: markets, where price determines decisions on alternative forms
of action; and firms, where managers make decisions on how to use re-
sources; however, he identifies that there is a third way of organising, the
commons. The commons is a concept that originated in the Middle Ages,
as a collective land tenure for the production of crops by member farmers
(De Moor, 2008), but can suffer from the “tragedy of the commons”, where
each farmer only bears a fraction of the whole cost of overgrazing the land
(Hardin, 1968). The Internet enables the return of the commons, but as the
Internet is effectively a limitless resource, doesn’t suffer from the tragedy of
the commons (Bauwens and Niaros, 2017).
A digital commons can enable based peer production, where a decen-
tralised commons can be accessed by volunteer individuals who make the
decision on what they wish to contribute to the common goal (Benkler, 2002).
This self-selection is complemented by peer review or some other mechanism
to ensure that only suitable contributions are accepted. The Wikipedia on-
line encyclopaedia is an example of this kind of peer production, where any-
one can submit an article, which is then moderated through discourse, with
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the ultimate decision being made by an editor (Benkler and Nissenbaum,
2006). Peer production can promote the intrinsic motivations of creativity
(Bagozzi and Dholakia, 2006; von Krogh et al., 2012) and virtuous behaviour
(Benkler and Nissenbaum, 2006). The digital commons has enabled the de-
velopment of open source, which will be explored in the next section.
2.5 Open source, narratives and business mod-
els
2.5.1 Open source software
The first mention of open source in the context of software was in 1996
(FoRK Archive, 1996), but open source as it is now understood was coined by
Christine Peterson at a key meeting of individuals within the free software
community, focusing on the openness rather than the free aspect (Peterson,
2018). Open source was seen as less restrictive to business than Free Soft-
ware, allowing companies to keep some intellectual property (IP) private
while open sourcing the remainder (DiBona et al., 1999).
Open source software relies on an Internet platform to enable contrib-
utors to read, add to and submit code, where any user of the software can
become a contributor by submitting code to the software architect. Their
submission is accepted at the sole discretion of the software architect, in the
process creating the boundary between code that is accepted and code that
is not. The software architect can be a group rather than a single individual,
as in the development of Linux, where Linus Torvalds worked with a group
of key developers as the project grew (DiBona et al., 1999). Open source,
as a mechanism for collaboration, has the advantages of less in the way of
structure and overheads than consortia, also consortia can break down due
to differences amongst members (Perens, 2005). The software architect, in
playing a unifying role in bringing together contributions, is thus key to the
governance of an open source software project.
In smaller open source software projects, governance becomes about ‘who
has the right, recognized as legitimate by the community as a whole to re-
distribute modified versions of the software’, often termed the software ar-
chitect (Weber, 2004, p. 161). As an open source project grows, this architect
needs to work with others to share the workload, raising issues of gover-
nance within this group. O’Mahony (2007) sees open source as ‘community-
managed governance’, based on the five principles of independence, plural-
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ism, representation, decentralised decision-making, and autonomous par-
ticipation. In this respect, larger software projects build on the role of the
individual software architect, in that a group makes the decision on which
contributions are accepted rather than an individual. The role of the soft-
ware architect can be explained by considering open source as a narrative
form of organisation.
2.5.2 Open source as narrative form of organisation
Bobrow and Whalen (2002) highlighted the importance of narratives in the
Eureka knowledge system at Xerox, where technicians adapted the system
to their needs, creating a community of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991)
in the process. Bagozzi and Dholakia (2006, p. 1099) highlight how open
source user communities have the characteristics of ‘consciousness of kind,
whereby members feel an intrinsic connection with other members and a
collective sense of separation from nonmembers’, which in open source user
groups ‘take the form of a shared narrative’. Weber (2004, p. 15) highlights
that it is ‘ideas rather than technology’ that were behind both the first and
second industrial revolutions, and also behind open source. These ideas can
be communicated through narratives, where the software code itself forms
a narrative that is shared by all contributors. As a narrative, open source
could be considered as a form of organisation.
Organisations can be framed as goal-directed, boundary-maintaining and
socially constructed, as defined by Aldrich and Ruef (2006), where an activ-
ity system, or set of routines, distinguishes them from families and other
small groups. Weber (2004) considers open source to be at the interface be-
tween a network and a hierarchy, where boundary spanning is key, while
Krishnamurthy (2006) frames open source as an ecosystem or virtual or-
ganisation. As such an organisation, the boundary-maintaining equivalent
of a constitution in open source is the software licence such as the General
Public Licence, as the licence sets out how stakeholders will relate to each
other (Weber, 2004). However, while in open source there are no mechanisms
for formal accountability, open source still meets the criteria for identifying
an organisation of intentionality, mobilisation of resources, creating formal
boundaries and exchange of resources with outsiders (Katz and Gartner,
1988). This perspective of open source as a narrative form of organisation
suggests that open source could be applicable in domains other than soft-
ware.
Weber (2004, p. vii) considers open source from a political economy per-
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spective, as ‘an emerging technological community that seemed to solve
what I see as very tricky but basically familiar governance problems, in
a very unfamiliar and intriguing way’, while Konieczny (2009) claims that
initiatives based on the principles of open source, particularly Wikipedia,
have the potential to overcome the “iron law” in organisations of evolving
an oligarchy that eventually takes control. Lejeune (2010, p. 18) highlights
how open source projects such as Open Directory, Debian and Wikipedia
have evolved ‘mediated collectives’ where there is discussion leading to de-
cisions on who does what, but they are not wholly democracies. Open source
has an apparent paradox in how power operates, which can be explored by
considering it as a power-balanced organisational structure.
2.5.3 Open source as a power-balanced structure
Power can be framed in terms of discourse, which can draw the boundaries
of what is possible (Gaventa and Cornwall, 2000), through creating struc-
tures of shared meaning (Holzscheiter, 2005). Linking more closely with
open source, van Dijk (2016) framed power in terms of shared knowledge
and ideologies. In open source, the shared knowledge is the source code,
and the ideologies include the notion that the source should be open. The
software architect draws the boundaries of the organisation through accept-
ing contributions to the code at their sole discretion. This openness of the
source code means that the power of the software architect to create an or-
ganisational boundary is balanced by the power of contributors to choose a
new software architect. In practice, however, this “forking” is relatively rare
(Weber, 2004). It is the software architect’s narrative, expressed as both a
vision for solving a particular problem and through the software code itself,
that inspires contributions to the project. Open source can thus be viewed as
a power-balanced form of organisational structure. This view of open source
implies that it could be applicable to business, including to business models.
2.5.4 Open source as a narrative form of business model
A business model is essentially how the firm creates and captures value
(Shafer et al., 2005; Chesbrough, 2006), and gains revenue from it (Ches-
brough, 2010). Later writing extends the business model beyond the bound-
ary of the firm (Zott et al., 2011), including how the firm’s business model
can become part of that of investors, suppliers and customers (Mason and
Spring, 2011). Järvi and Pellinen (2011) distinguish between one-sided and
two-sided business models in the technology sector, where the one-sided
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business model is characterised by the traditional value chain, and the two-
sided business model ‘brings together two groups of users, namely suppliers
and customers’ (p. 22). In the platform economy, virtual organisations can
be formed by members working apart while appearing unified to the outside
world (Kuusisto, 2017).
Open source can thus be framed as a business model, where the software
architect performs the boundary-spanning role through the contributions
they accept through a digital platform, governed by their vision and strat-
egy. The software architect, by soliciting and accepting contributions, is cap-
turing the value created by contributors for the benefit of both contributors
and users of the software. This value capture aspect of open source indicates
that open source could be viewed as a business model. Framing open source
as both a narrative and a business model opens up the potential for narra-
tive forms of business model based on open source that could operate in the
platform economy, enabling value capture for both the firm and a network of
contributors. The next section summarises the research problem, of worker
power in the digital platform economy, and introduces the research area, of
narrative forms of open source business model.
2.6 Rationale for study
2.6.1 Worker power in the platform economy
The digital economy has led to new forms of working, where freelance work-
ers perform a range of tasks that include transport, household repairs, infor-
mation work and domestic service. These workers are matched with their
temporary employers through software platforms such as Uber, Airbnb or
Amazon Mechanical Turk, where Kenney and Zysman (2016, p. 61) note
that these ‘digital platforms... shape the terms on which participants inter-
act with one another’, giving power to the corporations that operate them.
According to the OECD Employment Outlook 2017 report, the platform
economy is only 1% of the total economy (OECD, 2017), but this propor-
tion is growing rapidly, thus this issue is becoming significant. Individuals
who interact with digital platforms to find temporary employers are now
being seen as a new class of proletariat, or "precariat", who lack the legal
and social protections of employees (Fuchs, 2014). The issue of power in the
platform economy is one that is only just becoming a topic for academic re-
search, such as the iLabour Project (2019), creating the opportunity to make
a contribution. Power is exerted in the platform economy through the busi-
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ness models adopted by platform firms, hence this study focuses on business
models, in particular the research area of narrative forms of open source
business model.
2.6.2 Research objective and initial research question
Benyayer and Kupp (2017, pp. 36-37) distinguish between centralised and
distributed forms of governance in open business models, where centralised
governance is where ‘a central company (e.g. a platform) defines for all the
community’ and distributed governance is where ‘the rules are defined by
the community itself through a collaborative process’. The perhaps unique
quality of open source considered as a narrative form of business model is
that it combines centralised and distributed governance in a power-balanced
structure. This perspective on open source opens up an opportunity to in-
vestigate the potential for narrative forms of open source business model,
leading to the initial research objective and research question. At this stage,
the research question is exploratory, and has thus been framed as a research
proposition rather than in terms of hypothesis testing:
Research proposition: Open source can be framed as a narrative
and as a business model. Linking these concepts could inspire
narrative forms of business model.
RQ1: “How can open source inspire narrative forms of business
model?”.
How examined: Through an integrative literature review that ex-
amines how the concepts of narratives, open source and business
models can connect.
This research question is the starting point for the Literature Review chap-
ter, which explores related literature, identifies where a contribution can
be made and offers a more specific research question that can be explored
through empirical work.
2.7 Conclusion to the chapter
Following initial positive responses to the collaborative economy, made pos-
sible by digital platforms operating over the Internet, increasing concern
has been expressed about the rise of the “precariat”, or the new proletariat,
undertaking a range of services for customers who are selected by a digital
platform. The platform operator is able to extract value through adopting
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a business model in which workers interact individually with the organi-
sational boundary, thus deterring collective action. An alternative model
of ownership is the generative model, characterised by a social and ethical
mission rather than short-term profit maximisation. Generative models in-
clude open source, a method of organising creative work that has unique
characteristics.
Open source originated as a method of producing computer software,
where any number of individuals or companies can view, use and contribute
to the source code of a software project via a digital platform. Their sub-
mission is accepted at the sole discretion of the software architect, in the
process creating the boundary between code that is accepted and code that
is not. This boundary framing, together with value creation and value cap-
ture, characterises a business model. In open source, the value created by
contributors in terms of improved software is captured by the software ar-
chitect for the benefit of all contributors and users. However, there is a
tension in open source between the power of the software architect to define
the boundaries of the software code and the power of contributors to choose
a new software architect.
Narratives can be a helpful way of looking at power relations in open
source and in business models inspired by open source. Linking these con-
cepts could inspire narrative forms of business model, leading to the re-
search question RQ1, “How can open source inspire narrative forms of busi-
ness model?”. The next chapter is the Literature Review, which aims to
answer RQ1 by investigating related work in the area of narrative forms of
organisation, open source and business models.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review
3.1 Introduction to the chapter
The previous Research Problem and Rationale for Study chapter introduced
the research problem as worker power in the growing digital platform econ-
omy, where firms have adopted business models that extract value from
workers via a digital platform, creating a power imbalance. The platform
economy has also enabled the development of open source as a form of col-
laboration, where the value generated by collaborators on an open source
software project can be retained for their benefit by the software architect.
In open source there is a balance of power between the software architect
and contributors, which suggests that it could inspire business models that
have a balance of power between workers and the firm. It is these new forms
of business model that are examined in this study.
From a social constructionist theoretical stance, this literature review
chapter takes an integrative approach to first consider the literature on nar-
ratives to develop a framework to view entrepreneurship, open source and
business models; then considers where these concepts can intersect. There
appears to be a gap in the literature in this specific area, of narrative forms
of business model based on the principles of open source. This gap in the
literature offers a promising area for further theoretical and empirical work
on business models as narratives, focusing on where this form of business
model connects with open source. The chapter concludes by proposing the
research area as this potential to create power-balanced narrative forms of
business model.
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3.2 Literature review methodology
Approaches to writing a literature review can be divided into integrative,
theoretical and methodological (Cooper, 1984), while narrative forms of re-
view can bring together and summarise a body of literature (Baumeister,
2013). Taking the narrative approach a step further, Torraco (2005, p. 356)
advocates the integrative literature review as ‘a form of research that re-
views, critiques, and synthesizes representative literature on a topic in an
integrated way such that new frameworks and perspectives on the topic are
generated’.
In this study, where the research area crosses the disciplinary boundaries
of management, computing and design, an integrative approach to the lit-
erature review could uncover new perspectives, but the volume of literature
to cover from each of the disciplines could be overwhelming. This literature
review will thus take an approach where the initial research topic proposed
at the beginning of the review will be focused through addressing subtopics
(Denney and Tewksbury, 2013). In this literature review, the initial research
topic is the potential for open source to inspire narrative forms of business
model.
The starting point for this literature review is the research question RQ1
developed in the previous chapter, “How can open source inspire narrative
forms of business model?”. This question was broken down into five key
concepts:
1. business models;
2. narrative approaches to business;
3. open source;
4. narrative approaches to open source;
5. open source as a business model.
These five key concepts then leads to three sets of search terms:
1. “business model” AND “narrative” (concepts 1 and 2);
2. “business model” AND “open source” (concepts 1, 3 and 5);
3. “open source” AND “narrative” (concepts 3 and 4).
These search terms were entered into the ABI/Inform Complete academic
database, a key resource for finding business related literature, in October
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2018. The time frame was the previous two years (October 2016 to October
2018). Additional searches were made in ScienceDirect and JSTOR, using
the same search terms. Manual searches were also conducted through the
journals Organization Studies and the Journal of Business Models. Rel-
evant articles were chosen according to these criteria identified from the
previous Rationale chapter, that they covered some aspect of:
• Boundary issues;
• Business models;
• Definition (of each main concept);
• Design;
• Entrepreneurship;








The literature search identified 96 articles, which were classified in a spread-
sheet according to the concepts in the above list with one-line summaries to
enable other themes to be identified. Together with additional articles in
their references and others identified by the author, these articles formed
the basis for the literature review. Figure 3.1 shows how the literature on
narratives, entrepreneurship, open source and business models is synthe-
sised to arrive at the narrative form of open source business model that is
presented at the end this chapter.
The literature review is underpinned by the researcher’s theoretical stance,
which is detailed in the next section.
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Figure 3.1: Literature review structure
3.3 Theoretical stance and research philoso-
phy
3.3.1 Theoretical stance: institutional forms of power
The key theoretical stance that underpins this study is that power can take
the forms of being overt, hidden and invisible (Lukes, 1974), where power
relations can operate invisibly by shaping the boundaries of a space and the
discourses that are possible within it (Gaventa, 2006). Gaventa builds on
the writings of Hayward, who points out that freedom ‘is the capacity to
participate effectively in shaping the social limits that define what is pos-
sible’ (1998, p. 2), so power is not just about being able to participate in a
space, but also to define what that space is.
Invisible power can take the forms of tacit and institutionalised power
(Hogget et al., 2009), where institutions emerge from a ‘reciprocal typifi-
cation of habitualized actions by types of actors’ (Berger and Luckmann,
1967, p. 72), but are then seen as external, or alienated, from those actors
(Alvesson and Skölderberg, 2009). Actors can be human or non-human, in-
cluding human creations such as software (Jäger and Maier, 2016). In an
organisational context, Tsoukas (1996, p. 23) draws on the concept of insti-
tutionalisation to frame the ‘character of the firm as a discursive practice: a
form of life, a community, in which individuals come to share an unarticu-
lated background of common understanding’, which Weick (1995) described
as sensemaking.
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3.3.2 Research philosophy: social constructionism thro-
ugh narratives
The theoretical stance adopted for this study is founded on a particular on-
tology, or a perspective on reality; together with an epistemology, or a view
on what constitutes knowledge. This study takes a social constructionist
philosophy, or that social reality is created through a discursive process
(Berger and Luckmann, 1967). Polkinghorne (1988, p. 1) has argued that
narrative is ‘the primary form by which human experience is made mean-
ingful’, while Bruner (1991, p. 5) presented the ‘possibility of narrative as a
form not only of representing but of constituting reality’. Bruner’s perspec-
tive builds on that of Ricoeur (1979) who highlighted the potential for fiction
to not only represent social reality but produce it. In particular, Ricoeur
asserts that ‘fiction redescribes reality’ (1979, p. 139) and that in science,
fiction can help enact reality through ‘redescription by models’ (p. 141). It
is this productive, enactive quality of narratives that is of interest in this
study, which considers how an entrepreneur can create narrative forms of
business model. These narrative forms of business model can potentially
capture the fluid interdependencies that form organisations (Weick, 1979).
Guba and Lincoln (1994, p. 108) defines ontology in the form of a ques-
tion, ‘What is the form and nature of reality and, therefore, what is there
to be known about it?’, while Krauss (2005, p. 758) sees ontology as ‘the
philosophy of reality’. Gray (2009, p. 17) highlights that there are two main
opposing ontologies in Western thought:
1. Being, which links to positivism, a belief in an unchanging world that
is there to be discovered by the researcher.
2. Constructivism, where meaning is created by the subject’s interactions
with the world.
This study takes the latter approach, founded on an ontological perspec-
tive that aspects of reality are socially constructed (Berger and Luckmann,
1967). The perspective of Barlebo Wenneberg (2001, referenced in Alves-
son and Skölderberg, 2009) is helpful here, in distinguishing between crit-
ical, social, epistemological and ontological perspectives on social construc-
tionism. The critical perspective shows that taken-for-granted assumptions
about the world are socially constructed, while the social perspective pres-
ents society as being produced through shared meaning. The epistemolog-
ical perspective sees knowledge as being socially constructed while the on-
tological perspective sees reality as being socially constructed. This study
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follows Barlebo Wenneberg’s (2001) perspectives in these respects:
A critical perspective on social constructionism is that what seems
to be taken for granted or inevitable in society can be changed,
and even got rid of altogether (Hacking, 1999). In this study, that
perspective implies what constitutes an organisation or business
model in society can be challenged, and even changed.
A social perspective on social constructionism implies that organ-
isations or business models can be created through shared mean-
ing. In particular, Devins and Gold (2002, p. 112) highlighted
that ‘business organisations can be understood as a particular
form of life... created and sustained by language and the coor-
dination of meaning between managers, staff and a multitude of
others who have an interest in its existence’.
An epistemological perspective on social constructionism implies
that knowledge on business models and organisations based on
a particular business model can be socially constructed, where
language can function ‘as both a means for communication and
as collectively shared meaning-structures’ (Holzscheiter 2005, p.
723).
An ontological perspective on social constructionism implies that
some aspects of reality are socially constructed. This can in-
clude business models as a form of narrative and organisations
based on these business models. However, when these organi-
sations are created, they then take on a reflexive relationship to
their creators, being experienced as something other than human
(Fairhurst and Putnam, 2004). Giddens (1976, p. 121) framed
this relationship as structuration when he wrote that ‘social struc-
tures are both constituted by human agency and yet at the same
time are the very medium of this constitution’. Giddens (1991)
then developed the concept of structuration further to claim that
reflexivity can be institutional as well as individual.
The concept of habitus is helpful in framing the theoretical stance adopted
in this study. Bourdieu (1989) introduced the concept of habitus as a per-
son’s ‘mental structures through which they apprehend the social world’ (p.
18), or their taken-for-granted assumptions. In groups, habitus can lead
to the group adopting a leader or spokesperson who is a ‘personification
of a social fiction to which they give life, in and through their very being,
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and from which they receive in return for their power’ (Bourdieu, 1989, p.
24). These social fictions can be created and maintained through narratives,
which gain power from representing the ‘personal mental models of mem-
bers, or the shared knowledge and ideologies of groups and organizations’
(van Dijk, 2016, p. 71).
This section has presented the philosophy and theoretical stance that
underpins this study, that narratives can exert an invisible form of power to
shape organisational boundaries. The next section first defines what a nar-
rative is, then develops the definition into a framework that is used in sub-
sequent sections to view entrepreneurship, open source and business models
as narratives.
3.4 A narrative definition and framework
3.4.1 Narratives and stories
Narratives play a key role in an individual’s reflexive life making process,
where Bruner (1991, p. 5) presented the ‘possibility of narrative as a form
not only of representing but of constituting reality’. This constructionist
perspective builds on that of Ricoeur (1979) who highlighted the potential for
fiction to not only represent social reality but produce it. It is this productive
quality of narratives that is of interest in this study, which considers how an
entrepreneur can create narrative forms of business model.
The distinction between narratives and stories is contested, with some
writers using these terms interchangeably and others highlighting differ-
ences between them, often defining one in terms of the other. The defini-
tions of stories offered by various authors include that ‘Storytelling or, more
formally, oral narrative is defined as the verbal presentation of a series of
events meaningfully connected in a temporal and causal way’ (McKenzie,
2011, p. 134); and ‘individuals use stories to make sense of their lived expe-
riences and to organize these experiences within their narratives’ (Hawkins
and Saleem, 2012, p. 204). The definitions of narratives offered by various
authors include that narratives ‘are viewed as the cognitive framework that
guides an individual in making sense of experiences’ (Hawkins and Saleem,
2012, p. 208) and that they ‘are socially constructed discourses that not only
derive their meaning from that context but also frame policies for subse-
quent action and interpretation.’ (Flory and Iglesias, 2010, pp. 116-117).
Although definitions of both narratives and stories vary, there is some
consensus that a story is an account of events or experience (Boje, 2001;
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McKenzie, 2011; Solouki, 2017; Gherardi et al., 2018), that enable interpre-
tation or sense-making (Boje, 1991; McKenzie, 2011; Hawkins and Saleem,
2012). Some authors also highlight that a story has a causal element (Czar-
niawska, 1998; McKenzie, 2011). Several writers add “plot” as the element
that develops a story into a narrative, building on the causal element (Boje,
2001; Feldman et al., 2004; Bartel and Garud, 2009; Solouki, 2017) to por-
tray events as a coherent meaningful whole (Feldman et al., 2004; McKen-
zie, 2011; Solouki, 2017; Gherardi et al., 2018). Narratives take place in a
frame of reference (Pentland, 1999), context (Flory and Iglesias, 2010) or set-
ting (Solouki, 2017), and offer new ways of looking at it (Bartel and Garud,
2009).
Not all authors use the terms story and narrative in this way, for example
Gabriel (2000, 2004) appears to use narrative where other authors use story
and vice versa. There is a clear difference between storytelling as part of
a narrative and description, which Sibierska identifies as a ‘stylistic choice,
such as the use of a metaphor or a change in the chronological order, which
are somehow synonymous with and inherent in the act of storytelling, and
not describing’ (2017, p. 50).
Narratives as a form of discourse can exist not only as text, but also
as actions, images, mime or material objects (Hawkins and Saleem, 2012;
Ryan, 2012; Sibierska, 2017) and through spaces, as in architecture (Fair-
clough, 2016; Ropo and Höykinpuro, 2017). Narratives can exist not only on
the individual level, but also on a group and societal levels (Gabriel, 2004).
The group level of narratives includes organisational narratives (Pentland,
1999; Boje, 2001; Hawkins and Saleem, 2012). It is narratives at the organi-
sational level that are of interest in this study, particularly business models.
The rest of this section develops a framework that can enable narratives to
be applied in a business context, starting with identifying the components
of a narrative.
3.4.2 Narrative components
A narrative has key components, where again there is some consensus among-
st authors. Burke (1945, p. xv) offers the dramatic pentard:
1. Act (what took place);
2. Scene (the situation or context in which the act was performed);
3. Agent (who performed the act);
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4. Agency (that enabled the actor to perform the act);
5. Purpose (of the act).
Burke (1969, p. 443) then referred to a potential sixth term, Attitude, or
how the agent performs the act, which reveals their state of mind. Bruner
(1991) identified ten features of narrative:
1. Narrative diachronicity (events occurring over time);
2. Particularity (particular happenings that result from people acting in
a setting);
3. Intentional state entailment (these happenings must be relevant to the
intentional state held by the people acting in a setting, including their
beliefs, desires, theories and values);
4. Hermeneutic composability (where a narrative expresses a meaning
that is consistent between its whole and its parts);
5. Canonicity and breach (the narrative acknowledges accepted canonical
scripts, then present a new way of looking at them);
6. Referentiality (as well as referring to reality, narrative can create it);
7. Genericness (genres are ways of telling that predispose certain mind-
sets);
8. Normativeness (or cultural legitimacy, where any imbalance between
the five elements of Burke’s pentard leads to Trouble);
9. Context sensitivity and negotiability (including narrative intention);
10. Narrative accrual (or how stories from the past can become institution-
alised).
Pentland (1999, pp. 712-713), in the context of organisational processes,
outlines the typical features of a narrative as:
1. Sequence in time (where the events are understood to take place in
sequence, even if not presented chronologically);
2. Focal actor or actors (the narrative is about someone or something);
3. Identifiable narrative voice (which reflects a specific point of view);
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4. “Canonical” or evaluative frame of reference (narratives encode a sense
of right and wrong, a moral context);
5. Other indicators of content and context (which can include time, place,
attributes of characters and other information which helps place the
narrative).
Downing (2005, pp. 193-196), in the context of entrepreneurship, offers the
SENSE framework:
1. Storylines (that reflect the understanding actors have of individual and
collective identities and events);
2. Emplotment (a largely unconscious process of fitting storylines into
plots that have expected patterns);
3. Narrative Structuring (the expected narrative patterns are elaborated,
structured and contextualised);
4. Enactment (the elaborated narrative structures are acted upon, and
become institutionalised through habitual action).
Ryan (2007, pp. 28-29) considers narratives as having the dimensions of:
• Spatial (a world populated by individual human or other beings);
• Temporal (the world is situated in time and is significantly transformed
by non-habitual events);
• Mental (these events include purposeful action by intelligent agents
with their own mental life);
• Formal and pragmatic (the sequence of events form a causal chain and
leads to closure, at least some of the events are seen as fact, and the
story must communicate something meaningful).
These narrative components can then be built up to create a definition of
narratives and a narrative framework for the purposes of this study.
3.4.3 Narrative definition
Considering the perspectives introduced in this section, particularly those
offered by Burke (1945, 1969), Bruner (1991), Pentland (1999) and Ryan
(2007), a working definition of narratives for the purpose of this study is:
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A narrative expresses and enacts the purposeful intent of human
or other actors who have an agency and inner life. Narratives
have a plot, that depicts particular incidents or events occurring
in a causal sequence. A narrative expresses an initial point of
view within a specific context or frame of reference, but then of-
fers a new point of view. Narratives express a consistent meaning
that can both reflect reality and create it. They can become insti-
tutionalised through enactment of narrative structures.
This definition is the basis for a narrative framework for this study, which
is presented below.
3.4.4 A narrative framework
In order to be helpful in this study, the above definition will need to become a
framework that can be applied in the context of business models. Presented
as a framework, the characteristics of narratives are that they:
1. Depict the purposeful intent of human or other actors;
2. Are enacted by human or other actors who have an agency and
inner life;
3. Depict particular incidents or events;
4. The depicted incidents or events occur in a causal sequence;
5. Express a consistent meaning that can both reflect reality and cre-
ate it;
6. Are set within an accepted context or frame of reference;
7. Express a specific point of view on the context or frame of reference;
8. Offer a new point of view on this context or frame of reference;
9. Can become institutionalised as structures.
This section has developed a narrative framework that can be applied in a
range of contexts. It is an organisational context that is of interest in this
study, which focuses on how an entrepreneur can use narratives to create
the boundaries that define their business model. The narrative framework
presented here is used in subsequent sections in this chapter to evaluate
entrepreneurship as a narrative, open source as a narrative and business
models as narratives. The next section applies this framework to consider
entrepreneurship as a narrative.
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3.5 Entrepreneurship as a narrative
This section explains how an entrepreneur’s narrative can be a mechanism
for establishing their identity, then gaining legitimacy for their vision of a
potential future from stakeholders. The entrepreneur can then establish
the boundaries of an organisation through narratives. This section applies
the narrative definition in Section 3.4.4 to consider if entrepreneurship can
exist as a narrative, starting with how narratives can create entrepreneurial
reality.
3.5.1 Creating entrepreneurial reality
An entrepreneur is ‘someone who had risked their own money and resources
in the founding and development of a venture and who was the dominant
decision maker in the firm’ (Clarke and Holt, 2010, p. 72). As a process,
entrepreneurship is about ‘recognising and pursuing opportunities with re-
gard to the alienable and inalienable resources currently controlled with a
view to value creation (Chell, 2007, p. 18).
Entrepreneurship can be seen as a cultural rather than economic pro-
cess where the entrepreneur’s identity, shaped by their life course experi-
ences can be expressed as a narrative (Foss, 2004). Entrepreneurial identity
can be as much about ‘participation in narrative and dramatic processes’
as it is about their products or services (Downing, 2005, p. 199). Steyaert
(2004, p. 9) highlights entrepreneurship as a social process, drawing on the
work of the Russian philosopher Bakhtin to frame entrepreneurship as ‘a
form of co-authorship in the form of collective stories, dramatic scripts, gen-
erative metaphors and concurring discourses’. These narrative processes
can then bring about the entrepreneur’s future goals in a process of becom-
ing (Boutaiba, 2004), that creates institutions. Smith and Anderson (2004,
p. 130) reinforce this perspective when they that claim entrepreneurship
‘is about creating value and new realities and narrative enables these val-
ues to be transmitted and perhaps even to be transformed into new en-
trepreneurial realities’. Going beyond the individual entrepreneur, narra-
tives can be ‘an elegant way of transmitting values’ (Buckler and Zien, 1996,
p. 394), which could be to potential stakeholders in the enterprise that is
coming into being. The concept of stakeholders was introduced by Freeman
(1984), as the individuals or groups which could affect or be affected by a
firm’s activities. The concept was developed further by Mitchell and Wood
(1997), who considered stakeholders in terms of their power and the rela-
tionship they had with the firm.
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3.5.2 Narratives as entrepreneurial boundaries
Language is the mechanism by which the individual adopts an entrepren-
eurial identity, of becoming a person who had risked their own resources
and were now the dominant decision maker (Clarke and Holt, 2010). In the
context of social entrepreneurship, Jones et al. (2008) found that this iden-
tity construction was through narratives as a dynamic process. When the
entrepreneur has established an organisation, narratives are then key to
decision making, as they can not only communicate information (McKenzie,
2011), but also the meaning of that information (O’Connor, 1997). Narra-
tives are also key to the entrepreneur being able to establish legitimacy and
secure greater involvement of stakeholders (Garud et al., 2014). Once cre-
ated, however, the organisation gains an independent existence, not only
in the minds of participants and stakeholders, but in the physical world,
through documents, buildings and other artefacts. Business organisations
can be defined in terms of their boundaries, where entrepreneurs use narra-
tives to set those boundaries.
Organisations are defined as ‘goal-directed, boundary-maintaining and
socially constructed systems of human activity’, where control of their bound-
aries is through membership (Aldrich and Ruef, 2006, p. 4). Smith and An-
derson (2004, p. 130) claim that narrative as a form of discourse is ‘the cre-
ative carrier of information and values between the sender and the receiver,
hence narrative, like entrepreneurship, is a boundary-spanning activity’,
and that this boundary setting aspect of organisations is what distinguishes
an organisation from a more casual grouping of individuals. Boundary shap-
ing through discourse underlies the concept of boundary judgements, where
stakeholders can contest the boundaries created by an organisation (Ulrich,
2000; Urlich and Reynolds, 2010).
Jäger and Maier (2016) highlight that the creation of material objects
can be a non-linguistic form of discourse that can exert power. In this, they
draw on the concept of dispositives, where knowledge is embedded into both
discourse and material objects (Foucault, 1980). Fairclough (2016) takes a
similar perspective, viewing discourses as having aspects of interactions,
being able to form identities or be materialised as objects. Gherardi (2016)
created the term “formativeness” to describe how an organisation comes into
being through a discursive process.
Faraj et al. (2011, p. 1232) frames virtual organisations as a fluid space,
where narratives ‘represent a collective understanding of how individual be-
haviors interrelate over time’, aided by mechanisms which turn individual
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conscious and unconscious narratives into collective narratives. These col-
lective narratives can function as a boundary object, or ‘objects that live in
multiple social worlds and which have different identities in it’ (Star and
Griesemer, 1989, p. 438). Boundary objects in an organisational context
are constituted of artefacts, including models, which enable meaning to be
negotiated through a common language; and processes, including routines
and procedures (Wenger, 2000). These boundary objects can take the form
of legal documents, which have their reality as a printed or on-line docu-
ment, upon which symbolic functions are then overlaid (Searle, 1998). In
this case, the symbolic function of the legal document is to frame the or-
ganisation as a boundary-spanning activity. In this respect, the ‘organic
social structure’ that is created by relationship building and dialogue then
becomes formalised into a ‘hard frame’ of formal accountability, control sys-
tems, legal documents, etc. (Bate et al., 2000, p. 448).
3.5.3 Entrepreneurship as a narrative
Organisations can be socially constructed by the entrepreneur, but then take
on their own independent objective existence, which can be already formed,
in a process of becoming, or grounded in action (Fairhurst and Putnam,
2004). The latter perspective relates to that of Giddens (1979, 1984), where
institutional structures are formed from practices, but in turn constrain fur-
ther action. This study adopts the perspective of organisations as a process
rather than a structure, following Weick et al. (2005) and Santos and Eisen-
hardt (2005) in framing organisations as emerging through entrepreneurial
sensemaking and sensegiving, which can be enabled by narratives. The view
of entrepreneurship as a narrative can be evaluated in terms of the narra-
tive framework offered in Section 3.4.4:
1. Purposeful intent: Solouki argues that ‘an intentional action has the
structure of a narrative’ (2017, p. 335), relating this claim to the frame-
work of purpose, mental plan and performance introduced by Schutz
(1953). Narratives can bring about the entrepreneur’s goals in a pro-
cess of becoming (Boutaiba, 2004) and communicate information about
the enterprise to stakeholders (McKenzie, 2011). Narratives can also
be a powerful tool for maintaining and communicating values across
generations in family businesses (Flory and Iglesias, 2010).
2. Enacted by human or other actors: Entrepreneurs exchange informa-
tion about ‘organizing, opportunity identification, sales and financing’
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through narrative (McKenzie, 2011, p. 134). An organisation can be
enacted into being by an entrepreneur through a discursive process
(Pentland, 1999; Gherardi, 2016), which can be expressed in actions,
material objects (Sibierska, 2017), or as a fluid space (Faraj et al.,
2011).
3. Particular incidents or events: Downing (2005, p. 285) identifies that
one mechanism that can bring about and develop organisations is the
entrepreneur’s ‘vision, self-belief, and adaptive learning’, in contrast
to the prevalent perspective of accountability and legitimacy. This vi-
sion can be conveyed using narratives as both sense-making and sense-
giving (Weick, 1995).
4. Causal sequence: Downing (2005) identifies a sequence from emotion-
ally significant storylines to plots, narrative structuring and finally
enactment of the entrepreneur’s narrative. Fletcher (2003) highlights
how this entrepreneurial activity is ‘dynamic and constantly emerg-
ing, being realised, shaped and constructed through social processes’
(p. 127).
5. Reflect reality and create it: Imagination can act as both a creative
and sensemaking process in an organisational context (Komporozos-
Athanasiou and Fotaki, 2015). Imagination can be expressed as a nar-
rative, which in turn can create a version of reality in an entrepren-
eurial context as a boundary-spanning activity (Smith and Anderson,
2004). A business model can be viewed as ‘both a calculative and a
narrative device’ that ‘allows entrepreneurs to explore a market and
to bring their innovation – a new product, a new venture and the
network that supports it – into existence’ (Doganova and Eyquem-
Renault, 2009, p. 1560).
6. Context: Creating narratives can help with an entrepreneur’s sense-
making (Hawkins and Saleem, 2012) in a particular context (O’Connor,
1997). These narratives are an example of an ‘organic social struc-
ture’ that is created by the entrepreneur’s relationship building and
dialogue, which then becomes formalised into a ‘hard frame’ of formal
accountability, control systems, legal documents etc. (Bate et al., 2000,
p. 448).
7. Specific point of view: An entrepreneur’s past can be expressed through
narratives, which can be a sense-making process of the entrepreneur’s
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life course and identity (Foss, 2004). This self-narrative relates to a
more universal experience as a carrier of both personal and cultural
values (Polkinghorne, 1991).
8. New point of view: In creating their business model, the entrepreneur
needs to be seen as legitimate by stakeholders, this is where story-
telling can help in establishing the legitimacy of a potential future
(Garud et al., 2014). This mechanism of sense-making can lead to in-
dividual or organisational transformation (Downing, 2005).
9. Become institutionalised: Narratives can be expressed at the organisa-
tional level (Gabriel, 2004), as material objects (Hawkins and Saleem,
2012) and become institutionalised through narrative accrual (Bruner,
1991). These institutionalised narratives are then experienced as be-
ing separate from their human creators (Fairhurst and Putnam, 2004)
and can then function as a boundary object (Star and Griesemer, 1989)
that can play a sense-making and sense-creating role for stakeholders
(Jensen, 2013).
This section has introduced entrepreneurship as a narrative, where the en-
trepreneur’s narrative can be enacted as an organisation through a discur-
sive process with stakeholders as potential members. In particular, Boje
(1991, p. 106) proposes a ‘theory of organization as a collective storytelling
system in which the performance of stories is a key part of members’ sense
making and a means to allow them to supplement individual memories with
institutional memory’. The perspective on organisations as a storytelling
narrative that forms an institutional memory links with open source, which
is a collaborative method of software production. In open source, contribu-
tors write sections of software code that form part of a larger body of code
that is available to all. The next section explores the literature on open
source from a number of perspectives, then uses the framework developed
in Section 3.4.4 to frame open source as a narrative.
3.6 Open source as a narrative
This section introduces open source as a collaborative mechanism for soft-
ware production and outlines the perspectives that authors have used to
explain how open source works. Open source can be viewed as a private-
collective model, as a system of governance based around distribution, and
as a fluid dynamic space. After presenting these perspectives, this section
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then considers open source as a narrative, using the framework from Section
3.4.4.
3.6.1 Open source software
Computer software is produced through a process of writing the source code,
in a specific language that can be interpreted by the system (Chopra and
Dexter, 2007). Before the writing, there is a process of specification and de-
sign for the purpose the software will fulfil (Brooks, 1987). Software is gen-
erally produced in a team environment, where the specification is broken
down into tasks that an individual software developer can fulfil. The source
code is generally held in commercial confidence by the firm producing the
software (DiBona et al., 1999), however open source offers a radically differ-
ent approach. A useful definition of open source is offered by JISC (2006, p.
1):
• The source code is available to the end-user;
• The source code can be modified by the end-user;
• There are no restrictions on redistribution or use;
• The licensing conditions are intended to facilitate continued re-use
and wide availability of the software, in both commercial and non-
commercial contexts.
This definition views open source from the perspective of the software user.
From the perspective of the software developer, open source can be viewed as
a process of collective action (Bonaccorsi and Rossi, 2003), based on shared
values and trust (Nolan et al., 2007). Building on the collective aspect fur-
ther, several authors view open source as a private-collective model.
3.6.2 Open source as a private-collective model
In the context of the British iron industry in the nineteenth century, Allen
(1983) found that sharing information on production methods enabled the
individual firm to gain more information than they disclosed, and that this
sharing benefited an entire industry. Open source can be viewed from an
economic perspective as a private-collective model (von Hippel and von Kro-
gh, 2003; Bonaccorsi and Rossi, 2003; Ulhøi, 2004). In this model, open
source software developers contribute privately to software that then be-
comes freely available to all. This sharing of source code through ‘virtual
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collaborative structures’ Albors et al. (2008) enables the formation of a com-
mons, or ‘set of shared, accessible community resources’ (Kazman and Chen,
2009, p. 76). In turn, the commons enables a peer review process which
openly finds faults and fixes them (Lee and Cole, 2003).
There is an apparent dilemma with open source, that if the source code
is freely downloadable, there is nothing to stop anyone just using the soft-
ware and not contributing to it, where all users start as free riders (Perens,
2005). This “free riding” dilemma could be a problem, but von Hippel and
von Krogh (2003) argue that but in practice contributors gain private ben-
efits that are only available to them and not to free riders. This point is
reinforced by Weber (2004, p. 153), who highlights that there could still be
free riding, but open source benefits from a ‘network good’ in that ‘the value
of a piece of software to any user increases as more people use the software
on their machines and in their particular settings’. Ghosh (2005), when con-
sidering the free riding issue, compared open source to a tribal cooking pot,
where each individual puts in some item of food that add together to make
a stew. However, with open source, as it is freely downloadable, there is
always some “stew” as it can be replicated indefinitely.
Other writers challenge this private-collective model, in particular Buch-
anan (1965, p. 3), in proposing an economic theory of membership clubs
highlighted that in co-operative membership, ‘the utility that an individual
receives from its consumption depends upon the number of other persons
with whom he must share its benefits’. However, in open source software,
an infinite number of persons can benefit, and the utility increases with
increases in the number of members (Ulhøi, 2004). These issues have led a
number of open source projects to go beyond the simple model of a software
architect and community of contributors.
3.6.3 Open source governance
Open source presents an interesting challenge, as a ‘governance system that
holds together a community of producers around this counterintuitive notion
of property rights as distribution’ (Weber, 2004, p. 1). In this view of prop-
erty as distribution, the coordinator of an open source project, or software
architect, can at their sole discretion decide what code will be included in a
distribution, however anyone else can take the code and offer their version
instead. A software architect will thus need to consider the wishes of their
contributors, or risk losing their decisive influence over the project. This is
an issue of governance, where open source governance has been defined by
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Markus as ‘the means of achieving the direction, control, and coordination
of wholly or partially autonomous individuals and organizations on behalf
of the OSS development projects to which they jointly contribute’ (2007, p.
152).
Lejeune (2010, p. 18) highlights how open source projects such as Open
Directory, Debian and Wikipedia have evolved ‘mediated collectives’ where
there is discussion leading to decisions on who does what, but they are not
wholly democracies. In this view, (O’Mahony, 2007, p. 145) identified the
principles of community managed governance as independence (from any
one sponsor); pluralism (maintains multiple approaches and points of view);
representation (of members in community-wide decisions) and decentralised
decision-making (delegation of some aspects of decision-making); and au-
tonomous participation (enabling participants to contribute on their own
terms).
However, taking a community managed approach means dealing with
authority. In the case where the software architect solely makes the deci-
sions, they hold the authority over the software project, but the contributors
can exert a collective form of authority by choosing a new software archi-
tect. Etzioni (1959) points out that establishing a shared basis of authority
is the first step towards establishing governance. However, democratic gov-
ernance has problems with scale and complexity (O’Mahony and Ferraro,
2007), and may not be applicable to open source projects with their more
permeable boundaries (Aksulu and Wade, 2010). The perspective of open
source as a permeable boundary relates to the concept of open source as a
fluid boundary.
3.6.4 Open source as a fluid boundary
Open Space was pioneered in 1985 at the Organization Transformation Con-
ference as, out of an apparent free for all, the conference became self organ-
ising after all the participants had made their wishes clear, establishing the
‘law of two feet’, where participants feel free to move towards what will best
serve their needs (Owen, 2008). Extending these self-organising principles
to the Internet, Albors et al. (2008) claim that the internet can enable the
creation of ‘virtual collaborative structures’, which would need to be based
on shared values and trust, ‘at the level of the individual for an online com-
munity to be formed’ (Nolan et al., 2007, p. 53). In smaller open source
software projects, governance becomes about ‘who has the right, recognized
as legitimate by the community as a whole to redistribute modified versions
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of the software’ (Weber 2004, p. 161). This view of governance in open source
is one where the boundaries of an open source project are fluid rather than
formal.
Open source as fluid boundaries enables a flow of resources for knowledge
collaboration in a dynamic space rather than as a structural mechanism
for organising (Faraj et al., 2011). In open source, the software architect
shapes the boundaries of the project through the contributions they accept to
the software code. In this boundary shaping activity, the software architect
works towards a goal that is shared with contributors, to create software for
a particular purpose. In this goal setting, the software architect, defining
the space that contributors work in, exerts invisible power relations (Weber,
2004). The overall process followed by the software architect fulfils Simon’s
observation in the context of computing that the ‘question is how to build a
reliable system from unreliable parts’ (1969, p. 19), the software architect
selects and assembles the reliable parts from those offered by contributors.
What may be unique about open source is that the software code itself
is a narrative that forms the boundary of the project. This software code
is itself a form of language that communicates to a computer system how
to perform a particular task, where this language enables construction of
meaning to both the computer system and to the individuals contributing
software code. Taking a view of open source as a narrative, it is more of
an adhocracy than a democracy, based on semiformal decentralised struc-
tures (Konieczny, 2010) in an open system (Aksulu and Wade, 2010). In this
respect, open source may be able to overcome the issues with governance
within a commons identified by Ostrom (2010), in particular free-riding and
collective choice in decision making.
3.6.5 Open source as a narrative
The notion of open source as a narrative has been investigated by relatively
few authors. Drawing on the philosophy of Alasdair MacIntyre, von Krogh et
al. (2012, p. 650) identify in the context of open source software that ‘human
behavior cannot be decoupled from ethical considerations about what people
strive for and the narratives they construct about their life’. This narrative
can be seen in terms of an improvised performance, where the developing
software code ‘must be constantly negotiated and constructed from moment
to moment’ (Chopra and Dexter, 2007, p. 107). Weber offers an interesting
perspective on open source organisational forms as ‘social constructivist nar-
ratives’, where power relations are embodied in software code, and can be
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analysed from that code (2004, p. 133). These views on open source as a nar-
rative can be evaluated by considering open source in terms of the narrative
framework offered in Section 3.4.4:
1. Purposeful intent: Open source projects are created through an intent
to fulfil a particular purpose (Hars and Ou, 2002). Contributors partic-
ipate in open source software projects from both intrinsic motivations
towards ‘socially meaningful participation’ (Bach and Twidale, 2010, p.
70) and extrinsic motivations of enhanced career prospects (Krishna-
murthy, 2006) and fulfilling personal needs (Hars and Ou, 2002).
2. Enacted by human or other actors: Creating computer software is a
process of writing, which can be compared to the writing of poetry or
other creative works (Chopra and Dexter, 2007). In the case of soft-
ware, the process of writing enacts the software code into being, capa-
ble of performing a useful task.
3. Particular incidents or events: Open source as a narrative of the code
itself and discussion around it (Weber, 2004), is focused on the devel-
opment of a particular software project.
4. Causal sequence: The development of open source software can be seen
as a causal sequence in two respects. The first is that open source soft-
ware follows an established sequence of identification of needs, then a
community of developers forms, coordinated by the software architect
to produce software that can meet that need (Weber, 2004). The sec-
ond is that the software code itself must follow a causal algorithmic
sequence in order to work (Chopra and Dexter, 2007).
5. Reflect reality and create it: The software code is a form of language,
which in turn can create a structure of shared meaning (Holzscheiter,
2005) in the software code itself. This structure of shared meaning
reflects the reality of the software code. Open source follows a peer
review process of continually finding faults and fixing them through a
process of ‘continuous criticism of existing versions and a rapid feed-
back’ (Lee and Cole, 2003, p. 643), re-creating the reality of the code.
6. Context: Open source software licences such as the General Public Li-
cence create a framework for developing open source software projects
(DiBona et al., 1999; Weber, 2004). However, these projects remain rel-
atively unstructured compared to closed source software projects (Ak-
sulu and Wade, 2010).
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7. Specific point of view: The motivations of software developers are pri-
marily intrinsic (Krishnamurthy, 2006; Bitzer et al., 2007; Bach and
Twidale, 2010), arising from their inner lives, including a wish for per-
sonal development (Aksulu and Wade, 2010). These motivations lead
to a specific point of view on how an open source software project should
evolve, including that open source is about gaining power by giving
away (Bergquist and Ljungberg, 2001).
8. New point of view: An open source community is one that ‘makes it-
self through hacking practices of sharing, circulation, and the constant
transformation of things’ (Delgado, 2013, p. 66), in this case the soft-
ware code itself is transformed.
9. Become institutionalised: User communities develop around open source
projects that become institutionalised through group intentions, fa-
cilitated by shared narratives (Bagozzi and Dholakia, 2006). Open
source projects can work with firms through boundary organisations
(O’Mahony and Bechky, 2008).
This section has introduced open source as a narrative, where an individual
software developer’s imagination creates a vision for software that solves a
problem or fulfils a need. Weber (2004, p. 15) highlights that it is ‘ideas
rather than technology’ that were behind both the first and second indus-
trial revolutions, and also behind open source, giving the latter political and
economic dimensions. These dimensions imply that open source could be
applied to other contexts, particularly to business.
Open source has been linked with business by a number of authors (Shah,
2006; O’Mahony, 2007; Dahlander and Magnusson, 2008), particularly thro-
ugh open innovation (Philbin, 2014; Hossain and Anees-ur-Rehman, 2016;
Chesbrough, 2017). In particular open source and open innovation can in-
spire new business models (Chang et al., 2007; Rajala et al., 2012; Benyayer
and Kupp, 2017). This linking of open source to business models via open
innovation suggests that if open source can be considered as a narrative,
business models could also be considered as a narrative. The next section
introduces business models and frames them as narratives.
3.7 Business models as narratives
This section first introduces business models as a contested concept that
authors find it difficult to agree on, then explores the various conceptualisa-
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tions of the business model offered by Klang et al. (2014). These conceptu-
alisations are: a logic for a firm’s strategic choices in creating and capturing
value; a framework for translating technological development to economic
output; a template for boundary-spanning activities; and a narrative device
for structuring discourses in venture creation. The section then presents
the components of a business model, before considering business models as
narratives, using the framework developed in Section 3.4.4.
3.7.1 Introduction to business models
The first use of the term “business model” was in the context of business
training games, where Bellman et al. found that ‘many more problems arise
to plague us in the construction of these business models than ever con-
fronted an engineer’ (1957, p. 474). The use of business models was not
widespread until the early 2000s, where the concept gained renewed rele-
vance in the context of the Internet and e-business (DaSilva and Trkman,
2014). At about this time, innovation extended from products and services
to business models with the growth of the Internet (George and Bock, 2011).
However, problems with business models have persisted, with Porter not-
ing that ‘The definition of a business model is murky at best. Most often,
it seems to refer to a loose conception of how a company does business and
generates revenue’ (2001, p. 73). Subsequent attempts to define the concept
have been characterised by a lack of consensus and even confusion (Shafer
et al., 2005) and that it is poorly understood despite its importance to man-
agement (Teece, 2010; Jensen, 2013).
There have been a number of literature reviews in recent years, each of
which have aimed for a definitive framing of the business model concept,
while acknowledging that it is difficult to pin down (e.g. Wirtz et al., 2016;
Wirtz and Daiser, 2018). A reason for this diversity is offered by Zott et al.
(2011), who point out that the business model literature has developed in
silos, each located in a different discipline.
3.7.2 Business models as a logic for creating value
An early definition of business models focused wholly on the firm, viewing
the business model as ‘an architecture of the product, service and informa-
tion flows, including a description of the various business actors and their
roles; and a description of the potential benefits for the various business
actors; and a description of the sources of revenues’ (Timmers, 1998, p. 2).
As the business model concept developed, it was viewed as a mechanism for
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creating and capturing value (Shafer et al., 2005; Chesbrough, 2006; Zott et
al., 2011).
A firm’s business model from a value creation perspective ‘describes the
rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value’ (Os-
terwalder and Pigneur, 2010, p. 14). This conceptualisation of a business
model is reinforced by Teece (2010, p. 179) who offers the definition, ‘A busi-
ness model articulates the logic, the data and other evidence that support a
value proposition for the customer, and a viable structure of revenues and
costs for the enterprise delivering that value’. Al-debei and Avison (2010,
pp. 372-373) also focus on value, proposing that ‘value proposition, value
network, value architecture, and value finance are the main dimensions’ of a
business model. DaSilva and Trkman take a more resource-based view, and
‘argue that business models represent a specific combination of resources
which through transactions generate value for both customers and the or-
ganization’ (2014, p. 382). This perspective where firms use resources to
create value leads to a view of business models as a framework for economic
output.
3.7.3 Business models as a framework for economic out-
put
A resource-based view has influenced many conceptualisations of business
models, where Tapscott et al. (2000) frame a business model in terms of how
the firm uses both internal and external resources to create value that is
differentiated from its competitors. Resources can be technological, which
is particularly relevant in the realm of Internet-based firms, where Ches-
brough and Rosenbloom (2002, p. 532) frame a business model as a ‘co-
herent framework that takes technological characteristics and potentials as
inputs, and converts them through customers and markets into economic
outputs’. This technology can be in the form of physical objects, processes
(Arthur, 2009) or even knowledge (Mokyr, 2004). A resource-based view of
business models involves a wider perspective than just the firm to include
its interaction with other firms, where DaSilva and Trkman (2014) argue
that resources in themselves don’t offer any value to customers: this value
is gained through transactions using those resources.
Although Timmers (1998, p. 2) referred to ‘sources of revenues’, it was
Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002, p. 529) who introduced the business
model as one that ‘connects technical potential with the realization of eco-
nomic value’. Morris et al. (2005, p. 727) built on this perspective to frame a
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business model as a ‘concise representation of how an interrelated set of de-
cision variables in the areas of venture strategy, architecture, and economics
are addressed to create sustainable competitive advantage in defined mar-
ket’. A firm exists to create and deliver economic value for its customers,
while capturing a proportion of that value for itself (Chesbrough, 2006).
In this view of a business model, as well as making a value proposition,
it also needs to specify how the firm will gain revenue from creating that
value (Chesbrough, 2010). This conceptualisation of business models also
includes strategic elements, where the business strategy leads to the busi-
ness process via the business model (Osterwalder et al., 2005). However, the
business model itself is not the same as a business strategy (Shafer et al.,
2005; Teece, 2010). Business models that take into account economic output
implies a perspective wider than that of the individual firm, which then im-
plies that the business model needs to consider the boundaries of the firm
and boundary-spanning activities.
3.7.4 Business models as a template for boundary-span-
ning activities
The business model as logic focuses on the firm and how it can gain value,
while business model as a framework for economic output focuses on the
firm and its transactions in a wider network. These transactions involve
taking into account the firm’s transaction efficiency and decisions about
boundaries (Morris et al., 2005). Taking a similar perspective on a firm’s
boundaries, Zott and Amit (2010, p. 216) refer to the business model as
‘a system of interdependent activities that transcends the focal firm and
spans its boundaries’. Zott et al. (2011, p. 1020) develop this thinking fur-
ther to highlight that ‘the business model is a new unit of analysis that is
distinct from the product, firm, industry, or network; it is centered on a fo-
cal firm, but its boundaries are wider than those of the firm’. Taking the
boundary-spanning perspective a stage further, Mason and Spring (2011, p.
1033) highlight that, by ‘divulging different parts of the business model to
investors, suppliers and customers, the business model (or fractions of it) be-
comes sited in the business models of others’. Considering the boundary of
a firm, the business model can become a boundary object (Doganova and
Eyquem-Renault, 2009), ‘playing an important sense-making and sense-
creating role for various stakeholders’ (Jensen, 2013, p. 62), which can be
through story-telling (Corsaro, 2018). This sense-making role leads onto a
narrative perspective on business models.
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3.7.5 Components of a business model
In identifying the components of a business model, the perspective offered
by Doganova and Eyquem-Renault (2009, p. 1568) is helpful, where they
‘consider the business model as a material object, as a scale model of the
new venture’, also that of DaSilva and Trkman (2014, p. 380) where they
see it as a ‘simulation of the real world through a model’. Thus, the business
model will need to contain all the components that would be found in the
business itself. Morris et al. (2005, p. 730) offer a useful set of questions
that underlie a business model:
• How do we create value?
• Who do we create value for?
• What is our source of competence?
• How do we competitively position ourselves?
• How we make money?
• What are our time, scope, and size ambitions?
These questions are a starting point for identifying the components of a
business model. Several recent authors have identified business model com-
ponents from their literature reviews (Al-debei and Avison, 2010; Nenonen
and Storbacka, 2010; Zott et al., 2011; Fielt, 2013; Spieth and Schneider,
2016; Wirtz et al., 2016). The business model components identified by these
authors can be summarised in a number of categories that represent stages
in developing a business model:
1. Personal factors: behavioural norms; belief system; business actors;
capabilities; leadership; mission; personal factors; relationships; roles.
2. Resources: assets; competencies; information; investor factors; knowl-
edge; reputation; resources.
3. Opportunities: markets; opportunities; technology.
4. Stakeholders: alliances; competitors; stakeholders; government; part-
ners; relationships; suppliers.
5. Value creation and capture: economic value; sustainable returns; value
capture; value creation; value exchange; value network; value proposi-
tion; transformation of inputs.
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6. Strategy: business logic; configuration; concept; differentiation; strate-
gic choices; strategic control; strategic objectives; strategy; sustainabil-
ity.
7. Boundaries: boundary-spanning; business networks; network of firms;
network structure; partnerships; scope; stakeholder network.
8. Structure: architecture; governance; structure.
9. Activities: activities; distribution; implementation; operations; pro-
cesses; products.
10. Customers: customer relationships; customers; customer selection; cus-
tomer target.
11. Revenue and costs: costs; finance; price; revenues; revenue sources;
transactions.
12. Profit: profit formula; profit potential; profits.
These business model components then contribute to considering business
models as narratives.
3.7.6 Business models as narratives
Some authors view business models as a narrative, where Margetta (2002,
p. 4) saw business models as ‘stories that explain how enterprises work.
A good business model answers Peter Drucker’s age old questions: Who
is the customer? And what does the customer value?’. Downing (2005, p,
186) views a business model as ‘set of expectations about how the business
will be successful in its environment’ which can be expressed as a narra-
tive. Doganova and Eyquem-Renault (2009) frame the business model in
terms of narrative devices that are co-created with stakeholders to enable
a shared understanding. Taking this thinking a stage further, they propose
that the ‘business model is not only an input of the encounters between the
entrepreneurs and the allies that they seek to enroll, but also an output
thereof ’ (2009, p. 1566). This perspective is reinforced by Araujo and Eas-
ton (2012), who claim that the business model ‘begins to perform the world
it narrates with every successful iteration’ (p. 316).
The narrative approach to business models links with the institutional
approach, where institutions are ‘rules, norms, and beliefs that enable and
constrain action and make social life predictable and meaningful’ (Vargo and
Lusch, 2016, p. 11). These discursive perspectives are reinforced by Wieland
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et al. (2017), who define business models as ‘dynamic assemblages of insti-
tutions that, through the performative practices (i.e., actions, constructions)
of actors, reciprocally link and influence technological and market innova-
tion and contribute to the viability of these actors and the viability of the
service ecosystems of which they are a part’ (p. 926). These views on busi-
ness models as a narrative can be evaluated by considering business models
in terms of the narrative framework offered in Section 3.4.4:
1. Purposeful intent: One of the ‘decision variables’ to gain competitive
advantage identified by Morris et al. (2005, p. 730) is personal and
investor factors, including ‘time, scope, and size ambitions’, another
is the firm’s sources of competence and leadership. Business models
are generally created by groups of individuals as they are focused on
action (Ahokangas and Myllykoski, 2014), however a ‘single actor, on
the other hand, can propose a business model’ (Wieland et al., 2017).
Narratives can be an effective means of transmitting values and beliefs
in a business context, particularly when there is conflict between them
(Denning, 2006).
2. Enacted by human or other actors: ‘The business model is a narrative
and calculative device that allows entrepreneurs to explore a market’
(Doganova and Eyquem-Renault, 2009, p. 1559), and as it becomes
successful, a business model ‘begins to perform the world it narrates’
(Araujo and Easton, 2012, p. 316). The definition of business models
offered by Chesbrough (2006) focuses on activities, ‘First, it defines a
series of activities that will yield a new product or service in such a
way that there is net value created throughout the various activities.
Second, it captures value from a portion of those activities for the firm
developing the model’ (p. 108).
3. Particular incidents or events: Business models are ‘stories that ex-
plain how enterprises work’ (Margetta, 2002, p. 4), framed in terms
of a particular firm in its context, which is ‘rooted in the experience
and knowledge of the focal actors’ (Ahokangas and Myllykoski, 2014,
p. 8). The business model is both a narrative and calculative means
of exploring a market (Doganova and Eyquem-Renault, 2009), which
itself can be enacted (Chesbrough, 2010). George and Bock (2011, p.
99) view business models as ‘the design of organizational structures
to enact a commercial opportunity’. Amit and Zott (2001, p. 493) de-
fined a business model as the ‘content, structure and governance of
transactions designed so as to create value through the exploitation of
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business opportunities’ while Jensen (2013) highlighted that exploring
opportunities can take place across organisational boundaries.
4. Causal sequence: The Business Model Canvas shows how value flows
from the business to customers (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). Busi-
ness model innovation follows a process of analysis, ideation, feasibility
prototyping, decision-making, implementation and finally sustainabil-
ity (Wirtz and Daiser, 2018). The business model evolves from infor-
mal beginnings through trial and error (Morris et al., 2005), where,
through ‘a more precise definition of market needs, customer bene-
fits, users, and resources, the opportunity progresses first to become a
business concept, and then ultimately matures into a business model’
(Ahokangas and Myllykoski, 2014, p. 11). A business model ‘helps
articulate and make explicit key assumptions about cause-and-effect
relationships and the internal consistency of strategic choices’ (Shafer
et al., 2005. p. 202). A business model can thus inform a firm’s strat-
egy, but it is not in itself a strategy (Shafer et al., 2005; Teece, 2010).
5. Reflect reality and create it: Margetta (2002) proposed that ‘A good
business model begins with an insight into human motivations and
ends in a rich stream of profits’ (p. 3), while Perkmann and Spicer
viewed a business model as ‘a text that re-describes and re-constructs
reality’ (2010, p. 5). A business model first and foremost identifies the
value proposition, then how the firm will generate and gain revenue
(Chesbrough, 2010). A business model needs to have an ‘underlying
economic logic’ for how the firm can deliver value to its customers at
a cost that means they can remain in business (Margetta, 2002, p. 4),
including in financial terms (Al-debei and Avison, 2010). Teece (2010)
offers a more comprehensive profit-centred definition as where ‘the en-
terprise creates and delivers value to customers, and then converts
payments received to profits’ (p. 173). One factor in determining costs
is the firm’s organisational boundary, which can be set to minimise gov-
ernance costs (Santos and Eisenhardt, 2005), in themselves a form of
transaction costs (Coase, 1937).
6. Context: A business model can be viewed as a boundary object (Star
and Griesemer, 1989), mediating between the firm and its context (Dog-
anova and Eyquem-Renault, 2009), where a transactive view of busi-
ness models frames them in terms of boundary-spanning transactions
(George and Bock, 2011). Value is ‘generated through the transactions
made with the use of resources’ (DaSilva and Trkman, 2014, p. 382),
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while Kornberger (2017) proposes that a ‘resource-based view suggests
that sustainable competitive advantage is rooted in an organization’s
specific resources, competencies, and capabilities’ (p. 186). A firm’s
value network ‘can include suppliers, partners, distribution channels,
and coalitions that extend the company’s own resources’ (Shafer et al.,
2005, p. 202). Jensen (2013, p. 67) defines a business model as ‘a focal
firm’s core logic for creating, delivering and capturing value within a
stakeholder network’. Taking this thinking a step further, Kornberger
(2017) highlights that, in contrast to the focus on a single firm in the
past, a focal firm now ‘plays the role of the system architect, shaping
relationships among suppliers, partners, and other network members’
(p. 178). Perkmann and Spicer (2010) highlight that business mod-
els are ‘representations that create material effects such as enrolling
buyers and suppliers, persuading investors, and directing employees’
(p. 5). Mason and Spring (2011) point out that, by ‘divulging different
parts of the business model to investors, suppliers and customers, the
business model (or fractions of it) becomes sited in the business models
of others’.
7. Specific point of view: A business model ‘cannot be assessed in the ab-
stract; its suitability can only be determined against a particular busi-
ness environment or context’, including being ‘unpalatable for com-
petitors to replicate’ (Teece, 2010, pp. 191-192). A business model is
thus developed with reference to context and stakeholders and their
expectations (Downing, 2005). The business model can thus ‘support
a shared understanding among various participants’ (Doganova and
Eyquem-Renault, 2009, p. 1568).
8. New point of view: Narratives can both communicate information and
the meaning of that information (O’Connor, 1997), potentially opening
up new ways of looking at a particular entrepreneurial context. The
business model evolves through trial and error (Morris et al., 2005),
where Ahokangas and Myllykoski (2014) frame business models in
terms of creation and transformation through practice. Taking trans-
formation a step further, ‘transformational leadership theory seeks to
identify the characters and processes that enable leaders to transform
their followers’ (Boland et al., 2008, p. 18).
9. Become institutionalised: A business model can be viewed as ‘a system
of interdependent activities that transcends the focal firm and spans
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its boundaries’ (Zott and Amit, 2010, p. 6). Klang et al. (2014) iden-
tify themes in business models of internal artefacts, relational mech-
anisms and ‘external stakeholders, which exist beyond the boundaries
of the firm’ (p. 468). Business models can function as ‘as a bound-
ary object playing an important sense-making and sense-creating role
for various stakeholders, despite their individual approaches and un-
derstandings of the term’ (Jensen, 2013, p. 62). In a digital economy
context, Lakhani et al. (2012, p. 8) ‘suggest that task decomposition
and knowledge distribution provide a framework for the choice of firm
boundaries’. Institutions, in the form of aids to collaboration, guide
the formation of business models, which can be framed as ‘dynamic
assemblages of institutions’ (Wieland et al., 2017, p. 926) that have
a performative role through a range of actors in the market (Araujo
and Easton, 2012) that fulfils the core roles of convincing, legitimising,
and guiding social action (Perkman and Spicer, 2010). In particular,
narrative forms of business models can create institutional norms and
beliefs (Vargo and Lusch, 2016), as an ‘organic social structure’ created
by relationship building and dialogue, which then becomes formalised
into a ‘hard frame’ of formal accountability, control systems, legal doc-
uments etc. (Bate et al., 2000, p. 448).
Applying the framework from Section 3.4.4 shows that business models can
be viewed as a narrative, of particular interest is the assertion that a single
actor can create a business model (Wieland et al., 2017). This links with the
point made by Shah et al. (2005), that an open source project only needs a
single individual to maintain and develop it. This point highlights that there
are common aspects to open source and business models when framed as
narratives, which will be explored further in the next section. In particular,
a narrative form of business model could enable a single individual or small
group to coordinate a much larger creative network, as highlighted by Weber
(2004).
The next section brings together the concepts of open source as a nar-
rative, business organisations as narratives and business models as narra-
tives, to explore how power relations could operate in a business that oper-
ates according to the principles of open source. It then proposes a narrative
form of open source business model as a potential contribution to knowledge.
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3.8 A narrative form of open source business
model
3.8.1 Open source and business models
Open source was developed as a means of enabling peer production of soft-
ware that was more friendly to business than Free Software (DiBona et al.,
1999). The first business models around open source were arguably the first
packaged distributions of Linux that included proprietary software in 1993
(Weber, 2004). Businesses were quick to adopt hybrid strategies that drew
on some aspects of open source (Shah, 2006) while retaining proprietary
ownership such as crowdsourcing (Howe, 2006) and open labour markets
(Irani and Silberman, 2013).
This thinking developed to consider how Free and Open Source Software
communities could benefit as well as the firm, with Dahlander and Magnus-
son (2008) highlighting ‘how firms make use of FOSS communities: (1) ac-
cessing communities to extend the resource base; (2) aligning firm strategies
with the community; and (3) assimilating communities in order to integrate
and share results’. In this perspective, the firm is still dominant, operating
to its business model, but drawing on the resources of an open source com-
munity. A more integrated approach is Second-Generation Open Source,
where the firm employs programmers and maintains control over the source
code but engages with and benefits from an open source community (Watson
et al., 2008).
O’Mahony highlighted that the term open source ‘has come to mean many
things: a type of software license, an approach to software development, a
type of community, and a type of business model (2007, p. 147). Considering
open source at a more fundamental level, Aksulu and Wade (2010) highlight
that ‘an open source system usually allows for more diversity and creative
instability, allowing much higher levels of interaction and contributing to
elevated levels of innovation’. In the context of business, open innovation
has enabled firms to enhance their business models.
3.8.2 Open innovation and business models
The development of the Internet has reduced transaction costs which can in
turn cause entire industries to have to re-organise (Hagel and Singer, 1999).
This fundamental change in how businesses are structured relates to the
work of Hargrave and Van de Ven (2006), who emphasise the role of collec-
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tive action in institutional innovation, highlighting that collective action is
a political process where activists mobilise resources, act to challenge exist-
ing institutional structures, and eventually find a synthesis between the old
and the new. Chesbrough and Crowther (2006), from research with early
adopters of technology conclude that open innovation is more widely appli-
cable than its original high-tech context. Nenonen and Storbacka (2010, p.
43) point out that ‘value is considered to be co-created among various actors
within the networked market’ rather than by individual firms, which has
implications for business models. Open innovation can lead to new business
models, including those based on open source, where open source business
models can be categorised as ‘deployment, hybridization, complements, and
self-service’ (Chesborough and Appleyard, 2007, p. 73). Ulhøi (2004, pp.
1108-1109) uses private property theory and a model of collective agency to
consider open source as a mechanism for innovation through ‘critical knowl-
edge sharing’, where ‘knowledge and experience have the interesting feature
that they tend to grow when shared’.
However, creating new mechanisms for creating and exchanging knowl-
edge raises the question of intellectual property rights. In an open source
software context, O’Mahony (2003) highlights the importance of contribu-
tors retaining the rights to open source software while publicly giving it
away while Merges (1996, p. 167) points out the problems with property
rights being asserted in science research, in particular when ‘members of
the commons deal with outsiders, informal rights give way to formal rights’.
Benyayer and Kupp (2017, p. 33) identify ‘five major dimensions of open
business models: motivation, object, community, actions and governance’,
where governance can be centralised as in the platform economy, or dis-
tributed, ‘when the rules are defined by the community itself through a
collaborative process’ (p. 37). Euchner (2013) distinguishes between open-
boundary innovation, where the firm makes its boundaries more permeable
to allow innovation and open source innovation, a more radical restructur-
ing of the firm to allow open governance. This more radical restructuring of
the firm could be achieved through a narrative form of open source business
model.
3.8.3 A narrative form of open source business model
A narrative form of open source business model brings together entrepren-
eurship as a narrative from Section 3.5.3, open source as a narrative from
Section 3.6.5 and business models as narratives in Section 3.7.6, using the
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narrative framework developed in Section 3.4.4:
1. Purposeful intent: A narrative form of open source business model en-
ables a business founder to express their intent through a narrative, in
a similar way to how the founder of an open source project expresses an
intent to fulfil a particular purpose (Hars and Ou, 2002). The founder
could be a single actor (Wieland et al., 2017) or a group of individ-
uals (Ahokangas and Myllykoski, 2014). The founder’s personal and
cultural values can be conveyed using narratives (Polkinghorne, 1991)
to stakeholders. These stakeholders can then contribute to the nar-
rative, investing their time and potentially aligning their goals with
the founder. Narratives can be an effective means of transmitting
values and beliefs in a business context, particularly when there is
conflict between them (Denning, 2006). A narrative form of business
model that involves stakeholders could potentially overcome the per-
sonal time and scope limitations of the individual entrepreneur identi-
fied by Morris et al. (2005).
2. Enacted by human or other actors: The entrepreneur’s narrative can
be expressed in writing, as in any creative work, where creative pieces
of writing, such as poetry, are generally the work of a single individ-
ual, as is computer software (Chopra and Dexter, 2007). Brooks (1987)
pointed out that in computer software, ‘design must proceed from one
mind, or from a very small number of agreeing resonant minds’, which
Brooks later framed as conceptual integrity (2010). However, large
software projects tend to lose this unity as the number of developers
grows (Brooks, 1987). Open source, with its voluntary participation
coordinated by the software architect, can overcome the problems of
scale identified by Brooks without resorting to command and control
systems (Weber, 2004). In a narrative form of open source business
model, a single entrepreneur (or a very small group of entrepreneurs)
can co-ordinate a larger stakeholder group through a narrative that
stakeholders can contribute to, thus potentially harnessing their cre-
ativity in a similar way to how an open source project draws on the
creativity of a distributed community of software developers. The de-
veloping narrative can then be enacted into being through a discur-
sive process with stakeholders (Pentland, 1999; Gherardi, 2016). As
the narrative becomes enacted, it can take the form of a fluid space
(Faraj et al., 2011), or material objects (Sibierska, 2017), which could
include creating a formal organisation. This form of business model
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extends the activity-based definition of business models proposed by
Chesbrough (2006) to capture value for both the focal organisation and
their network members. In the digital platform economy, the narrative
could take the form of software, which can enable a narrative form of
open source business model to operate like an open source project.
3. Particular incidents or events: Business models are ‘stories that ex-
plain how enterprises work’ (Margetta, 2002, p. 4), framed in terms
of a particular firm in its context. Downing (2005, p. 285) identifies
that one mechanism that can bring about and develop organisations
is ‘vision, self-belief, and adaptive learning’, in contrast to the preva-
lent perspective of accountability and legitimacy. This vision can be
conveyed using narratives that can be both sense-making and sense-
giving (Wieck, 1995). A narrative form of open source business model
allows the entrepreneur to develop their business through narratives
that communicate their vision, beliefs and wished for future to a partic-
ular community, which in turn is ‘rooted in the experience and knowl-
edge of the focal actors’ (Ahokangas and Myllykoski, 2014, p. 8). In this
respect, this form of business model can be a means of exploring a mar-
ket (Doganova and Eyquem-Renault, 2009) and opportunities across
organisational boundaries (Jensen, 2013). This form of business model
could offer a greater range of opportunities for positioning within the
market place than the focal organisation or their members could gain
alone.
4. Causal sequence: Downing (2005) identifies a sequence from emotion-
ally significant storylines to plots, narrative structuring and finally en-
actment of the narrative through entrepreneurship. Business models
can show a causal sequence starting with an opportunity, then pro-
gressing to a business concept, then a business model (Ahokangas and
Myllykoski, 2014). As a narrative, an open source form of business
model can continuously innovate, where business model innovation
follows a process of analysis, ideation, feasibility prototyping, decision-
making, implementation and finally sustainability (Wirtz and Daiser,
2018). An entrepreneur who adopts a narrative form of open source
business model will follow a causal sequence starting with their busi-
ness idea, expressing it as a narrative, then identifying stakeholders
who can contribute to the narrative. This sequence is similar to that
followed by the software architect in establishing a new open source
software project, of identifying needs, then recruiting a community of
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developers (Weber, 2004). In this form of business model, as a narrative
it can enable the entrepreneur to articulate cause-and-effect relation-
ships and strategic choices, which is one of the functions of a business
model identified by Shafer et al. (2005).
5. Reflect reality and create it: Savage et al. (2018) frame organisations in
terms of fiction and its ability to make an organisational world. In this
view, a narrative form of open source business model can be seen as ‘a
text that re-describes and re-constructs reality’ (Perkmann and Spicer,
2010, p. 5), in a process of peer review with rapid feedback (Lee and
Cole, 2003). This form of business model reflects reality in that it is
founded on the entrepreneur’s exploration of the opportunities in their
environment and allows the founder to explore their market (Doganova
and Eyquem-Renault, 2009). Exploration of the market will then help
the founder to identify their value proposition and how they will gain
revenue (Chesbrough, 2010). In building a community of stakeholders
through shared narratives, this form of business model can ‘support
a shared understanding among various participants’ (Doganova and
Eyquem-Renault, 2009, p. 1568), and then it ‘begins to perform the
world it narrates’ (Araujo and Easton, 2012, p. 316). In this perfor-
mance, the narrative can clearly differentiate the developing business
and its stakeholders as a structure of shared meaning (Holzscheiter,
2005), that is experienced as being separate from its human creators
(Fairhurst and Putnam, 2004). In this form of business model, the fo-
cal organisation can capture value from their stakeholder network for
the benefit of both the organisation and its network, particularly finan-
cial value (Al-debei and Avison, 2010), which then contributes to prof-
its (Teece, 2010). If the focal organisation fails to capture this value,
the network could find a new focal organisation, in the process mak-
ing a boundary judgement (Urlich, 2000). As a network, members can
reduce costs by sharing suppliers, and reduce costs to customers by
working at a larger scale with other members. Another factor in de-
termining costs is the firm’s organisational boundary, which can be set
to minimise governance costs (Santos and Eisenhardt, 2005), in them-
selves a form of transaction costs (Coase, 1937). This form of business
model can enable the entrepreneur to recruit members of their network
as partners in the growing enterprise, which in turn can extend their
resources (Shafer et al., 2005). As members, they would benefit from
the network in a similar way to contributors to an open source project,
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who can benefit from their own contributions and those of other con-
tributors.
6. Context: Organisations that adopt a narrative form of open source busi-
ness model will develop with reference to context and stakeholder ex-
pectations (Downing, 2005). These expectations can be made sense of
through narratives, which can help with sense-making at an organisa-
tional level (Hawkins and Saleem, 2012) and for stakeholders (Jensen,
2013). A narrative form of open source business model, through being
shared with stakeholders, can become part of their business models,
as identified by Mason and Spring (2011). Taking this thinking a step
further, Kornberger (2017) highlights that, in contrast to the focus on
a single firm in the past, a focal firm now ‘plays the role of the system
architect, shaping relationships among suppliers, partners, and other
network members’ (p. 178). A narrative form of open source busi-
ness model could enable the founder to gain competitive advantage
from sourcing resources and competencies (Kornberger, 2017) from the
member network as well as from within the focal organisation. This
form of business model could be implemented using a licence inspired
by open source software licences such as the General Public Licence,
which create a framework for open source software projects (DiBona et
al., 1999; Weber, 2004).
7. Specific point of view: An entrepreneur’s past can be expressed through
narratives, which can be a sense-making process of the entrepreneur’s
life course and identity (Foss, 2004), capturing what they know (Smith
and Anderson, 2004), and which can then extend to a imagined de-
sired future (O’Connor, 2004). As this future becomes enacted through
narratives, the entrepreneur’s imagination can act as both a creative
and sensemaking process in an organisational context (Komporozos-
Athanasiou and Fotaki, 2015). A narrative form of open source busi-
ness model can express the ‘core logic for creating and capturing value’
of the business (Shafer et al., 2005, p. 204), and can enable a shared
understanding (Doganova and Eyquem-Renault, 2009) between the
founder and stakeholders.
8. New point of view: In creating their business model, the entrepreneur
needs to be seen as legitimate by stakeholders, this is where story-
telling can help in establishing the legitimacy of a potential future
(Garud et al., 2014). A narrative form of open source business model
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could, like an open source software project, inspire individuals to par-
ticipate from intrinsic motivations (Krishnamurthy, 2006; Bitzer et al.,
2007; Bach and Twidale, 2010), arising from their inner lives, includ-
ing a wish for personal development (Aksulu and Wade, 2010). These
motivations could lead to a new point of view on how a business model
should evolve, inspired by the notion that open source is about gain-
ing power by giving it away (Bergquist and Ljungberg, 2001). Narra-
tives, in being able to both communicate information and the meaning
of that information (O’Connor, 1997), can enable new ways of looking
at a particular context. As a sense-making process, the narrative can
lead to individual or organisational transformation (Downing, 2005).
In a narrative form of open source business model, the community of
stakeholders operates like an open source community, where there is
a constant transformation (Delgado, 2013), in this case transformation
through practice (Ahokangas and Myllykoski, 2014).
9. Become institutionalised: As the founding entrepreneur develops their
business through adopting a narrative form of open source business
model, it can adopt a suitable legal form to protect core intellectual
property that the business and its associated stakeholder community
are founded on. The community of stakeholders becomes institution-
alised through narrative accrual (Bruner, 1991) of norms and beliefs
(Vargo and Lusch, 2016) in a similar way to how the developer com-
munity in an open source software project becomes institutionalised
(Bagozzi and Dholakia, 2006). In this respect, this form of business
model can be viewed as ‘dynamic assemblages of institutions’ for col-
laboration (Wieland et al., 2017, p. 926) that evolve through trial
and error (Morris et al., 2005). Narrative forms of business models
can create institutional norms and beliefs (Vargo and Lusch, 2016), as
an ‘organic social structure’ created by relationship building and di-
alogue, which then become formalised as needed into a ‘hard frame’
of formal accountability, control systems and legal documents (Bate
et al., 2000, p. 448). This form of business model is one where the
entrepreneur and their developing enterprise plays a focal role in a
network of stakeholders who can become members. In this respect,
this form of business model is a networked model rather than focusing
on a single firm (Kornberger, 2017). This form of business model can
perform the boundary-spanning function identified by Zott and Amit
(2010) through developing a shared narrative that network members
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can both contribute to and benefit from.
Applying the framework from Section 3.4.4 uncovers a potential narrative
form of open source business model that has a similar power-balance be-
tween the core and stakeholders as an open source project has between the
software architect and contributors. In this respect, the narrative form
of open source business model is one based on systems and institutions
(Wieland et al., 2017). The analysis above demonstrates how the compo-
nents of a narrative form of open source business model can operate. This
conceptual exercise raises the question of if it is possible to create a net-
worked form of business model that operates as a narrative. This is an area
where there is a potential contribution to knowledge.
3.8.4 Potential contribution to knowledge
This literature review has revealed that there is little literature on open
source as a narrative, and also little literature on business models as a nar-
rative. Where these areas of literature meet, in narrative forms of busi-
ness model based on open source, there appears to be no previous literature.
There are existing models that have some aspects of the narrative form of
open source business model proposed here. These include OuiShare (2019),
which promotes collaboration based on complementary skills, but empha-
sises horizontal governance rather than the more hierarchical focal organ-
isation and membership in the proposed model. Another similar model is
Daemo, which is a democratic form of organisation for the platform economy
that offers a guild-like peer review process, drawing on open source (Whit-
ing et al., 2017). However, Daemo uses a form of representative governance
which is not present in the proposed model. The open source guild business
model, offered by Larner (2013), re-invented by Pearce (2014) as the ‘TODO’
network, and developed further by Larner et al. (2017) is perhaps the clos-
est existing model to the narrative form of open source business model pro-
posed in this chapter. In the open source guild model, the medieval guilds,
as a pre-industrial form of network organisation (Deakin, 2006), are used as
a metaphor, comparing the role of the software architect to the masters in
the medieval guilds (Larner et al., 2017). The open source guild model could
thus be a starting point to develop a narrative form of open source business
model.
This section has used the narrative framework developed in Section 3.4.4
to propose a potential narrative form of open source business model. This
model can potentially have a similar power-balance between the core busi-
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ness and its stakeholder network that exists in an open source project be-
tween the software architect and their contributor network. Investigating
this potential is the research area, which is proposed in the next section.
3.9 Theoretical context and research area
3.9.1 Theoretical context
The empirical work that is documented in this study builds on that of a num-
ber of authors, in particular Berger and Luckmann (1967), Simon (1969),
Bourdieu (1989), Bruner (1991), Giddens (1991), Weick (1995), Weber (2004),
Foss (2004), O’Connor (2004), Downing (2005), Gaventa (2006), Kornberger
(2017) and Wieland et al. (2017). Before introducing the research question,
it may be helpful to set the research area in terms of the theoretical stance
and research philosophy that were introduced at the beginning of this chap-
ter in Section 3.3.
Herbert Simon, in his book Sciences of the Artificial (1969) offered in-
sight into why social reality (Berger and Luckmann, 1967) might exist. He
pointed out that limitations in human cognitive abilities led to the develop-
ment of cognitive frames, rules and routines, which Bourdieu (1989) framed
as a person’s habitus, or the taken-for-granted assumptions that make up
their social world. In groups, institutionalisation through habitus can re-
duce the cognitive load on individuals by group members electing and giv-
ing power to a leader as a ‘personification of a social fiction to which they
give life’ (Bourdieu, 1989, p. 24). This social fiction can be expressed as a
narrative, where Bruner (1991) claimed that narrative can constitute social
reality and Weick (1995) suggested how this might happen, through both
sense-making and sense-giving. Giddens (1991) introduced structuration
theory, where human agency can construct social structures, then through
institutionalisation, these structures then constrain human agency. This
constraint exerts an invisible, tacit form of power, shaping the perception of
what discourses are possible (Gaventa, 2006).
In entrepreneurship, a founding entrepreneur can, from their identity
and wishes for the future (Foss, 2004; O’Connor, 2004), propose their goals as
a narrative. This narrative in turn can inspire stakeholders who share the
entrepreneur’s goals and who are willing to give power to the entrepreneur
as leader.
In open source, the software architect exerts invisible power relations
through defining the space that contributors work in, which is the narrative
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formed by software code and discussions around it (Weber, 2004). However,
the contributors can challenge this power exerted by the software architect
by taking the source code and finding a new software architect. The soft-
ware architect is necessary in open source, to reduce the cognitive load on
individuals through a group form of habitus (Bourdieu, 1989). This willing-
ness of contributors to give power to the software architect creates a balance
of power. Open source can be considered as a business model (O’Mahoney,
2007), which creates the potential for narrative forms of business models
that also have this balance of power. These narrative forms of open source
business model are the research area.
3.9.2 The research area
This chapter has brought together the literature on open source and busi-
ness models, using narratives as a framework. It proposes a narrative form
of open source business model which could offer a similar power-balance
between founder and members to the balance that exists in open source
projects between the software architect and contributors. The literature re-
view presented in this chapter has thus answered the exploratory research
question RQ1 proposed in the previous Rationale chapter, “How can open
source inspire narrative forms of business model?”. The narrative form of
open source business model developed in this chapter could enable an en-
trepreneur to recruit a community of members who can both contribute to
and benefit from the focal organisation.
Investigating this potential to create power-balanced narrative forms of
business model is the research area for this study. This research area ad-
dresses one of the research priorities identified by Wieland et al. (2017,
p. 939), ‘What role do narratives play in the formation and development of
technologies, business models, and markets? How do cocreated narrative
infrastructures enable and constrain agency and shape institutionalization
processes?’. This research area could also contribute to developing busi-
ness models that address the problem identified in the previous Rationale
chapter, of business models that exert power over workers in the platform
economy.
3.9.3 Research question for empirical work
The proposed research area leads to a more specific exploratory research
question than that proposed in the previous chapter:
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Research proposition: A narrative form of open source business
model can offer a balance of power between the focal firm and
their member network.
RQ2: “What is the balance of power between the firm and work-
ers in firms that have adopted a narrative form of open source
business model?”.
How it will be examined: Through an empirical study of busi-
nesses that have adopted elements of the narrative form of open
source business model developed in the Literature Review chap-
ter.
The methodology to address this research question takes a case study ap-
proach using design methods, where the open source guild model (Larner,
2013) was offered as a design provocation, as it is the nearest existing model
to the narrative form of business model proposed in this literature review.
The methodology and methods used, including participant observation and
design workshops, are detailed in the next chapter.
3.10 Conclusion to the chapter
This chapter has taken an integrative approach to review the literature
on narrative approaches to entrepreneurship, business models and open
source. The review is from a social constructionist perspective, focusing on
the power exerted by discourse in society, where narratives are a form of dis-
course that can both reflect and create institutions through shared meaning.
The literature on narratives was first analysed to arrive at a definition for
the purposes of this study which is shown in Section 3.4.3, then a narrative
framework in Section 3.4.4 that was used to frame entrepreneurship as a
narrative, open source as a narrative, and business models as a narrative.
Business models have been poorly defined and poorly understood, but
there is some agreement that the components of a business model include
personal factors, competence, opportunities, activities, value creation, value
capture, boundaries, context, costs and profit. The business model can be
viewed as a boundary object, where narratives can be an important aspect
of boundary spanning. Narrative forms of business model can connect with
open source as a narrative, in that they could enable a single individual
or small group to coordinate a much larger creative network. Consider-
ing business models as a narrative and how this could connect with open
source as a narrative opens up the potential for new business models that
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have the fluid boundaries and power-balanced structure of open source. The
literature review thus answers the research question RQ1 proposed in the
previous chapter, “How can open source inspire narrative forms of business
model?”.
There is little literature on open source as a narrative, and also little
literature on business models as a narrative. Where these areas of knowl-
edge meet, narrative forms of business model based on open source, there
appears to be no previous literature. The open source guild is the closest
model in the existing literature, although it not framed as a narrative form
of business model. There is thus potential to investigate these forms of busi-
ness model, where a narrative form of open source business model can offer
a balance of power between the focal firm and their member network. The
proposed research area leads to RQ2, a more specific exploratory research
question, “What is the balance of power between the firm and workers in
firms that have adopted a narrative form of open source business model?”.
The following Methodology and Research Design chapter documents the re-
search methodology and methods that were used to explore this research
question.




4.1 Introduction to the chapter
The previous Literature Review chapter explored the literature on business
models, narratives and open source, concluding that there was a gap in the
area of narrative forms of open source business model. The empirical work
that is presented in this study aims to answer the research question RQ2,
“What is the balance of power between the firm and workers in firms that
have adopted a narrative form of open source business model?”. This chapter
documents the research methodology and research design adopted in this
study.
Underpinning this study is the theoretical stance is that organisational
reality, including business models, can be created through narratives, which
aligns with the epistemological position of critical theory. Critical theory is
where the researcher enters into a dialogue with research participants to
enable understanding of how structures in society have gained their own
reality independent of their creators, and how these structures could be
changed. This perspective implies research is a change process, not so much
about observing the world as it is but exploring what it could be.
Research approaches that are about change include action research and
design methods. These approaches imply abductive reasoning, or pattern
discovery rather than pattern matching, in a research process that aims
to create rather than discover knowledge. Abductive reasoning suggests
a design approach, where design can be seen as a process of co-evolution
of problem definition and solution formulation. This study applies a de-
sign methodology in three stages with three case study organisations. The
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first stage uses narratives and persona techniques in workshops with the
founders of two of the cases study organisations. Personas are widely used
in human-computer interaction, where they can represent the users of a
software system. In this study, personas are used to represent the stake-
holders in an organisation. The second stage uses personas and scenarios
in a design workshop with a third case study organisation, while the third
stage uses annotated portfolio techniques to analyse ethnographic data from
the first two case study organisations. Analysis of the ethnographic data as
an annotated portfolio in the third stage of this study was undertaken using
the narrative form of open source business model from the Literature Re-
view as a framework, an example of using prior theory to inform a design
process.
4.2 Philosophical position
The Literature Review in Section 3.3 introduced the theoretical stance as
where narratives can exert invisible power to create social reality, particu-
larly the social reality of business organisations. This philosophy of social
constructionism through narratives implies that this study will take a so-
cially constructionist ontology. This section presents the philosophical posi-
tion adopted in this study.
4.2.1 Ontological position
This study follows Barlebo Wenneberg’s perspective in acknowledging that,
although the perception of reality is to some extent socially constructed,
there remains a reality that is independent of people’s perceptions of it
(2001, cited in Alvesson and Skölderberg, 2009). Giddens highlighted how
this independent form of social reality can come into existence through struc-
turation theory, which focuses on the processes through which individual ac-
tions create the structures that make up society, but then these structures
then constrain future action in a recursive process (Giddens, 1984).
The philosopher Bhaskar offers a helpful viewpoint on society that builds
on the structuration approach ‘in which human agents are neither passive
products of social structures nor entirely their creators but are placed in
an iterative and naturally reflexive feedback relationship to them’ (Davies,
2008, p. 19). Devins and Gold (2002, p. 112) highlighted that ‘business
organisations can be understood as a particular form of life... created and
sustained by language and the coordination of meaning between managers,
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staff and a multitude of others who have an interest in its existence’. Once
created, however, the organisation gains an independent existence, not only
in the minds of participants and stakeholders, but in the physical world,
through documents, buildings and other artefacts.
This research is thus conducted from the perspective that institutions,
including organisations, are socially constructed through shared meaning
(Devins and Gold, 2002), in the process becoming their own form of ex-
ternal reality that affects individuals who are part of it (Berger and Luck-
mann, 1967; Bhaskar, 1998) and to some extent are created by it (Giddens,
1984). The perspective of organisations as socially constructed implies that
research on them can also be a process of social construction, which leads to
the epistemological position of critical theory.
4.2.2 Epistemological position
Guba and Lincoln (1994) introduce critical theory as where the researcher
enters into a dialogue with research participants. This dialogue enables
understanding of how structures in society have gained their own reality
independent of their creators and how these structures could be changed.
Easterbrook et al. (2008), in the context of software engineering, defines
critical theory as a perspective that ‘judges scientific knowledge by its ability
to free people from restrictive systems of thought’, while Hofkirchner (2007,
p. 478) sees research as a ‘political act, because knowledge empowers dif-
ferent groups within society, or entrenches existing power structures’ in the
context of social systems which have the capacity to ‘re-invent themselves’.
However, one problem with critical theory is that it sees people in terms
of them being ‘socially, politically, economically and technically disenfran-
chised’ and that the researcher’s job is to emancipate them (Crabtree et al.,
2009) but from whose perspective? If it from the researcher’s, this is effec-
tively imposing their view of reality on that of the participants. Sengers et
al. (2005) offer a way forward in that critical theory can be applied to the
researcher’s wish to make changes, starting by becoming aware of their own
taken-for-granted assumptions. In this study, the researcher wishes to dis-
cover new business models that have the potential to overcome the issues
with worker power in the platform economy documented in Chapter 2.
4.2.3 Aixological position
Hedlund-de Witt et al. (2014, p.14) defines axiology in terms of a ‘perspec-
tive on what a “good life” is, in terms of morals and quality of life’ and ‘our
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most cherished ethical and aesthetic values’. In a research study, the val-
ues of research participants are inherent in research based on the critical
theory and constructionist paradigms (Guba and Lincoln, 1994, p. 112).
Cole et al. (2005, p. 332) highlight that action research and design re-
search share an axiology that is ‘evident in the manner in which both value
the relevance of the research problem, and emphasis on practical utility and
theoretical knowledge simultaneously’. This view of the research process re-
lates to Gergen’s (2014) view of research as replacing ‘the captivating gaze
on the world as it is with value based explorations into what it could be’
(p. 287). Considering values also means considering the values of the re-
searcher, where Heron (1996) proposes sharing of the researcher’s values
with research participants, particularly where they affect the choice of re-
search area and methodology. In this study, the research participants were
entrepreneurs who wished to create new forms of business model, which
connected with the author’s wish to investigate business models based on
open source.
4.2.4 Form of reasoning adopted
Trochim (2000) defines the research methodology as ‘the specific ways... that
we can use to try to understand our world better’. The foundation of this
search for knowledge is the form of reasoning adopted by the researcher.
The two main forms of reasoning are deductive, which aims to test a the-
ory through specific hypotheses; and inductive, which is a process of moving
from observations to theory through pattern matching. As well as inductive
and deductive reasoning, Alvesson and Skölderberg (2009, p. 4) argue for
abductive reasoning, where abduction is a process of discovering patterns
that bring understanding, where an abductive process ‘alternates between
(previous) theory and empirical facts whereby both are successively reinter-
preted in the light of each other’. In this study, the previous theory is the
narrative form of open source business model developed in Section 3.8.3.
Abductive reasoning can simply be known as design reasoning (Cross et al.,
1992) points out that, and design as a ‘co-evolution’ process of problem def-
inition and solution formulation (Dorst and Cross, 2001, p. 425). These
three forms of reasoning can be summarised as (Trochim, 2000; Gray, 2009;
Alvesson and Skölderberg, 2009):
Deductive
1. Identify a situation that is a problem or opportunity to gain knowledge;
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2. Observe the situation closely to gain an understanding of it;
3. Create a theory about the situation, expressed as a hypothesis with
independent (cause) and dependent (outcome) variables;
4. Test the theory, controlling for other variables, aiming to demonstrate
(or not) a causal relationship between the identified variables;
5. The theory can then help address the problem or explain the situation.
Inductive
1. Identify a situation that is a problem or opportunity to gain knowledge;
2. Observe the situation closely to gain an understanding of it;
3. Identify patterns or themes observed in the situation that can be ex-
pressed as causal relationships between independent and dependent
variables;
4. Formulate a theory to express this causal relationship;
5. The theory can then help address the problem or explain the situation.
In practice, inductive and deductive approaches alternate, as theory is first
created, then tested. However, both deductive and inductive approaches
aim to understand an existing situation without changing it, i.e. to discover
knowledge. An abductive (design) approach aims to create rather than dis-
cover knowledge.
Abductive
1. Identify a situation that is a problem or opportunity to gain knowledge;
2. Observe the situation closely to gain an understanding of it;
3. Create designs that represent a desired change in the situation;
4. Identify patterns or themes in the designs that indicate a causal rela-
tionship between aspects of the (changed) situation;
5. Formulate a theory to express this causal relationship;
6. The theory can then help address the problem or explain the situation.
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Abductive reasoning can create hypotheses, where Peirce (1958, cited in
Berry, 2014, p. 127) asserts that abduction ‘is the process of forming an ex-
planatory hypothesis. It is the only logical operation which introduces any
new idea; for induction does nothing but determine a value, and deduction
merely evolves the necessary consequences of a pure hypothesis’.
Buchanan (1992) highlights the role of design in being able to deal with
the ‘wicked problems’ identified by Rittel and Webber (1973, p. 155) that
aren’t amenable to science or engineering approaches. In particular, de-
sign reasoning can help deal with complexity, where Kurtz and Snowden
(2003, p. 468) highlight that science and engineering can only operate effec-
tively in ‘ordered domains’, where cause and effects are known or knowable.
When entering unordered domains, sense-making is about identifying emer-
gent patterns in complex relationships through design probes and narrative
techniques (Kurtz and Snowden, 2003). Using narrative techniques in a de-
sign context introduces the possibility that these patterns are created rather
than discovered, or as Coyne (2005) put it, are design concepts ‘waiting to be
identified in language, or are they created through the discourse?’ (p. 15).
This study used design techniques to create and make sense of business
models in the complex situation of entrepreneurs establishing their business
with a range of stakeholders. Before arriving at this methodology, however,
a number of potential research approaches were considered.
4.3 Potential research approaches
Any research approach needs to be consistent with the theoretical stance
adopted for this study, that organisations and their business models can
be socially constructed through narratives. This stance implies a research
methodology that is about creating rather than discovering knowledge, and
where narratives could be part of the research process. However, this per-
spective of knowledge creation rather than discovery brings with it the need
for the researcher’s reflexivity. Alvesson and Skölderberg (2009) call for re-
flexivity in social science research, where the researcher is aware of their
role in the interpretation of empirical data and knowledge production. This
perspective is reinforced by Law and Urry (2004, p. 403), who claim that
‘methods are never innocent and that in some measure they enact whatever
it is they describe into reality’, implying a responsibility on the part of the
researcher to consider what social reality they might help bring into being.
This section introduces the research context, then documents the potential
research approaches that were considered for this study, and why the nar-
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rative design approach taken was adopted.
4.3.1 The research context
The research context for this study is the author’s long-term engagement
with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and Lancashire Ethical Trading Asso-
ciation (ESTA), both micro-businesses based in the North West of England.
There was also a shorter engagement with Shared Future, a micro-business
with a network of associates based in the North West of England. The au-
thor’s background in non-profit management and recent research on the
problems with social enterprise governance (Larner and Mason, 2014) con-
nected with the experience of these entrepreneurs, an example of theoretical
sensitivity (Gray, 2009).
These case study organisations were found by the author offering to meet
with entrepreneurs and business founders to discuss the open source guild
model (Larner, 2013) during 2013 and 2014. The criteria for case study
selection were that the founders or directors were actively interested in the
open source guild model to the extent of wishing to incorporate it into their
business model. Case study selection was thus purposive, of entrepreneurs
who were interested in the research topic. The unit of analysis was the
founding entrepreneur and their network, where in both cases they were an
entity that had ‘the characteristics of a bounded system and have boundary-
maintaining processes organized around the persistence of the unit and the
perpetuation of its activities’ (Aldrich and Ruef, 2006, p. 30). Each case
study organisation is introduced briefly below.
3rd Way Coop
The author was introduced to Mike Knowles, the founder of 3rd Way Coop,
by a consultant specialising in helping non-profit organisations choose the
most appropriate legal structures and governance arrangements. Mike had
developed Super Insulation, a product that could revolutionise how build-
ings are insulated and help deal with energy poverty worldwide. At the time
of the first meeting with the author in November 2013, Mike was developing
a multilevel organisational structure, including recruiting apprentices who
would be trained to install their Super Insulation product. Mike was seeking
investment to produce Super Insulation, but potential investors were only
interested in making maximum profit, they didn’t share his values. Mike
was very interested in the open source guild model, as it had the potential
to solve his dilemma concerning patents, investors and values. Guild-like
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models could enable vocational education and peer mentoring, which con-
nected with his desire to overcome energy poverty world-wide. The open
source aspects of the model could enable some of the intellectual property to
be made available to people working their way out of poverty, but those of a
high commercial value could be held in trust for social benefit. Discussions
with Mike Knowles continued until October 2016, as 3rd Way’s business
model evolved.
Lancashire Ethical Trading Association (ESTA)
The author met Michael Hallam, the founder of Lancaster Ethical Trading
Association (ESTA) at a Global Futures event organised by Lancaster Uni-
versity Environment Centre in May 2014. In the first discussions in June
2014, the author and Michael explored the connection between the open
source guild model and ESTA as a values-based business network that pro-
moted economic success through personal development. ESTA developed
from Michael’s experience in the UK voluntary sector, particularly Transi-
tion Towns in Totnes, where he experienced problems with decision-making.
With ESTA, Michael aimed to move away from the voluntary sector by creat-
ing a business association that promoted economic success through personal
development. These initial discussions with Michael confirmed the corre-
spondence between how ESTA operated and the open source guild model, in
particular that the founding micro-business (in this case ESTA Community
Interest Company) admits members to the association at its discretion based
on shared values (in this case of personal development). Discussions with
Michael Hallam continued until October 2016, as ESTA’s business model
has evolved.
Shared Future CIC
The author met with a director of Shared Future in March 2016, who con-
nected the open source guild model with their business model and were in-
terested in exploring this form of business model further. Shared Future was
established in 2009, constituted as a Community Interest Company based
in the North West of England. Shared Future is developing as a mechanism
for associates to get and deliver work that they couldn’t do by themselves.
Shared Future has a board of five directors and a network of associates as
internal stakeholders, together with external stakeholders including com-
missioners, partner organisations and the general public. However, some
associates had expressed confusion about what Shared Future is and what
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it can offer both to them and to potential funders. At the time of the au-
thor’s engagement, Shared Future was experiencing rapid growth but was
experiencing confusion about its identity, prompting a review of the organ-
isation. Following further correspondence, the author agreed to facilitate
one of their Give it Away Day workshops in June 2016, focusing on their
values and relationship with stakeholders in a guild-like collaborative net-
work. Preparation for the workshop in May 2016 involved reviewing organ-
isational documents and Shared Future’s online presence, while follow-up
interviews with three of their directors in July 2016 yielded additional re-
flections.
4.3.2 A case study approach
A case study approach has been advocated by Yin (2009, p. 18) as being
particularly appropriate to investigate a ‘phenomenon in depth’, where ‘the
boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident’, as in
this study, which focuses on how a founder’s narrative can be shared with
stakeholders. However, Yin takes a positivist approach to case study re-
search, claiming that it relies on theoretical propositions. However, the use
of theoretical propositions is an example of what Alvesson and Deetz (2000)
identify as the tendency for even qualitative research to be based on ‘nine-
teenth century positivist assumptions’ including an ‘objective external real-
ity’ (p. 61). However, case study research can be based on other ontologies,
for example Robson (2002) classifies case studies as exploratory, descriptive,
explanatory and improving. The latter category links with action research,
as it is not just about gaining knowledge about the studied phenomenon but
making change to improve it in some way.
4.3.3 Connecting action research with design
Action research is generally seen as being introduced by Lewin (1947), but
as Cassell and Johnson (2006) point out, it is a very diverse topic, with a
multitude of approaches and a lack of clear theoretical foundation. Check-
land and Howell (1998, p. 12) in an organisational context, described action
research as a methodology that both instigates and researches a change pro-
cess within an organisation as a ‘a collaborative process’ enabling ‘reflective
learning’. Later writers developed the concept of action research further, El-
lis and Kiely (2000) characterised it as a ‘broadly interventionist approach
to change and improvement that enables individuals, groups and organisa-
tions to use reflection on action in a problematic situation as a basis for the
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creation of new actions and knowledge’ (p. 83). In a community development
context, Stringer (2007) offers a definition of action research as ‘a systemic
approach to investigation that enables people to find effective solutions to
problems they confront in their everyday lives’ which ‘focuses on specific sit-
uations and localized solutions’ (p. 1). Gray (2009, p. 313) highlights the
common features of the various approaches to action research as:
1. Research subjects are themselves researchers or are involved in a demo-
cratic partnership with a researcher.
2. Research is seen as an agent of change.
3. Data are generated from the direct experiences of research partici-
pants.
Considering how action research can relate to the theoretical stance adopted
in this study, the epistemological perspective of critical theory implies a par-
ticipatory form of action research, which is ‘driven by a vision of what ought
to be; knowledge of what is right and wrong from the point of view of human
values’ (Park, 1999, p. 148). Participatory forms of action research aim to
break down power relations between the researcher and participants, en-
abling the latter to change their situation and find alternative forms of or-
ganising (Cassell and Johnson, 2006). The founders of each of the three
case study organisations were driven by a vision what ought to be, in terms
of finding new ways of organising and new business models. A participa-
tory approach to engagement would thus be appropriate to work with these
founders.
Participatory forms of action research are an area where action research
links with design. Cole et al. (2005) claimed that action research and design
research are similar in that they both ‘directly intervene in real-world do-
mains and effect changes in these domains’. Torbert and Taylor (2008) also
highlight the links between ‘action inquiry’ and design as based in ‘a holistic
understanding that also tries to act and inquire at the same time’, aiming to
‘generate productivity, transformation and emancipation’ (p. 241). From a
participatory design perspective, Light and Akama (2012) claim that ‘design
work is action research – changing the contexts, the people and the design
practitioner through designing’ (p. 69). These views of action research sug-
gest that this study can use design methods within a case study approach.
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4.3.4 Design methods
Design thinking is becoming increasingly important in business as a means
of establishing customer needs and creating new products and services to
meet those needs (Brown, 2008) through a process of grounding in needs,
iteration of possible designs and reflection (Zimmerman et al., 2007). Nel-
son and Stolterman (2012, p. 35), however, point out that design has been
appropriated by business as a problem-solving technique while not fully ap-
preciating how design is an ‘inquiry into the ideal’ focusing on what is de-
sirable but does not yet exist. Or, as Simon put it, design is ‘concerned with
how things ought to be, with devising artifacts to attain goals’ (1969, p. 59).
Design in an organisational context is concerned with the third and fourth
orders of design, where the third order is about behaviour and action; and
the fourth order is about environments and systems (Buchanan, 1999). Tak-
ing this perspective, design in an organisational context can include creating
new business models.
Considering design in the context of critical theory leads to critical de-
sign, introduced by Dunne and Raby (2001) and developed further by Bowen
(2007, p. 1) as ‘critical design practices’ that can enable ‘stakeholders to en-
gage with novel situations and consequently engage in creative thinking
about future possibilities’. Such critical design practices include speculative
design (Dunne and Raby, 2013) co-design (Fuad-Luke, 2009) and participa-
tory design. This perspective relates to the critical design approach advo-
cated by Bardzell and Bardzell (2013, p. 3304), which can offer insight into
existing social structures by creating new ones that promote ‘social change,
from the present to a hoped-for future that is attainable but not immediately
within reach’.
This study used design methods with three case study organisations, in
three stages. In the first stage, the author used meeting notes and corre-
spondence with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA to create narra-
tives of engagement with them. These narratives were then the starting
point for workshops in March 2016 with each founder, which used the de-
sign technique of personas to represent their organisation’s stakeholders.
The outcomes from Stage 1 were organisational designs that took an organic
metaphor and had a power-balanced structure. In the second stage used or-
ganisational data from Shared Future as a starting point for a workshop
with directors and associates in June 2016. This workshop used the design
techniques of personas and scenarios to explore stakeholder involvement in
Shared Future. The outcome of the second stage was a business model that
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Figure 4.1: The research methods used in this study in three stages
had narrative elements. The third stage returns to the data from 3rd Way
Coop and ESTA from the beginning of the author’s engagement with their
founders from 2013 and 2014 until autumn 2016. This ethnographic data
was analysed as an annotated portfolio of potential business designs. The
outcome of this stage was a narrative form of open source business model.
Figure 4.1 shows the methodology, which is documented in further detail in
Sections 4.4 to 4.6.
4.4 Research design: Stage 1
The section documents the methodology used for the first stage of engage-
ment with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA, where notes from pre-
vious meetings and e-mail correspondence became a design process through
the use of narrative and persona techniques.
4.4.1 Engagement with 3rd Way Coop and ESTA
The case study organisations 3rd Way Coop and ESTA were introduced
briefly in Section 4.3.1. In the initial meeting with each founder, the au-
thor offered the open source guild model as a starting point for discussion.
This model can be seen as a design provocation (Bardzell and Bardzell, 2013)
which enabled each founder to explore their evolving business model by of-
fering a potential solution (Dorst and Cross, 2001). In that sense, the provo-
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cation is to intentionally change the research situation. The open source
guild model did this by being just strange enough (Bardzell et al., 2012;
citing Dunne and Raby, 2001) to stimulate thought and discussion. The
open source guild model acted as a boundary object, in the sense of creat-
ing a shared space focused around a common object for design work (Star
and Griesemer, 1989). This boundary object helped bring about the fluid
approach to design advocated by Wolf et al. (2006), where discussion can
naturally blend into design work.
The author continued to meet with each founder in 2014, 2015 and 2016,
exploring in depth how their developing business model connected with the
research area. Meeting notes were verified after each meeting and these
notes subsequently contributed to the data for this study, together with
email correspondence. The discussions were helped by the author becom-
ing a member of both organisations. In the case of 3rd Way Coop, this was
by becoming a member of the founder’s community of stakeholders, includ-
ing attending both internal and external meetings with other stakeholders.
In the case of ESTA, the author became a member of the ESTA business
club, attending meetings with other members as well as with the founder.
This prolonged engagement with the founders and involvement with their
organisations led to the study taking on aspects of ethnography, a theme
that is developed further in Stage 3. At this stage, however, the data was
used to create a narrative of the author’s engagement with each founder.
4.4.2 Drawing out themes through narratives
Narratives of an organisation’s potential future could help to draw out the
entrepreneur’s ‘desiderata’ or ‘preformed desires’, where each narrative rep-
resents an ultimate particular (Nelson and Stolterman, 2012) of the founder’s
design of their organisation, including scenarios of its development (Stan-
ford, 2007). Narratives could thus contribute to a design process, in this case
of business models. The first stage of this study explored how ethnographic
data could become a narrative which can then inspire a design process.
In early 2016, the author edited together meeting notes and correspon-
dence with the founder of each case study organisation, together with organ-
isational documents, into an approximately 3,000-word narrative presented
in chronological order. These narratives didn’t include specific details of
dates, times etc. to protect the confidentiality of the participants. The nar-
rative was a form of analysis that drew on the author’s immersion in the
data (Robson, 2002) and in the research setting (Krauss, 2005). Organi-
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sational designs that arose during the engagement with each organisation
were also included in the narrative as images. These narratives were then
the starting point for a workshop with each founder in March 2016 that used
the design technique of personas.
4.4.3 Expressing themes in the form of personas
Personas were introduced by Cooper (1999) as fictional individuals who can
represent users in human-computer interaction design. Grudin and Pruitt
(2002) developed the concept of personas further, where they advocated us-
ing detailed ethnographic data to create personas that represent groups of
consumers in product design. Norman (2004) proposed an alternative ap-
proach where ad hoc personas are created from the designer’s intuition,
background and experience rather than from extensive data gathering, while
Blythe and Wright (2006) offer personas based on fiction to help designers
reflect and gain deeper insights. A third approach, one perhaps more rele-
vant to this study, is where personas can contribute to reflection and refram-
ing practice through discussions about groups of stakeholders rather than
individual users (Källhammer and Nilsson, 2012).
In the workshops with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA, per-
sonas were used to represent key groups of stakeholders. The author cre-
ated several personas before the workshop and encouraged participants to
create further personas during it. The workshop started with the founder
considering and commenting on the narrative offered by the author. In both
cases they added to the narrative and appeared to find it useful for reflec-
tion on their development since the author first engaged with them. Each
founder responded differently to the personas. Michael Hallam, the founder
of ESTA created a number of personas that were caricatures of typical ESTA
members and other stakeholders, including Despot Dan, a would-be empire
builder who ‘leaves in frustration’. Mike Knowles, the founder of 3rd Way
Coop, only created two additional personas, but these were based in deep
reflection on the importance of values, particularly Super Salesman Steve’s
desire to ‘exceed our human targets’.
In these workshops, although applying the personas technique led to
some interesting findings and reflection by participants, it didn’t make the
best use of the wealth of data offered by the author’s long-term engagement
with each founder. The initial personas were created from a narrative which
in turn was the outcome from the researcher’s immersion in ethnographic
data. Such a process is time-consuming and difficult for other researchers
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to validate or replicate. However, it did yield useful findings which informed
the design of business models using desiderata, or design criteria.
4.4.4 Desiderata for business model design
Desiderata (Nelson and Stolterman, 2012) helped bring out aspects of the
author’s engagement with each founder that were relevant to business model
design. Considered in design terms, the data as narrative expresses each
founder’s “desiderata” or “preformed desires”, encompassing functionality,
practicalities, motivation for designing, potential products and services, aes-
thetics and performance measures (Nelson and Stolterman, 2012). Gaver
and Bowers (2012) offer a number of categories of choices that influence the
design of an artefact, not always consciously, including functionality, aes-
thetics, practicalities, and motivation for designing it, the people for whom
it is intended and sociopolitical concerns. In the context of organisational de-
sign, Stanford (2007) offers categories of culture, systems, structure, people,
performance measures and processes, products and services and operating









• people for whom it is intended;
• performance measures and processes;
• products and services;
• operating context;
• sociopolitical concerns.
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These desiderata are applied by the author in Section 6.2 of the Discussion
of Findings chapter to the data in Section 5.2 of the Empirical Data chapter
to create a natural metaphor of membership organisation.
The next stage used a less time-consuming and more rigorous method-
ology to engage with a third case study organisation. The importance of
values was key to the author’s use of personas and scenarios with Shared
Future, a network of consultants based in the North West of England. The
methods used in working with this third organisation are documented in the
next section.
4.5 Research design: Stage 2
This section documents the methodology used with the third case study or-
ganisation, Shared Future, which was introduced briefly in Section 4.3.1.
The engagement with Shared Future was over a shorter time period than
that with 3rd Way Coop and ESTA, from March to July 2016. The engage-
ment included meetings with directors of the organisation, analysis of or-
ganisational documents, and a day workshop with directors and other stake-
holders in June, followed by reflective interviews with key participants in
July. The workshop with Shared Future again used personas as a design
technique.
4.5.1 Personas, scenarios and values
Although personas have been used extensively in human-computer interac-
tion design and in product design (Grudin and Pruitt, 2002; Floyd et al.,
2008; Miaskiewicz and Kozar, 2011), there has been relatively little work
with personas in a management or governance context. Kronqvist and Salmi
(2011) explored organisational culture by creating personas representing
each role in the organisation with participants in workshops which were
then refined in later workshops. Bodker et al. (2012, p. 94) explored the use
of personas in participatory design in the context of local government, where
they found personas to be useful to present data about the ‘experiences and
attitudes’ of users in the design process. However, in the end, they pre-
ferred to work with real users rather than abstract them using personas,
finding that their application of personas couldn’t really support participa-
tory design. Pellicciaro (2014) used personas to represent stakeholders in
the development of collaborative local food projects. However, recent work
by Marsden and Haag (2016) offers the potential for using personas for crit-
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ical reflection, which could be helpful to explore an organisation’s relation-
ship with its stakeholders.
Personas could thus be a promising technique in the context of devel-
oping narrative forms of business model which enable an entrepreneur to
recruit and work with a community of stakeholders. However, the literature
on personas, which is mainly in the context of human-computer interaction,
reveals a dilemma:
1. If personas are created using detailed data on users, the problem is
that the data can never be detailed enough and that the personas are
still no substitute for working with actual users in a participatory de-
sign process (Bødker et al., 2012).
2. If personas are created by designers without using data, the problem is
that the personas then reflect the attitudes and goals of the designers
rather than users (Marsden and Haag, 2016).
In either case, the personas risk being stereotyped (Chapman and Milham,
2006; Turner and Turner, 2011), with user or designer characteristics. How-
ever, the work of Källhammer and Nilsson (2012) offers the potential for
a third perspective on personas, where they can prompt critical reflection
on attitudes and beliefs. In this third perspective, stereotyping can be an
advantage, as the stereotyped personas can represent stakeholder charac-
teristics but not those of particular individuals.
Personas can draw out aspects of the of the people creating them, includ-
ing unconscious aspects, which relates to the work of Cowan and Todorovic
(2000), who identified that values could be consciously held, hidden or deep,
where deep unconsciously held values underpin a person or organisation’s
behaviour. This perspective leads to the concept of value-led personas which
can:
1. Express a value that is relevant to the organisation.
2. Represent stakeholders in the organisation.
3. Be presented in the form of a cartoon and quotation.
The value-led personas can then be actors in scenarios of an organisation’s
future strategic development, including scenarios of adopting new a busi-
ness model.
Scenarios include a setting and agents or actors, each of whom have goals
or objectives (Carroll, 2000), taking the form of stories with personas as the
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focal point (Nielsen, 2012). Stanford (2007) highlights how scenarios can
be used in business, including as part of an organisational design process.
Scenarios can involve personas as actors, a technique for representing users
within scenarios and creating meaning together (Nielsen, 2012). Personas
and scenarios were used in the workshop with Shared Future, which took a
design approach.
4.5.2 Engagement with Shared Future
Engagement with Shared Future started with establishing the values held
by the organisation. These values were derived from analysis of organi-
sational documents using NVivo, an example of Computer-Assisted Quali-
tative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS). This software enabled coding of
the text from each document that corresponded to a particular value. The
starting point for coding was based on the values and motivations frame-
works offered by Schwartz (1992), Ryan and Deci (2000), Nakamura and
Csikszentmihalyi (2002) and Hoggett et al. (2009), with other values being
identified as coding progressed.
Following the document analysis, the author facilitated a day-long work-
shop with Shared Future in June 2016 to investigate their relationships
with stakeholders. The workshop was documented by the author taking
notes and photographs, with additional photos taken by participants. Video
or audio recording was not used in the workshop, as this can be inhibiting
to participants (Stringer, 2007). In the workshop, the author presented six
initial value-led personas created from the values that had been coded most
often in the document analysis. Each persona was clearly stereotyped, tak-
ing the form of a cartoon drawing, brief quotation and alliterative name. The
aim of the stereotyped personas was to convey the key values held by Shared
Future in the form of a stakeholder. For example, Competent Charles con-
veys the value of competence, where Shared Future is a group of competent
people working together. The quotation “I’ve developed my business skills
tremendously – but I still don’t know what Shared Future is” expresses the
dilemma of the organisation as being hard to define. Workshop participants
then quickly created many more personas in a similar style.
Taking a design approach using personas enabled potential solutions to
be explored, together with gaining a deeper appreciation of the problem
(Buchanan, 1992). In particular, personas are a design technique that can
offer the potential to stimulate critical reflection (Källhammer and Nilsson,
2012; Marsden and Haag, 2016), in this case on the values held by the or-
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ganisation and its stakeholders. The personas were then actors in a scenario
planning exercise that explored the organisation’s boundary both in the
present and in the future. One workshop participant thought that Shared
Future could be analogous to a theatre flat, which is a painted backdrop
that can be a focus for a range of activity. Company storytelling emerged as
discussions continued, as a potentially significant method of communication
with major stakeholders, and in the business model created by one of the
workshop participants.
Narratives were significant in the third stage of this study, which returns
to the data from the author’s long-term engagement with 3rd Way Coop and
ESTA, and considers how ethnographic data can contribute to the design of
narrative forms of open source business model.
4.6 Research design: Stage 3
4.6.1 Ethnographic data from 3rd Way Coop and ESTA
This use of ethnographic data was a significant change in the methodol-
ogy adopted in this study. The initial intention was that the discussions
with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA would lead up to a formal
series of workshops with each organisation using personas and scenarios.
However, both founders proved reluctant to engage with formal workshops,
hence the limited data informing Stage 1 of this study. This was a dilemma,
as the author had collected a wealth of data during the period of engage-
ment with these two organisations. Reflection on this dilemma in late 2016
led to the realisation that using all the ethnographic data from the two case
study organisations could allow for a more rigorous and replicable design
process. After the author discussed this realisation with the founders and
with the Lancaster University ethics committee, both founders agreed that
all the notes, email correspondence and organisational documents from the
author’s engagement could be used as data. As data, the author’s notes of
meetings with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA, together with email
correspondence and organisational documents are examples of ‘data found
in the everyday world’ (Silverman, 2007, p. 9) rather than from interviews
or focus groups. This data could then be retrospectively analysed (Davies,
2008) using the narrative form of open source business model developed in
Section 3.8.3 as a framework.
At the start of the author’s engagement, the open source guild model
(Larner, 2013) was offered to each founder as a focus for discussions. This
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model can be viewed as a design provocation (Bardzell and Bardzell, 2013)
or as a boundary object (Star and Griesemer, 1989), in that the model offered
a new perspective on doing business which could provoke reflection. Design
research is proposed by Zimmerman and Forlizzi as creating an artefact
which ‘functions as a specific instantiation of a model – a theory – linking
the current state to the proposed, preferred state’ (2008, p. 44). In this
view of design research, the artefacts are the ethnographic data from the
author’s engagement with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA. Anno-
tated portfolio techniques were used as a form of thematic analysis to reveal
the business model design aspects of the ethnographic data. NVivo software
was again used for this analysis, using the narrative form of open source
business model developed in Section 3.8.3 as a framework.
4.6.2 Business model design using annotated portfolios
In this study, the data from engagement with the founders of 3rd Way Coop
and ESTA embodies designs for their hoped for future, including how their
organisation can work as a business, or its potential business model. Tak-
ing a design perspective, the research process is about articulating these
embodied models as artefacts. Annotated portfolios, originally developed
in the context of classroom assessment (Yancey, 1992), were first used in a
design context in developing clinical treatment strategies in mental health
(Lavori and Dawson, 1998). Annotated portfolios were then re-introduced
by Gaver (2012) in the context of human-computer interaction as a method
that could bring together a number of artefacts and identify the design as-
pects that were common amongst them through text annotations. The con-
cept was developed further by Gaver and Bowers (2012) and Bowers (2012),
who propose that annotated portfolios could enable ‘theory formation, in the
explanatory rather than the predictive sense’ (Gaver and Bowers, 2012, p.
48). Annotated portfolios are an example of intermediate-level knowledge,
where design produces artefacts, which can then be abstracted to produce
knowledge through an intermediate construct (Löwgren, 2013).
In this study annotated portfolios are used in the way suggested by Zim-
merman and Forlizzi (2008, p. 44), where designers can create an artefact
which ‘functions as a specific instantiation of a model – a theory – linking
the current state to the proposed, preferred state’. In this stage, the design
of a preferred business model is embodied in the ethnographic data, which
expresses the wishes of each founder towards their preferred state, includ-
ing their business model. By applying theory, in this case the narrative form
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of open source business model proposed in the Literature Review chapter, as
a framework in annotating the ethnographic data, the latent designs in that
data can be revealed. Taking the logic of using annotated portfolios a step
further, as well as multiple designs within a single organisation, the portfo-
lios could extend to considering designs created by multiple organisations.
This implies a return to the case study approach, but in a design context.
Taking an annotated portfolio approach to using ethnographic data in a de-
sign process could go some way to addressing the criticisms of ethnography
and design made by Crabtree et al. (2009), in particular that ethnography
can end up as a ‘literary exercise’.
4.6.3 Narrative forms of open source business model
In this study, the narrative form of open source business model developed
in Section 3.8.3 was used as a framework to create the annotated portfolio.
Using this framework focused the process on the research area and research
context. From analysis using this framework, the ethnographic data can
emerge as a narrative form of open source business model, considering each
founder’s desiderata, or wishes and desires for the future. This process of
analysis helped reveal the narrative form of open source business model
that each case study organisation has adopted, and which is embodied in the
ethnographic data. The findings in this chapter contribute to the design of a
more generic form of narrative open source business model in the Discussion
of Findings chapter.
4.7 Quality, validity, generalisability and reli-
ability
Although this study takes a design approach in its analysis of case study
data, as with any other research study, its findings need to satisfy the cri-
teria of quality, validity, generalisability and reliability. A key aspect of any
research project is the validity of its findings, where Robson (2002) finds four
aspects of validity:
1. Construct, the extent to which operational measures reflect the inten-
tions of the research and the research questions. In this study, the
operational measures were developed through the three stages of em-
pirical data gathering. In the third stage, analysis of ethnographic data
from two case study organisations using a number of frameworks re-
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veals the narrative form of business model adopted by each one. This
analysis relates directly to the research intentions and the research
question.
2. Internal, considering causal factors, is there a third factor that is af-
fecting the results? The analysis of ethnographic data in the Stage
3 of empirical data gathering reveals the factors that influenced the
business model adopted by the case study organisations.
3. External, the extent to which it is possible to generalise the findings of
the research. In this study, generalisability is weakened in this study
by only having two long-term case studies plus one shorter case study,
but strengthened by the connection of the research topic to multiple
areas of literature.
4. Reliability, this is the extent to which the findings could be replicated
by other researchers. Clearly documenting the research process in the
Empirical Data chapter, and the use of NVivo software that allows com-
prehensive reporting in Stage 2 and 3 contributes to the reliability of
this study in allowing findings to be traced back to the data.
In the specific context of qualitative research, measures to ensure quality
and validity as a qualitative research process include (adapted from Patton,
2002, p. 544-546):
1. Dependability, which entails ‘following a systematic process systemat-
ically’ as shown in the following Empirical Data chapter.
2. Triangulation, in practice to ‘capture and report multiple perspectives
rather than seek a single truth’. In this study, methodological tri-
angulation was through multiple methods (design workshops, partic-
ipant observation and analysis of documents) in a three stage pro-
cess. Case study was through long-term engagement with two different
case study organisations, together with a third case study organisa-
tion. Data triangulation was through data from participant observa-
tion, meeting notes, email correspondence, organisational documents
and design workshops.
3. Reflexivity, or understanding how the researcher’s own experiences
and background affects understanding, the researcher’s background is
explained in Section 4.3.1 as being relevant to the research context.
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4. Encourage dialogue ‘among perspectives rather than aiming at singu-
lar truth’, achieved by involving research participants as co-researchers
where possible. For example, in the workshop with Shared Future, par-
ticipants were encouraged to develop and adapt the methods offered by
the author.
5. Gaining deeper understanding of specific cases within their own con-
text rather than generalising across multiple cases, achieved in this
project by considering each case separately before cross-case analysis.
Ethnographic approaches can potentially offer a high degree of validity thr-
ough prolonged engagement with research subjects and the research con-
text, together with the opportunities to connect the data with previous and
developing theory (LeCompte and Goetz, 1982; Golden-Biddle and Locke,
1993; Davies, 2008). This validity can be enhanced through strategies such
as prolonged contact with participants, triangulation of data, checking inter-
pretations with research participants, taking a reflexive approach to poten-
tial researcher bias and reporting discrepant information (Creswell, 2007).
4.8 Conclusion to the chapter
This chapter has documented the methodology and research design adopted
to investigate the research question RQ2, “What is the balance of power
between the firm and workers in firms that have adopted a narrative form
of open source business model?”. The foundation for the methodology is the
theoretical stance adopted for this study, that an entrepreneur can exert an
invisible form of power through narratives as a form of institutionalisation
to create organisational reality. This study takes an epistemological position
of critical theory, which implies that research is about a change process, or
not so much about observing the world as it is, but exploring what it could
be. Research as exploration of what could be implies a design approach,
where design methods have been applied to organisation design and could
also be applicable to business model design. In this study, the author applied
design methods in three stages to answer the research question.
The first stage used personas to represent stakeholders in workshops
with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA as case study organisations.
This stage led to organisational model designs with a power-balanced struc-
ture, thus partially answering the research question. However, it wasn’t
clear at this stage how these organisational models could become business
models.
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The second stage used personas and scenarios in a workshop to explore
stakeholder involvement in Shared Future as a third case study. This stage
was successful in that a business model with narrative elements was cre-
ated by a workshop participant, but again didn’t fully answer the research
question, as it wasn’t clear if this business model was power-balanced.
The third stage returned to 3rd Way Coop and ESTA as case studies,
where the ethnographic data from the author’s long term engagement with
their founders could contribute to a design process. The design technique
of annotated portfolios was used to reveal the latent designs in this data.
Thematic analysis using the narrative form of open source business model
proposed in the Literature Review chapter as a framework led to a num-
ber of business model designs that had a power-balanced structure, thus
answering the research question RQ2.
The following Empirical Data chapter presents the data that was gath-
ered during this study. After the introduction to the chapter, the first section
documents the outcomes of the persona workshops held with the founders
of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA in March 2016. The second section presents
the document analysis, workshop and follow-up interviews conducted with
Shared Future in March to July 2016. The third section presents analysis
of the ethnographic data from the author’s engagement with the founders of
3rd Way Coop and ESTA as an annotated portfolio.
Chapter 5
Empirical Data
5.1 Introduction to the chapter
This chapter presents the empirical data gathered during this study from
three case study organisations in three stages to answer the research ques-
tion RQ2, “What is the balance of power between the firm and workers in
firms that have adopted a narrative form of open source business model?”.
The author engaged with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA from
2013 to 2016, meeting with each founder and with other stakeholders sev-
eral times a year during that time. The data from this engagement included
meeting notes, plus email correspondence and organisational documents is
shown in Appendices A and B. Two different methods were used to analyse
this data, shown in Stage 1 and 3 in this chapter. Stage 2 is an additional
case study with Shared Future undertaken in 2016.
In Stage 1, the data formed the basis of a narrative of the author’s en-
gagement with each organisation. This narrative was then used in a reflec-
tive workshop with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA in March 2016
that used the design technique of personas. Excerpts from each narrative
are shown in Section 5.2, plus data from the workshops.
In Stage 2, the author engaged with Shared Future, the third case study
organisation in this study, from March to July 2016. Data from Shared Fu-
ture included organisational documents plus information from their website
and Twitter feed. Analysis of the data elicited the organisation’s values
and stakeholders, which the author used in a workshop with Shared Fu-
ture directors and other stakeholders in June 2016. This workshop used the
design techniques of personas and scenarios to explore how Shared Future
could develop its business model. The data from this workshop and from
subsequent reflections with participants is shown in Section 5.3.
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In Stage 3, the data from the author’s engagement with the founders of
3rd Way Coop and ESTA up to October 2016 was analysed as an annotated
portfolio, using the narrative form of open source business model that had
been developed in Section 3.8.3 of the Literature Review as a framework.
This analysis focused on the data that was relevant to the research question,
and is shown in Section 5.4, with initial analysis shown in Appendices A and
B.
5.2 Stage 1: Narratives and personas
The starting point for discussions with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and
ESTA in the first stage of this study was the open source guild model (Larner,
2013), which both case study founders wished to apply in developing their
business model. Figure 5.1 shows the information about the open source
guild model initially offered to each founder.
The author edited together notes from meetings and email correspon-
dence with the founder of each case study organisation, together with organ-
isational documents, into an approximately 3,000-word narrative presented
in chronological order. The author also created a number of personas that
were inspired by immersion in and reflection on the narrative for each or-
ganisation. These narratives and personas were then the starting point for
a workshop using persona techniques with each founder in March 2016.
5.2.1 Excerpts from the 3rd Way narrative
The background to Mike’s engagement in this study was summarised in the
first part of the author’s narrative:
Mike is an experienced engineer, having established Alphason De-
signs in the 1980s which produced a world-class hi-fi tone arm,
other hi-fi equipment and specialist furniture. More recently his
interests have focused on how he could apply this engineering ex-
pertise to bring people out of energy poverty, building on his work
over the last 20 years with Initiatives of Change. IofC have been
working for over 80 years to create a world free from fear, hate and
greed, through sharing experience and promoting change, first
within individuals, then through them in the wider world. Mike
has been working every morning for many years to listen to his
‘still, quiet inner voice’ and taking appropriate action for change.
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Figure 5.1: Open Source Guild Flyer
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Mike has developed Super Insulation as a patented form of Vac-
uum Insulation Panel, which has the potential to enable any build-
ing to be insulated to PassivHaus standards, or 90% energy sav-
ing compared to when it is uninsulated. The key difference be-
tween Super Insulation and conventional insulation is the amount
needed, 50mm instead of 250mm.
This background on 3rd Way’s work inspired the author to create the per-
sona Warm Wynette, “Me and the kids are lovely and warm now you’ve put
that insulation in”.
Super Insulation is no more expensive to produce than conven-
tional building insulation, and can be applied to existing build-
ings easily, thus it can enable any dwelling to be insulated and
lift the inhabitants out of energy poverty. In the UK, potentially
20 million homes could benefit. The next stage would be to cre-
ate Community Energy Co-operatives where the energy poor are
included in the ownership of housing development. Housing in-
corporating both Super Insulation and renewable energy sources
(particularly solar panels) can be net producers of energy, so the
energy poor become the energy rich.
The energy poor being transformed into the energy rich inspired Elderly
Edna, “I like to see the meter going backwards”. Mike wished to use this
invention for social good, in particular to help deliver UN Millennium De-
velopment Goals, rather than for private profit. When the author first met
Mike in November 2013, he was experiencing a dilemma with regard to his
business model and relationships with stakeholders, particularly investors:
However, potential investors who could provide the essential cap-
ital would want a greater share in the business of 30%, running
the risk that it could fall into the hands of people who would de-
velop Super Insulation for profit rather than for social good. Such
finance would bring with it conflict between the profit orientated
motives of investors and Mike’s motives, which were to create a
business that contributed to the social goal of alleviating energy
poverty. Ethical investors would be happy with 20% and a grad-
ually rising value of their investments but were harder to find, es-
pecially in the time available. This conflict was expressed not only
in 3rd Way’s relationship with potential investors, but also within
3rd Way itself, as Mike’s Development Director was advocating
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seeking conventional business investors who could get Super In-
sulation off the ground. There was a real dilemma here, as Mike
didn’t want to compromise on values and sell his invention, but
didn’t want to go bankrupt either, or be marginalised by investors
whose only motive was profit.
These discussions highlighted the importance of values and Values Based
Leadership:
Values were key to finding a way out of the dilemma, particularly
Values Based Leadership as advocated by Glowinkowski Consul-
tants. Mike felt clear from many years of experience that the right
leadership team and the right stakeholders will lead to ‘enthalpy’
(energy contributing to a shared purpose) whereas the wrong ones
will lead to ‘entropy’ (energy wasted in conflict).
The author expressed this dilemma as the persona Money Matthew, “It’s
all very well wanting to do good, but your projections show bankruptcy in 3
months”. Mike was interested in the Open Source Guild model as it poten-
tially offered a way to resolve this dilemma:
The Super Insulation patents are the core intellectual property
and must be protected against exploitation by putting them in a
trust. These patents could then be licensed to a commercial busi-
ness, who had the required shared values, direction and concern
for energy poverty. This company could seek conventional invest-
ment as the investors would not get the patents, only an exclusive
licence for them for a number of years. 3rd Way Commonwealth
could then recruit social enterprises as franchisees. Installers of
Super Insulation and energy assessors could work within a guild
structure that will enable them to share experience though peer
mentoring and create a body of knowledge that will benefit exist-
ing and new members. The guild can enable vocational education,
which Mike identifies as the biggest barrier to socio-economic de-
velopment.
These new workers and developments inspired the author to create the
Working William persona, “I’ve got a great job now installing house insula-
tion. Next year I can buy a share in some land and build my home”. Further
discussion in 2013 and early 2014 linked guild-like models to values:
...the guild model aims to embed values in an organisation, con-
necting with the work of the Quakers in “Creating value through
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values”. Values are the foundation of the Quadruple Bottom Line
that the conventional economic, social and environmental triple
bottom line can build on.
This discussion inspired the author to create the persona Quaker Quentin,
“We really want to work with 3rd Way, they express our philosophy of Cre-
ating Value Through Values”. Mike was extremely busy during the rest of
2014 and through into 2015, but remained in contact by email, exploring the
implications of the Open Source Guild model further:
In February 2015, Mike had managed to get a grant which would
enable the first case studies to happen and hence secure further
funding. In March 2015, Mike outlined the potential for future de-
velopment where pilot installations of Super Insulation with Sus-
tainable Homes, a network of 70 social landlords, could work with
the Open Source Guild model to ‘support skills and capacity de-
velopment’.
This ethical investment inspired the persona Angel Andrew, “I really like
what 3rd Way is doing, and want to support it”. The author finally met
with Mike again in July 2015. During the meeting, Mike observed that the
founder is key to the organisation:
Organisational structures can only go so far, however, it is the
character of the founder which is the organisation’s DNA, how-
ever the right structures can help propagate that DNA and ensure
a healthy organisation. Interestingly, the Quakers have found that
even the healthiest of organisations seem to die after a few hun-
dred years, perhaps organisations have a natural lifespan just
like people, the DNA gets degraded slightly every time new peo-
ple (cells) take over.
However, discussion of these wider issues would have to wait a while, as in
October Mike reported that he was:
‘under extreme, inhuman and intolerable pressure’ to push through
the ‘valley of death’ in getting the initial orders for Super Insula-
tion which would then lead to further finance. He didn’t even have
time to recruit and induct people to help, he just had to get through
it and to the other side. Mike observed that the technical innova-
tion wasn’t the hard part, the ‘human factor in innovation is 100x
more important and more difficult than the technical innovation’.
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Following further email correspondence, the author was able to meet with
Mike in November 2015 and February 2016:
In February 2016, a meeting in Switzerland was a breakthrough
for Mike, opening up the possibility of bringing together the lead-
ers in Vacuum Insulation Panel technology together in a consor-
tium to help deliver the UN Sustainable Energy for All objectives.
The technology can achieve 90% energy savings in contrast to ex-
isting initiatives such as energy monitoring which achieves 7%.
The UN involvement inspired the persona UN Nigel, “Just a minute, we were
happy with 7% energy savings, now they’re proposing 90%, what is this?”. A
meeting in March 2016 focused on values and leadership:
Mike is seeking a key individual to work with in a relevant organ-
isation who shares his values, understands the significance of the
product and who can make decisions. Mike saw the open source
guild model as being ‘all about education’, if people learn at school
about different ways people could work together then they could
see outside the structure, see that there are alternatives. Mike is
now ready to set up the Joy at Work Foundation, to his knowledge
no one has set up a trust to hold IP of commercial value before,
this relates to the guild model, ‘without the open source guild, you
can’t do it’, this is the missing element that brings it all together.
Guilds can assure quality standards and offer peer to peer men-
toring. These standards distinguish guilds from other knowledge
communities, where sharing knowledge only goes so far. A vision
to serve a common good drives a guild, as with open source. The
open source guild model could be a ‘missing part of the jigsaw’ for
organisations such as the P2P Foundation, Open Source Ecology
and Fab Lab. The open source guild could be seen as ‘soft tech-
nology’, in contrast to the hard technology of vacuum insulation
panels.
This discussion of quality standards inspired the persona Housebuilder Har-
ry, “When I see the 3rd Way guild mark, I know I’m getting the right stuff”.
This narrative and the personas created by the author were the starting
point for a workshop with Mike Knowles, the founder of 3rd Way Coop.
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5.2.2 Workshop with 3rd Way Coop
The workshop with Mike Knowles, the founder of 3rd Way Coop, took place
in 3rd Way’s office in Adlington, Lancashire in March 2016. To hold the
workshop, Mike cleared a space on the table amongst the electronic compo-
nents and other parts for the prototype machinery that would produce Super
Insulation.
Discussion of the narrative in the workshop highlighted further aspects
of Mike’s background. He has been interested in the social side of business
starting with Alphason, his first company that made Hi-Fi equipment and
furniture. He remembered how it was ‘lovely to see people realise their
potential’ at Alphason, which had always been about ‘family values at work’.
Mike then realised the importance of energy poverty, and started working
in this field. He was then introduced to Initiatives of Change, which is a
group of natural leaders working to shared values, ‘things just happen with
a minimal organisational structure’, where an ‘instant team’ could form,
even by people who had not met before.
Mike then considered the personas offered by the author, Mike described
these personas as ‘a bit idealistic’ but ‘If we can take personas further, I’m all
for it’. He then reflected on the attributes of a sales and marketing worker,
that they would need to be outward looking, have good social skills, be a
team player and be people focused. The persona Social Sam is a team player,
has a people focus and driven by the value of “I’m only as good as my team”.
It is the team who deliver the objectives, his role is to facilitate the team.
Mike observed that personalising it brings out the values behind the dry
words, however Social Sam only brings out one facet of a role. Another facet
is results, this about a high achiever and a good market penetrator, exceed-
ing customer expectations. Mike wondered how to represent these facets
in a cartoon and quotation, coming up with the quotation, “I am only head
of sales and marketing because of the qualities of the sales and marketing
team”.
Considering another persona, Super Salesman Steve (shown being drawn
in Figure 5.2 and complete in Figure 5.3), Mike found it hard to come up with
a quotation, where the salesman gains great personal satisfaction from sell-
ing Super Insulation as many people will benefit. Emotional intelligence un-
derpins the management world of facts and figures. How can Steve express
his joy at achieving all these social targets at the end of the board meeting?
Mike thought that ‘Super Salesman Steve is a story’, story telling is very
powerful. Figure 5.3 shows the personas Social Sam and Super Salesman
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Figure 5.2: Mike Knowles creating the Super Salesman Steve persona
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Figure 5.3: The personas Social Sam and Super Salesman Steve
Steve.
After some discussion, the words were very business-like, it was the grin
of joy that brings in why Steve is doing the job in the first place, the value,
the desire to make the world a better place. Mike observed that ‘it took some
teasing out’, linking in with Myer-Brigs and Glowinksiki’s concept of Values
Focused Leadership. The Myer-Briggs scale has axes of people and task fo-
cus. Super Salesman Steve is both task and people focused, ideally 70% on
each scale, “Month on month we exceed our financial targets and more im-
portantly we more than exceed our human targets” which Mike highlighted
was “family value at work – sharing the happiness of others”.
5.2.3 Excerpts from the ESTA narrative
The background to Michael’s engagement in this study was summarised in
the first part of the author’s narrative:
Michael Hallam’s previous work with Transition Towns in Totnes
included developing the ‘Clockwork Orange’ bottom-up model which
became ‘central’ to their development. This model highlighted the
importance of lateral rather than vertical connections within an
organisation. The typical ‘social schizophrenia’ voluntary sector
set-up in Totnes eventually became the incentive for Michael to
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move to Lancaster and start up ESTA as a business club, care-
fully avoiding any associations with the voluntary sector. One is-
sue with volunteering is that not everyone can volunteer, this needs
independent resources. Using a business model to promote sus-
tainability offers the possibility of making a living while working
for a better future.
This background inspired the author to create the persona Voluntary Victor,
“We must have a democratic structure to involve everyone”. Michael offered
a reason why Voluntary Victor wishes to be involved in organisations with a
democratic structure:
In his previous work, Michael observed that marginalised peo-
ple in society are attracted to organisations that promote open
decision-making as they can have a voice as stakeholder and ‘make
a difference’. However, many groups that wish to promote social
good have ‘confused equality at the level of human relationships
with equality of decision-making’, where the latter implies compe-
tence. In this situation, decision-making can be undermined by
one or two individuals with the result that issues were not ad-
dressed and decision-making became replaced by giving needy in-
dividuals attention.
The core of ESTA is a Community Interest Company with Michael
as sole director. The Association works to the ‘fourth bottom line’,
where the bottom lines are economic, environmental, social and
personal. ESTA is values-based rather than rules-based, where
‘prescription-based systems lead to creative gridlock’. Conventional
membership organisations based on democracy are rules-based,
these organisations can be manipulated by individuals to their
own interests.
The rules-based aspect of typical membership organisations inspired the
persona Rules Robert, “Let’s check in the articles what to do”, who holds
up decision-making. Discussions with Michael then considered how ESTA’s
organisational model linked with the open source guild model offered by the
author:
The emphasis on intrinsic values links with Michael’s founding
principle of the fourth bottom line of personal development. A
key dimension of the quadruple bottom line is personal develop-
ment, where Michael added to the seven stage process from Carl
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Rogers. At around the fifth stage, the person becomes capable of
self-reflection and embraces change rather than resists it.
The CIC at the core of ESTA corresponds to the founding micro-
business in the open source guild model, which admits members
to the guild at its discretion based on shared values. In ESTA,
Michael fulfils that role, admitting members at his discretion, based
on shared values and a commitment to personal development. Mem-
bers of the Association are specifically not members of the CIC,
which avoids the voluntary sector and cooperative problem of cre-
ating committees of too many inexperienced decision-makers.
These discussions continued, in December 2014 this focused on developing
the idea of ESTA as a natural metaphor:
An analogy is that fungi are joined by tendrils in the soil, that
what appear to be individual plants can act as one organism,
similarly in ESTA individual micro-businesses joined by the As-
sociation and able to act together. This seemed to be happening
in practice, with connections now being formed in smaller groups
of members, rather than the larger groups when ESTA started.
From these connections in smaller groups, ‘bits of infrastructure
drop out’, such as when Gilson’s bag shop became a centre for re-
cycling Jiffy bags, once they had a room-full they were able to sell
them in bulk to a specialist recycler.
The natural metaphor inspired the Organism ESTA persona, “We can work
better under a shared identity”, likening ESTA as an organisation to a multi-
celled organism. The discussion then extended to how ESTA could operate
within its local community. Michael had been working with the Lancaster
CVS, who were developing a consortium of local organisations that ESTA
could lead.
The project could create a ‘holistic community based civil service’,
operating through an information commons that will offer a digest
of current legislation to help people deal with it now that legal aid
is getting harder to obtain.
Working within the local community could extend to developing the local
economy:
Another potentially powerful development is promoting how money
circulating in the local economy generates wealth, where if Michael
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spends £25 with a local business, who then buys from another lo-
cal business who then commissions Michael for some work, he then
gets the money back, but real value has been created as well (from
nothing). Michael estimates that 50% of money spent with local
businesses generates as much wealth again as it circulates round
the loop, but 66% spent locally would triple local wealth and 75%
would quadruple it.
Michael developed the natural metaphor further at an ESTA networking
meeting in April 2015:
Michael observed that the growth of ESTA is ‘slow, emergent’ through
an organic process of ‘building business by building relationships’.
An example of these relationships being successful was expressed by the au-
thor creating the persona Successful Susan, “I joined ESTA two years ago
and it just clicked, my business has gone from strength to strength”. Fur-
ther exploration of these themes in July 2015 considered the ESTA model in
relation to traditional forms such as co-ops:
A problem with traditional co-ops is ‘social paranoia’, where one
individual can block the whole group. In contrast, the Quaker
decision-making process is more like a design process.
Michael continued reflecting on these issues, considering how ESTA mem-
bers could create groups and consortia:
In July 2015, an ESTA networking meeting focused on setting up
a consultancy consortium within ESTA. There have been previ-
ous attempts to create consortia, particularly the Social Enterprise
Network, but they didn’t work out. Potential members could offer
a wide range of skills and experience. There is already a health-
care group within ESTA, setting up the consortium could follow a
similar process, including creating ‘a common narrative’.
By December 2015, Michael was again looking at ESTA’s relationship with
the local economy:
Discussion with Michael and another consortium member high-
lighted that ESTA is about making real change in society based
on shared values, rather than superficial change. One real change
is to create local wealth, where the Lancaster economy is worth
£2Bn a year, at the moment 50% of money is spent locally. Go-
ing to 66% would add another billion to the economy. 75% would
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add another billion again, 80% yet another billion, but at this
point there will be diminishing returns. Michael has now created
the Food Loop Game where participants collect receipts from local
businesses and they are then added up to show local spending.
Returning to the open source guild model in December 2015 and January
2016, Michael developed ESTA’s model further:
Considering how ESTA relates to the open source guild model,
Michael pointed out that a guild master is one who ‘understands
the value of protecting an open space’ (like open source). Gener-
ally people self select to participate (like open source), only rarely
is necessary to exclude someone. The guild master ‘has to be fa-
cilitating all the time’, trying to ‘facilitate everyone’s objectives for
them’.
Michael had now re-structured ESTA to have two levels of Basic
and Associate members. The basic membership is for a year, and
offers access to networking. This group is ‘self-maintaining’ for £4
a month. The first year of basic membership is an opportunity to
‘shake people out’ after the year. Those not shaken out can become
an associate member after undertaking an Ethical Accreditation.
This self selection aspect of ESTA’s membership policy inspired the persona
Puzzled Peter, “I joined ESTA a while back, or I think I did. Never found out
what it was, just a load of people in a room talking”.
Members could contribute to mediation in the case of conflict (with
Michael still making the final decision). The mediation process
would always seek a win-win situation which in Michael’s experi-
ence can lead to a ‘transformation’, by an empathetic going with
them on their journey of realising what they did wrong and what
they can do to right the situation. This transformation deepens re-
lationships, and is at the heart of how ESTA works. Psychopaths
would find it hard to manipulate the organisation, but there’s
‘nothing for them to get hold of, nothing here’.
The ESTA website has been revamped, with a clearer Member Of-
fers section. The four bottom lines are now presented as economic
well-being, environmental care, social well-being and personal de-
velopment.
This narrative and the personas created by the author were the starting
point for a workshop with Michael Hallam, the founder of ESTA.
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5.2.4 Workshop with ESTA
The workshop with Michael Hallam, the founder of ESTA, took place in The
Borough, an independent cafe-bar in Lancaster in March 2016. The dis-
cussion of this narrative in the workshop first connected the open source
guild model to the CLIME model offered by Charles Hugh Smith (2015).
Smith’s model has similarities to the open source guild model, but has se-
vere penalties for freeloading (as with ESTA, where people will be expelled
for freeloading). Smith suggested a money structure very similar to the Food
Loop Game, but with local currency. In practice, sterling could be used as
a local currency by tracking spending patterns. This tracking would then
enable the possibility of people just exchanging services instead of using
money. In ESTA, people are succeeding as individual organisations but
would benefit from ‘contributing to a common pot’, co-creating a common
infrastructure, this could be an extension of their marketing budget. Part
of this common infrastructure will be an on-line Info Store (shown in Figure
5.4), to avoid the information being held by corporations which could go bust
at any time. A possible model is the archive.org website, which keeps copies
of websites in case the original gets lost.
Michael then considered the personas offered by the author. He saw Vol-
untary Victor as representative of typical voluntary sector practice, while
Rules Robert can be useful for making sure everything hangs together and
doesn’t go wrong, but he could end up ‘grinding everything down’, with not
much of an imagination. Successful Susan would prompt a celebration,
while Puzzled Peter is one of the members that didn’t get what ESTA was
about and quietly went away. Michael thought personas could be used in
three ways:
1. To represent values held by stakeholders, this is useful to develop sys-
tems and products that people can engage with.
2. To represent a group or organisation as a persona.
3. To externalise problems experienced by an individual in a counselling
context, linking with the work of Yehuda Tagar. After iterating a few
times, the deeper problems are uncovered.
The work with personas continued in a further meeting later in March 2016,
where Michael created several personas, first asking ‘are they ESTA mem-
bers, member types or people associated with ESTA?’. The first persona was
Fix It Francis, “We have to make everyone aware of all the problems in this
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Figure 5.4: The Info Store idea created by Michael Hallam
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Figure 5.5: The personas Despot Dan and Ambassador Alf
world that need fixing! Maybe this group will play along”. Michael com-
mented that Fix It Francis ‘gets frustrated when we don’t play along, when
we don’t want to be another parallel organisation like the last 7 you joined’.
The next was Despot Dan, “If I play my cards right and keep them close
to my chest, I can quietly carve myself a little empire here”. Michael com-
mented that Dan ‘leaves in frustration’, finding ‘nothing of real value here’.
In contrast, Wowed up Wendy is much more positive, “Wow! I joined ESTA
two months ago with my business idea in tow and its all so super-connected
that I have been in contact with all the people I need to make my business
a great success!”. Michael commented that this is a persona who can ‘make
the grade’ and is very enthusiastic about ESTA. He then offered another
positive persona, Ambassador Alf, “I have been a member now for two years
and ESTA is amazing! I really think I am starting to get what this group
is about, and I feel qualified to describe it to other people”, highlighting that
Alf gets what ESTA is about on a deeper level. The personas Despot Dan
and Ambassador Alf are shown in Figure 5.5.
At this point, Michael commented that ‘this is fun... more’, but he didn’t
‘want members recognising themselves in the caricatures and being offend-
ed’, the personas need to represent groups of members rather than individ-
uals. The further personas created by Michael were Pitch Perfect Penny,
“My name is Penny and I am PPPenny.... I love giving polished presentations
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and networking and I just love PowerPoint!”, then Nervous Ned, “I didn’t so
much jump into freelance as pushed. Redundancy and the only option be-
ing shelf-stacking forced my hand. It’s all very nerve-wracking as I don’t feel
very comfortable around people. Maybe setting up as a DJ business wasn’t
the best idea”. Michael commented that Nervous Ned represented ‘intro-
verts who struggle to sell themselves in business’, however Ned does reveal
a hidden side to his personality in choosing to be a DJ.
Michael then created two more contrasting personas: Reliable Riley, “Sure
I can help you with that. I am very good at multi-tasking and delivering on
time. It [is] all good experience”, and Nauseating Nigel, “I can’t stand all this
whingeing about being poor, starving and dying! These people need to get off
their backsides and do an honest day’s work. Like I did when I inherited by
father’s fortune. ESTA? Sounds like some communist fifth column for pinkos
to me! Now excuse me, I have to pack and get to the airport to join the trade
delegation to China”. Michael commented that Nigel ‘doesn’t recognise his
self-contradictory nature’, and then observed that ‘some of these could be
useful’ to ‘characterise potential members’.
The narratives of engagement with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and
ESTA together with the data from workshops held with each founder were
the starting point for establishing desiderata for business model design.
5.2.5 Desiderata for business model design
The author’s narratives of engagement with the founders of 3rd Way Coop
and ESTA and workshop data were analysed to reveal desiderata, or design
criteria, that can inform the design of a potential narrative form of business
model. The categories of desiderata in a business context were established
in Section 4.4 as functionality, aesthetics, practicalities, motivation for de-
signing, culture, systems, structure, the people for whom it is intended, per-
formance measures and processes, products and services, operating context
and sociopolitical concerns (Nelson and Stolterman, 2012; Gaver and Bow-
ers, 2012; Stanford, 2007). These categories are used to consider the data
together with the relevant literature to establish desiderata for business
model design.
Desiderata: Functionality
In the first meeting of the author with Michael Hallam, he connected the
Community Interest Company (CIC) at the core of ESTA with the found-
ing micro-business in the open source guild model (Larner, 2013). Mike
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Knowles connected the knowledge sharing aspects of the open source guild
model with his desire to promote vocational education. Mike also connected
3rd Way Coop to the open source guild model, but emphasised how he saw
the difference between a guild and other forms of knowledge community,
where a vision to serve a common good drives the guild. In his visualisation,
Super Insulation installers could operate within a guild-like structure that
promotes peer mentoring and access to a shared body of knowledge.
These aspects of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• The model should have aspects of how guilds operate in that an indi-
vidual or small group controls who becomes a member (ESTA).
• The model should enable bringing knowledge and expertise into the
organisation which will be held in a body of knowledge (3rd Way).
• The model should promote peer mentoring and enable sharing of expe-
rience that can build skills and develop capacity (3rd Way).
Desiderata: Aesthetics
Both founders are deeply spiritual individuals, who take a reflective ap-
proach to their lives and work. They both stress the importance of personal
development. With Mike Knowles, personal development is through consult-
ing his inner voice, and for Michael Hallam it is about developing a frame-
work that builds on that offered by Carl Rogers (1967). Both founders used a
natural metaphor for how organisations could be established. Mike Knowles
used DNA as a metaphor for the founder of an organisation, while Michael
Hallam also saw organisations as operating to a natural metaphor. In his
analogy, individuals can make connections to form an organisation, like
fungi which seem separate on the surface but join together underground. In
organisational terms, this is where individual organisations can co-create a
common infrastructure. This natural metaphor connects with the concept of
open source as a fluid boundary, where resources for knowledge collabora-
tion can flow in a dynamic space (Faraj et al., 2011).
These aspects of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• The model should allow individual organisations to co-create a common
infrastructure to act as a larger whole (ESTA).
• The model should enable organisations based on it to inherit the foun-
der’s character (3rd Way).
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• The model should be designed to allow a small group to break free and
propagate (ESTA).
Desiderata: Practicalities
The experience of both founders is of building up a business from small be-
ginnings. During the author’s engagement with 3rd Way Coop, the founder
Mike Knowles was often under extreme pressure to secure investment and
meet deadlines, unable to find the time to recruit people to help. Michael
Hallam established the ESTA business networking club alone, making all
the decisions about purpose and membership. The perspectives of the two
founders with regard to establishing their business relate to the concept of
effectuation (Sarasvathy, 2001), where a business founder can secure re-
sources from their stakeholder network rather than through conventional
investment finance.
These aspects of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• The model should enable the founder to develop on a small scale with
limited resources (ESTA / 3rd Way) while they get the right team in
place (3rd Way).
• The model should enable the founder to not have to work alone to se-
cure resources (3rd Way).
• The organisation should balance looking after the inner needs of mem-
bers and their personal development with the external tasks that it
needs to perform (ESTA).
Desiderata: Motivation for designing
Relationships are particularly important to both founders, both as a means
of doing business, for personal development and to inspire change. Both
founders recognise the need for economic success, but this is not their pri-
mary motivation for going into business. For Mike Knowles, the founder of
3rd Way, social benefit to disadvantaged people was how he did business,
from making hi-fi in the 1980s to now making Super Insulation to alleviate
energy poverty. Super Insulation will, through its energy saving properties,
will also be of significant environmental benefit. 3rd Way could thus be seen
as a social business in that it offers social and environmental benefit as well
as economic profit (Yunus et al., 2010). In contrast, Michael Hallam, the
founder of ESTA, had developed a vision that when a person is acting from
their deepest needs and wishes they will be most able to achieve economic
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success. Such a perspective emphasises the importance of personal develop-
ment framed in terms of Carl Roger’s seven stages of consciousness (1967).
Both founders expressed the importance of more than economic value,
where Elklington (2004) identified the triple bottom line of economic suc-
cess, social benefit and environmental conservation. However, both founders
identified a fourth bottom line. Mike defined the fourth bottom line in terms
of values, while Michael defined it in terms of personal development. These
conceptualisations of a fourth bottom line link to the literature, where Varey
and Storbacka (2011) highlighted where business can contribute to the qual-
ity of life and well-being, and Walker (2011) highlights that there could be a
fourth bottom line which he framed in terms of personal values and mean-
ing.
These aspects of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• The organisational model should reflect the founder’s motivations of
personal development (ESTA), and the desire to make the world a bet-
ter place and achieve social justice (3rd Way).
• Relationships are particularly important, both as a means of doing
business, for personal development and to inspire change (3rd Way /
ESTA).
• The model should promote economic success, but not at the expense of
social benefit (3rd Way) or personal development (ESTA).
Desiderata: Culture
In ESTA, members are admitted to a network at the founder’s discretion
based on shared values. In the author’s discussions with Michael Hallam,
he emphasised the importance of relationships, where dealing with conflict
would be a process of deepening relationships. Values were also important to
3rd Way, where Mike Knowles emphasised the importance of Values Based
Leadership in developing a team that worked to a shared vision of common
good. When working with the author to create personas, Mike identified
through the persona of Super Salesman Steve the grin of joy in fulfilling
human rather than financial targets by working for 3rd Way Coop.
These aspects of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• The model should take into account the potential benefits to workers
in terms of fulfilling a shared purpose (3rd Way).
• Establishing the organisation is a process of finding a leadership team
with the right values (3rd Way).
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• The model should be driven by a vision of a common good (3rd Way)
and by shared values (3rd Way / ESTA).
• The proposed model should enable members to deal with conflict thro-
ugh deepening relationships (ESTA).
Desiderata: Systems
Mike Knowles referred to the Quaker decision-making process in their meet-
ings, where all viewpoints are taken into account to arrive at a solution
which can be agreed by those who are involved. Micheal Hallam also re-
ferred to the Quaker decision-making process, emphasising the need to avoid
one individual being able to block the whole group, which could be achieved
by the group working to create a common narrative. Mike Knowles framed a
guild in terms of a knowledge sharing community, where a guild-like model
can add to existing open source initiatives. Michael Hallam considered how
to create an information commons to help the local community. Considering
the local community further, during the period of the author’s engagement,
Michael was developing ESTA to promote keeping wealth local, in effect cre-
ating a localised currency through tracking of spending patterns.
These aspects of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• The proposed model should allow for consensus decision-making in
small groups based on a common narrative (ESTA).
• The proposed model should be able to be implemented using existing
open source systems to create a knowledge sharing community (3rd
Way) or information commons (ESTA).
• The proposed model should have systems that extend to the local econ-
omy (ESTA).
Desiderata: Structure
Michael Hallam established the Ethical Small Traders Association as a busi-
ness club with a Community Interest Company at its core. Members of the
Association are specifically not members of the CIC. In this respect, ESTA is
operating like an open source software project, where Weber (2004) frames
governance in open source as being based on a particular interpretation of
property rights, which he frames in terms of who has the right to redis-
tribute new versions of the software. This right can be asserted by an indi-
vidual, who takes on the task of distributing a particular version of the soft-
ware, but their authority to do so needs to be recognised by the community
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that surrounds that software project. If the community does not recognise
this authority, they will find another leader, and the project “forks” (Weber,
2004). In this respect open source is more like an adhocracy than a democ-
racy (Konieczny, 2010).
Larger open source software projects such as Open Directory, Debian and
Wikipedia have evolved small collective decision-making groups (Lejeune,
2010) rather than relying on a single individual, however Debian has also
developed a formal management structure with elected officers. The fram-
ing of open source governance in the literature relates to the experience of
both participating organisations. ESTA is akin to the single founder of an
open source project, who has built up their community around the concept
of business as personal development. Prospective members of ESTA are ad-
mitted at the founder’s sole discretion and once part of the community, they
can contribute to the shared experience of developing their business accord-
ing to ESTA’s shared values.
In contrast, 3rd Way is more like the Debian model, where the founder
Mike Knowles is developing a core management team who will draw on the
intellectual property devolved from the Joy at Work Foundation. Once this
team is in place, and Super Insulation is in production, 3rd Way will then
develop a guild-like structure to share experience and knowledge amongst
installers. This is a two-level structure, of management team and the guild
of workers installing Super Insulation. Michael Hallam originally struc-
tured ESTA to have only one level of membership, but later created the
levels of Basic and Associate membership.
In discussions with the author, Mike Knowles connected the intellectual
property aspects of the open source guild model (Larner, 2013) to the gov-
ernance dilemma he was experiencing with 3rd Way Coop, where investors
wanted a controlling share in the business and IP. Looking at the problem
from this perspective Mike decided that the IP could be held in trust and
licensed to a commercial business which in turn could seek conventional
investment funding.
These aspects of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• In the proposed model, the founding individual or group would control
the criteria for membership (ESTA).
• The proposed model should allow intellectual property of commercial
value to be held in trust, with the trust having ownership over who
uses this IP and on what terms (3rd Way).
• The model should allow licensing of IP to allow external investment
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(3rd Way).
• The model can adopt a guild-like structure to share experience and
knowledge amongst members (3rd Way).
• The model should have levels of membership, Basic and Associate (ES-
TA), or core management and worker guild (3rd Way).
Desiderata: People for whom it is intended
Mike Knowles has been working with Initiatives of Change, an international
body who work to promote change in the wider world by change in individ-
uals, and views 3rd Way Coop as a means to bring about the wider aims
of Initiatives of Change. During the period of engagement with the author,
Michael Hallam increasingly focused on wider environment, seeing ESTA as
about making changes in society, starting with creating local wealth through
the multiplier effect (NEF, 2002).
This aspect of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• The proposed model should enable organisations based on it to benefit
a wider range of people than the founders and members of the organi-
sation (3rd Way / ESTA).
Desiderata: Performance measures and processes
A key starting point for establishing performance measures is during start-
up, where Mike Knowles emphasised that finding the right leadership team
and the right stakeholders to work with on the basis of shared values was
key to setting up 3rd Way Coop. When the organisation is established, Mike
proposed that a guild model could enable peer assessment and mentoring,
thus helping to ensure performance standards. The medieval guilds main-
tained quality standards through apprenticeship and through guild marks,
which evolved into trademarks (Merges, 2004).
The author’s discussions with Michael Hallam made clear that the pur-
pose of the ESTA network was to enable members to meet their inner per-
sonal needs while achieving economic success. Establishing ESTA as a busi-
ness club enabled Michael to focus on decision-making in groups based on
competence rather than rules-based notions of democracy.
These aspects of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• The model should enable peer assessment of performance and peer
mentoring of individuals (3rd Way).
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• The model should be guild-like in that it can assure quality standards
(3rd Way).
• Working groups within organisations based on the proposed model wo-
uld be competence-based (ESTA).
Desiderata: Products and services
3rd Way Coop are offering both products (Super Insulation) and services
(installing it), ESTA offers a service (a business networking club).
This aspect of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• The proposed model needs to be applicable to organisations offering
either products or services (3rd Way / ESTA).
Desiderata: Operating Context
Both founders see themselves as contributing positively to the local econ-
omy. Mike Knowles wishes to benefit the people he employs, while Michael
Hallam is working to promote the benefits of local spending to the local econ-
omy, where re-circulation of spending can create local wealth.
These aspects of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• The proposed model should consider benefits to workers within the or-
ganisation (3rd Way).
• The model should extend to the organisation’s environment, helping to
re-circulate money within the local community to generate additional
wealth (ESTA).
Desiderata: Sociopolitical concerns
Both Mike Knowles and Michael Hallam discussed with the author their
wider goals for 3rd Way and ESTA. Grouzet et al. (2005) developed the work
of Schwartz (1992) to identify the human motivations of physical self, intrin-
sic, extrinsic and self-transcendence. Both founders highlighted the impor-
tance of self-transcendence, with Mike Knowles expressing it in terms of
how he had become involved with Initiatives of Change, a faith-based group
aiming to create a more peaceful world. Creating Super Insulation came
out of his focus on energy poverty to contribute to the goal of his wider net-
work. Michael Hallam focuses more on personal self-transcendence, aiming
to make ESTA a network that can contribute to the personal development
of its members.
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These aspects of the data can be summarised as desiderata:
• The proposed model should enable organisations based on it to connect
to wider networks that share their values (3rd Way).
• The proposed model should enable organisations based on it to benefit
society (ESTA).
These desiderata are used in Section 6.2 of the following Discussion of Find-
ings chapter to develop a power-balanced form of membership organisa-
tional model.
The workshops with the founders of 3rd Way and ESTA highlighted that
personas could be a helpful technique in working with organisational found-
ers to consider how they engaged with stakeholders. The next section pres-
ents the empirical data from Shared Future, which was the third case study
organisation in this study.
5.3 Stage 2: Personas, scenarios and stories
This section presents the data from engagement with Shared Future CIC,
a consultancy organisation based in the North West of England, which took
place from March to July 2016. At this time, Shared Future was developing
as a Community Interest Company with a network of associates to offer a
range of services that neither it or the associates could deliver alone. How-
ever, some associates had expressed confusion about what Shared Future
was and what it can offer both to them and to potential funders. Initial dis-
cussions with one of Shared Future’s directors considered the open source
guild model (Larner, 2013) in relation to their business model. Further dis-
cussions with other Shared Future directors led to the author facilitating a
workshop with directors and other stakeholders in June 2016.
5.3.1 Preparation for the workshop with Shared Future
In preparation for the workshop with Shared Future, the author first estab-
lished the values held by the organisation. These values were derived from
analysis of organisational documents using NVivo software. These docu-
ments included current reports and newsletters and content from Shared
Future’s website and Twitter feed. The starting point for coding was based
on the values and motivations frameworks offered by Schwartz (1992), Ryan
and Deci (2000), Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi (2002) and Hoggett et al.
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(2009). Other values were identified as coding progressed. Figure 5.6 shows
the results of this coding of values.
This coding shows some clear trends in the values espoused by Shared
Future in their internal and external literature. The values that were coded
most often were then represented by six initial value-led personas created
by the author, where each value is presented in the form of a stakeholder
in Shared Future identified from the organisational documents. The six
personas were:
Community Claire, “I like working in a network of people who
share my values”;
Competent Charles, “I’ve developed my business skills tremen-
dously – but I still don’t know what Shared Future is”;
Empowered Edward, “I realised I could make a difference”;
Enterprising Emily, “The support from Shared Future enabled me
to develop my idea of young people and gardening into reality”;
Learning Larry, “Academic papers are all very well, but the real
knowledge comes from working with practitioners”;
Participation Petra, “I feel I can make a real difference in my
neighbourhood”.
As well as the six value-led personas, the author also created an anti-persona
(Pruitt and Adlin, 2010), which represented a value not held by the organi-
sation, which could stimulate reflection:
Obstructive Oricana, “Could I speak to your HR department, please?”.
These personas were clearly stereotyped, with their cartoon drawing, brief
quotation and alliterative name, each one representing a particular value
that is part of their name. These personas were then the starting point for
the workshop with Shared Future.
5.3.2 Shared Future workshop: Personas and stakehold-
ers
The workshop with Shared Future was held in June 2016 in Manchester
Metropolitan University. The first session considered the value-led personas
prepared by the author, and how personas could relate to Shared Future’s
stakeholders. In the workshop, with some amusement, participants created
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Figure 5.6: Values coding in Shared Future’s documents
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Figure 5.7: Some of the personas created by Shared Future
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many more personas in a similar style. Some of the personas are illustrated
in Figure 5.7.
The author then presented the internal and external stakeholders iden-
tified during initial analysis of Shared Future’s documents, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.8.
Participants commented that the neighbours were those of people work-
ing within Shared Future seeking advice on how to become involved in their
community, while commissioners have the power to put Shared Future out
of business by denying contracts. The commissioners need stories of success.
The key points that emerged from the following discussion were:
• Participants added the value of accountability, to commissioners and
funders;
• Dependency, people approach Shared Future when they are not sure
what to do, they are looking for competency, looking for empowerment;
• Bullish Brian has a point, there is an expectation in the charity sector
that workers are unpaid;
• Voice, having a voice is fundamental to participation, participants added
the value of voice;
• Power, the persona Obstructive Oricana has the power to be disruptive,
having a different perception of the organisation.
The discussion then moved on to considering who Shared Future wants to
have a relationship with and what their values were. Using the list of values
that had been identified beforehand from analysis of documents and shown
in Figure 5.6 above, participants then annotated each persona with the val-
ues they felt were appropriate. These values are shown in Figure 5.9 and
5.10, together with the name and quotation for each persona. The personas
that had values added to them included both those initially created by the
author and the ones created by participants in the workshop.
The next part of the workshop with Shared Future considered scenarios
of the future with the personas as actors.
5.3.3 Shared Future workshop: Personas and bound-
aries
In this stage of the workshop with Shared Future, Scenario planning was
undertaken using Post-It notes, where each persona was represented by a
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Figure 5.8: Stakeholders in Shared Future
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Figure 5.9: Personas created by Shared Future with annotated values
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Figure 5.10: Personas created by Shared Future with annotated values (con-
tinued)
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Figure 5.11: Scenario planning in the Shared Future workshop
green note for their current position in relation to Shared Future’s boundary
and an orange one for their future position, shown in Figure 5.11.
This process took place with lively discussion. Some of this discussion
was about the sustainability of the organisation, it was started by “white
middle class blokes”, it needs to involve young people to continue long term.
Mentoring could be one way of involving them. Figure 5.12 shows the move-
ments of each persona during this process.
During this discussion, it emerged that communication was an issue,
with one participant asking ‘where is the Shared Future community?’, where
good stories could help build a community. Another commented that Shared
Future could be analogous to a theatre flat, which is a painted backdrop that
can be a focus for a range of activity. These activities could be represented
by stories about Shared Future. These stories about a set of values could go
on the Shared Futures website, as shown in Figure 5.13.
5.3.4 Shared Future workshop: Personas and values
ranking
Company storytelling emerged as a potentially significant method of com-
munication with major stakeholders as discussions in the workshop contin-
ued. This led to participants wishing to identify which personas were most
significant, which stories needed to be told. At this point, several tables
were placed together in the room and participants experimented with rank-
ing the personas. In the end, a voting system proved most effective. In the
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Figure 5.12: Scenarios of the persona’s relationships to the organisation
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Figure 5.13: Shared Future Are You? stakeholder narratives
end, a voting system where each participant could move a persona from one
side of the table to another in four “notches” emerged as being most effec-
tive. As each persona had been previously annotated with their associated
values, this process also revealed the values that participants saw as most
significant to Shared Future’s stakeholders. The most significant personas
emerged during this process as:
• Bullish Brian;





From the list of personas and values above, this indicates that the most
significant values for Shared Future’s stakeholders are:
• enterprise (x4);








The workshop then moved on to consider a potential organisation design
for Shared Future. During this part of the workshop, several participants
discussed this issue while one expressed the discussions in the form of an
organisational design which had elements of a business model.
5.3.5 Shared Future workshop: Potential organisation
design
The author then led some discussion about guild-like structures which have
a central core of masters (which could correspond to the CIC directors in
Shared Future), journeymen (associates) and apprentices. In Shared Fu-
ture at present there are no apprentices, they come fully trained from other
organisations. Participants seemed intrigued by the concept of masters, but
less so when the author suggested that Shared Future had a hard centre
of the CIC which is what the commissioners interact with, which is about
numbers, budgets, policies, outcomes. This hard centre has a fuzzier bound-
ary which is what stakeholders interact with, this is where the narratives
come in.
While this discussion was going on one participant was drawing their
interpretation of how Shared Future could work, which is shown in Figure
5.14. In the diagram, values are at the top, then three priorities of com-
missioners, social enterprises and associates on the next level, then the (im-
plied) stories of community participation, then needs (represented by per-
sonas). The lowest level is about actions including creating stories, confirm-
ing values and considering the issue of apprenticeship.
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Figure 5.14: Shared Future organisational design
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5.3.6 Shared Future workshop: Reflections
All but one of the workshop participants felt that the personas were a use-
ful technique, offering a chance for reflection. Ranking of the importance
of the personas to the organisation was useful to participants, but that this
process went on too long. Several participants commented on how using
personas led to the idea of stories told by stakeholders. Participants found
that personas can draw out aspects of the people creating them, including
unconscious aspects. They found that the scenario exercise using the Post-It
notes less useful, however. The exploration of guild-like structures was also
less successful, with time running out and participants wishing to know
more about this form of organisation. One participant felt ‘uncomfortable
with the idea of hard boundaries to the organisation these are incompatible
with democracy’, implying a more fluid structure with permeable bound-
aries. The author’s role changed throughout the day where in the scenario
exercise, the participants became co-designers, substituting Post-It notes for
the actual personas on the diagram of Shared Future. Their involvement as
designers of the process continued with re-arranging the tables to rank the
personas. This, and adding values to personas was something that emerged
during the session, they weren’t planned beforehand.
The author held short semi-structured interviews with three key indi-
viduals a few weeks after the workshop, which allowed time for further re-
flection. The responses reinforced that value-led personas had been a very
useful technique, that it ‘gave us quite a few ideas about how we communi-
cate with stakeholders’ also that using personas can also give insight into
culture. The personas ‘really made us stop and think’, considering issues
from a different perspective, ‘drawing stuff out and focusing us on the mat-
ter in hand’. There is a level of anonymity in the personas that was very
helpful, enabling participants to express issues that they might not have
done otherwise. In its outward face, Shared Future presents as social ben-
efit organisation, but in its internal working they operate more to a private
sector model like a solicitor’s practice. The issues are about governance and
ownership, or ‘who owns the organisation?’. This ownership issue was ap-
parent in the workshop itself, as one participant created an organisation
design that had elements of a business model (shown in Figure 5.14), but
they may have been expressing their own perception rather than that of the
organisation.
The workshop used personas to articulate first the author’s perception of
Shared Future’s stakeholders, then that of the participants. These personas
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were then actors in scenarios of how these stakeholders can interact with
the organisation. In expressing a possible future, the scenarios contributed
to a business model design process. Participants engaged strongly with the
workshop, as it explored issues that Shared Future had been trying to deal
with for some time. A key issue emerged as how to manage the boundaries
of the organisation, which stakeholders should be within its boundary. The
concept of boundary judgements was thus helpful in abstracting the findings
from this workshop.
5.3.7 Shared Future’s business model: boundary judge-
ments
Ulrich and Reynolds (2010, p. 243) claim that critical systems heuristics is
a ‘framework for reflective professional practice organised around the cen-
tral tool of boundary critique’. The framework of 12 boundary judgement
questions make explicit the boundaries of everyday thinking, in the areas of
values and motivations, power structures, knowledge and morals. Ulrich’s
work builds on that of Churchman (1971) who claimed that a ‘systems ap-
proach begins when first you see the world through the eyes of another’.
Ulrich (2000, p. 260) drawing on the work of Kant (1787) highlights that
boundary judgements are ‘polemical’, where their ‘critical force and its ratio-
nality do not depend on any positive validity claims’, thus any stakeholder is
an equal position to assert or refute boundary judgements – but also under
an equal obligation to present their own judgement. Applying the boundary
judgements in an organisational context leads to (adapted from Ulrich and
Reynolds, 2010, p. 244):
Sources of motivation
1. Beneficiary – who ought to be/is the intended beneficiary of the organisa-
tion?
2. Purpose – what ought to be/is the purpose of the organisation?
3. Measure of improvement – what ought to be/is the organisation’s mea-
sure of success?
Sources of control
4. Decision maker – who ought to be/is in control of the conditions of success
of the organisation?
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5. Resources – what conditions of success ought to be/are under the control
of the organisation?
6. Decision environment – what conditions of success ought to be/are outside
the control of the decision maker?
Sources of knowledge
7. Expert – who ought to be/is providing relevant knowledge and skills for
the organisation?
8. Expertise – what ought to be/are relevant new knowledge and skills for
the organisation?
9. Guarantor – what ought to be/are regarded as assurances of successful
implementation?
Sources of legitimacy
10. Witness – who ought to be/is representing the interests of those nega-
tively affected by but not involved with the system?
11. Emancipation – what ought to be/are the opportunities for the interests
of those negatively affected to have expression and freedom from the
worldview of the system?
12. Worldview – what space ought to be/is available for reconciling differing
worldviews regarding the system among those involved and affected?
Ulrich and Reynolds (2010) suggest that the questions be answered in the
order 2, 1, 3, 5, 4, 6, 8, 7, 9, 11, 10 and 12. The author drew up a tem-
plate presenting the questions in this order to apply the boundary judge-
ment framework to the data from the workshop with Shared Future. The
findings from applying this template to the data from Shared Future are
shown below.
Purpose
What is the purpose of the organisation?
The personas Disconnected Dorothy, Enterprising Emily, Thank-
ful Theodora, Unsure Ursula and Worky Wendy shown in Figures
5.9 and 5.10 represent stakeholders who benefited from Shared
Future in either developing a project, gaining income or gaining
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contacts. These personas suggest that the current purpose of the
organisation is to help freelance individuals gain work.
What ought to be the purpose of the organisation?
In the scenario exercise documented in Section 5.3.3, all these
personas were shown as either staying within the organisation
or moving within it. This movement to within the organisation’s
boundary indicates that its purpose is to offer a network for these
workers, expressed by the persona Community Claire, “I like work-
ing in a network of people who share my values”.
Beneficiary
Who is the intended beneficiary of the organisation?
Workshop participants considered stakeholders in Shared Future,
as documented in Figure 5.8. These stakeholders include benefi-
ciaries, who participants saw as being in a position of dependency,
they approach Shared Future looking for competency and empow-
erment.
Who ought to be the intended beneficiary of the organisation?
Workshop participants then identified additional stakeholders in
Shared Future, including neighbours, which they explained as
neighbours of people working within Shared Future seeking ad-
vice on how to become involved in their community.
Measure of improvement
What is the organisation’s measure of success?
Shared Future’s current measures of success are indicated by
the personas and values ranking exercise documented in Section
5.3.4, where the highest ranked persona, Bullish Brian, has the
quote “What’s in this for me? Where’s the profit? Where’s the
money?”, implying that financial success is currently most impor-
tant.
What ought to be the organisation’s measure of success?
During the discussion about personas and boundaries documented
in Section 5.3.3, one workshop participant asked, ‘where is the
Shared Future community?’ implying that a measure of success
ought to be in terms of how the organisation builds its community.
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Resources
What conditions of success are under the control of the organisa-
tion?
Figure 5.8 shows the stakeholders in Shared Future, which in
turn can indicate what conditions of success are under the organ-
isation’s control. Internal stakeholders are directors, associates
and staff. Discussions by participants during the process of con-
sidering personas and scenarios shown in Section 5.3.3 identi-
fied that communication was an issue in building their commu-
nity. Section 5.3.4 documents how participants identified their
major stakeholders as represented by the personas Bullish Brian
(wishes to develop a profitable enterprise), Committed Commis-
sioner Kevin (commissioner of government funded services), En-
terprising Emily and Participation Petra (beneficiaries who are
developing projects for social benefit), Niggly Nigel (associate),
and Unsure Ursula (potential beneficiary).
What conditions of success ought to be under the control of the
organisation?
In the session on personas and scenarios shown in Section 5.3.3,
participants considered how to communicate with major stake-
holders, where the potential for storytelling became significant.
Activities could represent values, which could be communicated
through stories. Storytelling could enable the organisation to
exert a greater degree of influence, and hence control on major
stakeholders who share their values. This influence in turn could
help Shared Future to become more successful in working with
these stakeholders.
Decision maker
Who is in control of the conditions of success of the organisation?
In the workshop discussion documented in Section 5.3.5, it be-
came clear that the directors in Shared Future CIC were cur-
rently in control of the conditions of success, as being the ones
responsible for interacting with the commissioners who fund the
organisation.
Who ought to be in control of the conditions of success of the or-
ganisation?
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Participants defined the personas Committed Commissioner Ke-
vin, Community Claire, Empowered Edward, Enterprising Emily,
Participation Petra and Thankful Theodora in terms of various
forms of success. The movement of these personas in the future
scenario documented in Figure 5.12 indicates that these personas
ought to move to within the organisation’s boundary, thus con-
tributing to controlling its success.
Decision environment
What conditions of success are outside the control of the decision
maker?
At several points during the workshop, participants expressed
confusion about what Shared Future was, such as the personas
Competent Charles, “...I still don’t know what Shared Future is”
and Disconnected Dorothy “Don’t know much but it was terrify-
ing and magnificent... who are Shared Future?” shown in Figure
5.9.
What conditions of success ought to be outside the control of the
decision maker?
It thus isn’t clear who the decision maker is in Shared Future and
hence what ought to be outside their control.
Expertise
What are relevant new knowledge and skills for the organisation?
In the list of personas shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, the current
knowledge and skills within the organisation are in the areas of
business, evaluation, developing ideas, creativity, community en-
gagement and gaining income.
What ought to be relevant new knowledge and skills for the organ-
isation?
The personas Competent Charles, Enterprising Emily, Learning
Larry and Thankful Theodora express how they gain knowledge
and skills in the areas of business, developing ideas, working with
practitioners and setting up as a Community Interest Company.
All these personas are shown in Figure 5.12 as moving within
the boundary of the organisation or staying within it, implying a
desire to develop these areas of knowledge and skills further.
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Expert
Who is providing relevant knowledge and skills for the organisa-
tion?
The diagram shown in Figure 5.14 introduces the potential for ap-
prenticeship, however the discussion shown in Section 5.3.5 made
clear that at present, there are no apprentices, associate members
of Shared Future are already trained by other organisations.
Who ought to be providing relevant knowledge and skills for the
organisation?
The discussion suggested that there was potential for existing
members of Shared Future to provide relevant knowledge and
skills to new members.
Guarantor
What are regarded as assurances of successful implementation?
The persona Committed Commissioner Kevin shown in Figure
5.9 expresses successful implementation in terms of meeting fi-
nancial targets. Financial Frank in Figure 5.10 also focuses on
finances, “I hold us accountable for how we spend our money”.
What ought to be regarded as assurances of successful implemen-
tation?
Figure 5.12 shows Committed Commissioner Kevin moving to
within the organisation’s boundary from outside it, indicating
that meeting financial targets will become more central to the
organisation in the future. Financial Frank also moves towards
the centre of the organisation from its boundary, again indicating
the growing importance of finances to Shared Future.
Emancipation
What are the opportunities for the interests of those negatively af-
fected to have expression and freedom from the worldview of the
system?
The persona Sceptical Simon as shown in Figure 5.10 seems to
express being negatively affected, “I am not sure anyone is really
going to listen to us!”.
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What ought to be the opportunities for the interests of those nega-
tively affected to have expression and freedom from the worldview
of the system?
In Figure 5.12, the persona Sceptical Simon is shown as now out-
side the organisation, implying that those who are negatively af-
fected won’t have an opportunity to express their views within
Shared Future.
Witness
Who is representing the interests of those negatively affected by,
but not involved, with the system?
The persona Revolutionary Rhianna in Figure 5.10 would appear
to be expressing a viewpoint of someone in the community who is
negatively experiencing Shared Future’s community engagement
work.
Who ought to be representing the interests of those negatively af-
fected by, but not involved, with the system?
Revolutionary Rhianna is shown as moving from outside the or-
ganisation to near its centre in Figure Figure 5.12, implying that
individuals who are negatively experiencing Shared Future’s work
will be increasingly represented in the organisation’s work in the
future.
Worldview
What space is available for reconciling differing worldviews re-
garding the system among those involved and affected?
During reflections on the workshop documented in Section 5.3.6,
one participant felt ‘uncomfortable with the idea of hard bound-
aries to the organisation these are incompatible with democracy’,
implying that Shared Future could adopt a more fluid structure
with permeable boundaries that could reconcile differing world-
views.
What space ought to be available for reconciling differing world-
views regarding the system among those involved and affected?
These more permeable boundaries imply that Shared Future could
offer a space to reconcile differing worldviews. The discussion in
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Section 5.3.3 considered how good stories could help build a com-
munity based on shared values, where Shared Future could be a
focus for a range of activity.
This workshop indicated clearly that personas can be a powerful tool for
reflection on stakeholders, culture and practice in an organisational con-
text. More significantly for this study on narrative forms of open source
business model, narratives emerged as being significant for not only how
Shared Future communicated with its stakeholders, but also as part of its
business model. Boundaries emerged as significant in the workshop, and
were further explored using boundary judgements (Urlich, 2000; Urlich and
Reynolds, 2010) as a framework. This analysis informs the fluid permeable
business model design shown in Section 6.3 of the following Discussion of
Findings chapter.
The importance of narratives that emerged from engagement with Shared
Future inspired the third stage of this study, which returned to the ethno-
graphic data from 3rd Way Coop and ESTA. In this stage, the narrative form
of open source business model offered in Section 3.8.3 of the Literature Re-
view is used as a framework, first for initial analysis of the data from each
organisation, then to create an annotated portfolio of the ethnographic data.
5.4 Stage 3: An annotated portfolio of data
This section presents analysis of the ethnographic data from the author’s
engagement with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA. The data in-
cluded notes from the author’s meetings with each founder and with other
stakeholders, email correspondence and organisational documents. The nar-
rative form of open source business model developed in the Literature Re-
view chapter was used to extract the data that was relevant to this study.
The model was used to create a framework by identifying keywords, which
were then used to analyse the data from 3rd Way and ESTA using NVivo
software.
5.4.1 Initial analysis of 3rd Way and ESTA data
The narrative form of open source business model shown in Section 3.8.3 in
the Literature Review is the basis of a framework for analysis of the data
from the author’s engagement with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA.
This framework was developed by extracting keywords from the narrative
form of open source business model offered in Section 3.8.3:
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1. Purposeful intent: beliefs, conflict, cultural values, entrepreneur, foun-
der, goals, individual limitations, intent, narrative, personal values,
purpose, scope, stakeholders, values.
2. Enacted by human or other actors: activities, community, creativity,
fluid space, focal organisation, group members, network, open source,
scale, software, voluntary participation, writing.
3. Particular incidents or events: accountability, experience, knowledge,
learning, legitimacy, market, opportunities, self-belief, sense-making,
sense-giving, stories, structure, vision.
4. Causal sequence: analysis, decision-making, emotionally significant,
ideation, identification of needs, implementation, process, prototyping,
software architect, strategic choices, sustainability.
5. Reflect reality and create it: boundary judgement, contributors, costs,
customers, environment, exploration, fiction, financial value, gover-
nance, peer review, profits, property rights, revenue, shared meaning,
shared understanding, software code, suppliers, sustainable returns,
value proposition.
6. Context: boundary object, competencies, competitive advantage, con-
text, employees, expectations, investors, licence, partners, relation-
ships, resources, system architect, transactions.
7. Specific point of view: desired future, identity, imagination, informa-
tion, life course, shared understanding, value creation, value capture.
8. New point of view: inner lives, meaning, motivations, leadership, par-
ticipants, personal development, potential future, power, practice, tra-
nsformation.
9. Become institutionalised: assemblages of institutions, boundary span-
ning, collaboration, focal firm, institutionalised, intellectual property,
legal documents, norms and beliefs, organic structure, relationship
building, shared narrative, stakeholder network, trial and error.
This framework was then used to analyse the data from 3rd Way and ESTA
using NVivo software. This ethnographic data took the form of:
• Notes from meetings with each founders and other stakeholders. These
were edited as needed to remove confidential information and names
of anyone except the founders.
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• Photographs of drawings, ideas and other material from the meetings
that could be relevant.
• Email correspondence with each founder. These were again edited as
needed to remove confidential information and the names of anyone
except the founders.
• Organisational documents, including each founder’s ideas for how their
organisation’s structure or business model could develop in the future.
• Other documents that were referred to by founders and which influ-
enced their thinking.
In selecting the data for analysis, priority was given to the data that was
generated directly by each organisational founder. This included organisa-
tional documents, emails that they sent and photographs of ideas or dia-
grams that they produced in meetings. In this study, NVivo was used pri-
marily as an organising tool to deal with the large amount of data gener-
ated by the long-term engagement with each founder. The analysis using
the NVivo software enabled aspects of the data that were relevant to a nar-
rative form of open source business model to be coded using the keywords
presented above. The data was organised as follows:
1. Meeting notes made by the author and verified with the founder af-
ter each meeting (with any amendments made by them) were organ-
ised into a single text file for each organisation in chronological order.
Any notes that were not relevant or which would breach confidentiality
was removed. Other documents referred to in the meeting, or any pho-
tographs taken during the meeting are listed with the notes for each
meeting by their filenames.
2. Email correspondence from each founder was organised into a single
text file for each organisation in chronological order. Irrelevant or in-
appropriate emails were removed (e.g. arranging meetings or similar).
Greetings, details of arranging meetings etc. were also removed from
the emails for clarity. Other documents referred to in the emails were
listed with the email text by their filenames.
This organisation of data before analysis enabled the NVivo software to be
used effectively to uncover and structure the data that was most relevant to
the research area. The meeting notes and email correspondence were coded
directly, and other documents were coded at their filename. Preparing the
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data in this way enabled the analysis to focus on data either directly from
each founder or generated through the author’s engagement with them,
while also taking into account other key data, including organisational de-
signs created by participants.
The coded data was then exported from NVivo in the form of a report un-
der each narrative heading as text, together with diagrams and photographs
as appropriate. These reports are shown in Appendix A (3rd Way Coop) and
Appendix B (ESTA). In contrast to the first stage in this study, no attempt
is made to create a coherent narrative from the data, this allows for defa-
miliarisation (Bell et al., 2005; Alvesson and Skölderberg, 2009; Le Dantec
et al., 2009), or the possibility of a fresh perspective on data that the author
was very familiar with. The case study data in the Appendices was then
analysed as an annotated portfolio.
5.4.2 Ethnographic data as an annotated portfolio
To create an annotated portfolio, the ethnographic data from each case or-
ganisation in Appendices A and B is examined under each heading of the
narrative form of open source business model offered in Section 3.8.3 of the
Literature Review, aided by the initial analysis using this model. The text is
annotated as a portfolio in a similar manner to that adopted by Gaver and
Bowers (2012), aiming to convey its design aspects as concisely as possible.
In the portfolio presented in the following pages, the nodes from the NVivo
analysis are shown, then the annotations, this allows each annotation to be
traced back to the data without repeating it.
Purposeful intent
Nodes\\Purposeful intent\conflict
Personas can identify individuals who might end up in conflict (ESTA).
Self-reflection can help frame conflict as an opportunity for personal
growth (ESTA).
Nodes\\Purposeful intent\cultural values
Trust key to bringing teams together but takes time (3rd Way).
Nodes\\Purposeful intent\founder
Valuable patents owned by founder (3rd Way).
Personal transformation leads to societal transformation (3rd Way).
Established firm to help people realise their potential (3rd Way).
Values Based Leadership (3rd Way).
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Nodes\\Purposeful intent\individual limitations
Extreme demands on founder’s time to get over the “valley of death”
(3rd Way).
Isolation of founder (3rd Way).
Need to gain finance (3rd Way).
Others can be a source of support (3rd Way).
Preferred working style Directive and Concerned (3rd Way).
Founder not always able to respond to emails (ESTA).
Nodes\\Purposeful intent\narrative
Narratives can communicate what a business can offer (ESTA).
Groups can create a common narrative (ESTA).
Personas can communicate a psychological view (ESTA).
Nodes\\Purposeful intent\stakeholders
Power is accountable to those whom it affects (3rd Way).
Ethical leadership helps build the foundations for sustainable prosper-
ity (3rd Way).
Nodes\\Purposeful intent\values
The Open Source Guild is an example of a values-based structure (3rd
Way).
Personas can express values (3rd Way).
Guild structure can promote values, also mentoring, apprenticeship and
quality standards (3rd Way).
Delegate responsibility to workers (3rd Way).
Values are key to establishing a consortium (ESTA).
Rules-based membership organisations can be manipulated by individ-
uals (ESTA).
Founder’s role is to guard the values (ESTA).
Enacted by human or other actors
Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\community
Sharing of experience can lead to accumulation of it as a resource (3rd
Way).
Reflection is important in an organisation (3rd Way).
Importance of local money (ESTA).
Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\fluid space
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Guild master is a facilitator (ESTA).
Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\focal organisation
Thinking, feeling and will come together to create self-reflection (ESTA).
Organisational structure can support inner reality (4th bottom line)
(ESTA).
Systems approach to solving emerging problems (ESTA).
Can invert Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, find resources to achieve vision
(ESTA).
The first and fourth bottom lines complement each other (ESTA).
Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\group
Members can create groups independently of the founder (ESTA).
Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\members
Guild structure can create a body of knowledge (3rd Way).
Commercial social networking sites can help members to communicate
(ESTA).
Distributed networks could be a better fit (ESTA).
Membership can be on two levels (ESTA).
Steering group defines the boundary (ESTA).
Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\open source
Open source can facilitate an online resource centre (3rd Way).
Changing world-views and taken-for-granted assumptions is difficult
(3rd Way).
A Legal Liability Partnership could be a useful legal structure for work-
ers on the same level (ESTA).
A guild could take the form of a story (ESTA).
The founder is the guardian of ideas (ESTA).
Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\scale
Guild models can link to others such as franchising to enable scale (3rd
Way).
Profits will go to a trust (3rd Way).
Scale can be by replicating principles (ESTA).
The organisation can consider how it participates in the local economy
(ESTA).
Franchising needs to be to people who “get it” (ESTA).
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Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\software
Software can enable skills and capacity development in a guild model
(3rd Way).
Open Source Enterprise Resource Planning software could enable fran-
chising (3rd Way).
Software can enable peer to peer mentoring including remotely (3rd
Way).
Not everyone wishes to interact via software (ESTA).
Particular incidents or events
Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\accountability
A trust can act as an auditor, protecting the brand and majority inter-
ests (3rd Way).
Membership organisations can have two tiers of membership, where
access to the second tier is through an audit process (ESTA).
Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\knowledge
A platform can help to both share knowledge and build unity (3rd Way).
Apprenticeship can work face-to-face, backed up by internet knowledge
sharing (3rd Way).
Groups can develop their own work based on a particular expertise (3rd
Way).
A platform can develop as a knowledge exchange project (ESTA).
Small organisations can form consortia and bid for larger local govern-
ment contracts (ESTA).
Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\learning
Responsible franchising includes vocational education (3rd Way).
Vocational education can take place at a distance via the internet (3rd
Way).
Peer to peer mentoring can support action learning (3rd Way).
Intellectual property can be held in a trust and licensed out (3rd Way).
Learning can take place in a spiral of personal development (ESTA).
Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\legitimacy
A guild model can enable vocational skills development (3rd Way).
Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\market
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Every meeting is an opportunity to trade (ESTA).
Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\stories
Stories can lead from the past to the present, to a desired future (3rd
Way).
Leadership is about holding the story on behalf of followers (3rd Way).
Stories of personal development can form a commons (ESTA).
Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\structure
Patents need to be held in trust (3rd Way).
The trust can remove directors of subsidiary companies (3rd Way).
Income can be from royalties on patents (3rd Way).
Subsidiaries can be franchised to the trust (3rd Way).
Investors can be minority shareholders (3rd Way).
Peer mentoring is key to shared learning (3rd Way).
Shared values can enable things to happen with minimal structure (3rd
Way).
Keeping money local can help to satisfy economic needs (ESTA).
A network can help build a collaborative community (ESTA).
A network can offer a market place, brokering skills and capacities
against needs (ESTA).
Open source can enable sharing of best practice (ESTA).
A structure of “inner remembering” means people can’t manipulate it
(ESTA).
A legal structure can be subverted or taken over (ESTA).
A Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) could be a possible formal struc-
ture (ESTA).
Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\vision




The Quaker style of meetings is where all viewpoints are taken into
account to arrive at a solution which can be agreed by all present (3rd
Way).
Nodes\\Causal sequence\identification of needs
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An information database enables brokering between needs and those
who can satisfy those needs (ESTA). Public services should be local,
focusing on value (ESTA).
Nodes\\Causal sequence\process
An organisation can be seen as a dynamic organising process rather
than a thing (ESTA).
Nodes\\Causal sequence\software architect
A single “benevolent dictator” can admit members at their discretion,
based on shared values (ESTA).
Nodes\\Causal sequence\sustainability
The open source guild model can promote vocational education (3rd
Way).
Sustainability is about both inner change and external resource man-
agement (ESTA).
Organisations can contribute to the local multiplier effect through pub-
licising local spending (ESTA).
Organisations can contribute to promoting personal meaning (ESTA).
Reflect reality and create it
Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\financial value
Ensure that information cannot be taken and used to promote self-
interest (3rd Way).
Beneficiaries of the trust uphold its wider vision (3rd Way).
Local trading loops can increase local wealth (ESTA).
Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\governance
The trust owns the social enterprise and can appoint and remove direc-
tors (3rd Way).
The fourth bottom line is framed in terms of learning and personal de-
velopment (ESTA).
A key purpose of an organisation is to increase its market size (ESTA).
Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\peer review
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Peer to peer mentoring is the key to the success of 95% of entrepreneurs
(3rd Way).
Peer mentoring could enable workers to gain skills (3rd Way).
An organisation can operate through peer mentoring alone (3rd Way).
A guild mark can show that there are shared standards (3rd Way).
Technology can allow co-design and peer review (ESTA).
Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\property rights
A legal entity is needed to hold patents and realise their full potential
(3rd Way).
Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\revenue
Community Shares could be useful to establish an enterprise rather
than conventional finance (ESTA).
Membership fees can help fund the founding business (ESTA).
Context
Nodes\\Context\competencies
There needs to be the capability to remove board members (3rd Way).
Decision-making in groups needs to be focused on competence (ESTA).
Attention needs to be given to inner personal needs as well as external
tasks (ESTA).
Emotional engagement as well as skills and experience is key to build-
ing consortia (ESTA).
Nodes\\Context\investors
Patents need to be protected from exploitation (3rd Way).
Investors need to share the values of the organisation they are investing
in (3rd Way).
Nodes\\Context\licence
Core intellectual property of high value must be protected by putting
them in trust which can licence it out (3rd Way).
Nodes\\Context\relationships
Relationships are key to realising the vision and objectives (3rd Way).
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Specific point of view
Nodes\\Specific point of view\desired future
People live their values in both public and private life (3rd Way).
A person’s past shapes their values and the direction from which they
approach the future (ESTA).
Personas can be a tool to visualise and co-create a potential future
(ESTA).
Nodes\\Specific point of view\information
An information commons can contribute to building a local economy
(ESTA).
Nodes\\Specific point of view\value capture
Tracking spending locally can raise awareness of the potential for con-
tributing to the local economy (ESTA).
New point of view
Nodes\\New point of view\inner lives
Vision is not enough, personal development is also needed (ESTA).
Personas can enable externalisation of aspects of a person’s life and po-
tential (ESTA).
Nodes\\New point of view\leadership
Leadership should be based on principles and values (3rd Way).
Leadership is about personal change (3rd Way).
Leadership can be through storytelling (3rd Way).
Organisational structure could promote a particular style of leadership
(3rd Way).
An influenceable benevolent dictator style of leadership can be effective
(ESTA).
Nodes\\New point of view\motivations
The motivations of stakeholders can influence governance (3rd Way).
Nodes\\New point of view\personal development
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Work can offer personal fulfilment as well as economic reward (3rd
Way).
Personal development can take place to the point of self-reflection and
embracing change (ESTA).
Nodes\\New point of view\potential future
Change in individuals and the structure of society go together and both
are needed (3rd Way).
Future forms of organisation can include elements co-created by those
that have the relevant expertise (ESTA).
Local money can loop between guilds and the wider economy (ESTA).
Nodes\\New point of view\power
Invisibly joined individual organisations can gain power by acting as
one organisation (ESTA).
Nodes\\New point of view\transformation
Dealing with conflict can be through a process of personal development
leading to transformation (ESTA).
Become institutionalised
Nodes\\Become institutionalised\assemblages of institutions
Individual organisations can co-create a common infrastructure (ESTA).
Nodes\\Become institutionalised\collaboration
It is difficult to coordinate between different activities (3rd Way).
Collaboration could include making parts locally (3rd Way).
A network of organisations can function collectively for mutual benefit
(ESTA).
Organisations within a consortium can bid collectively for larger con-
tracts (ESTA).
An organisation can refer customers to other members of the network
(ESTA).
The internet enables a collaborative commons (ESTA).
Nodes\\Become institutionalised\intellectual property
Patents of a high commercial value should be placed in a trust (3rd
Way).
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Nodes\\Become institutionalised\organic structure
Promoting shared values leads to individuals self selecting out (3rd
Way).
If people come together based on shared values, a “nucleus” develops
(3rd Way).
The organisation’s DNA is the founder’s character (3rd Way).
Maintaining a minimal organisational structure prevents resources be-
ing diverted to maintaining the structure (ESTA).
An organisation can be seen as a form of life with permeable boundaries
(ESTA).
Nodes\\Become institutionalised\relationship building
Software can enable making connections between individuals who might
not otherwise meet (ESTA).
Nodes\\Become institutionalised\shared narrative
Consortia can be created though a shared narrative that can identify
skills gaps (ESTA).
Every meeting is an opportunity to trade (ESTA).
Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\stories
Stories can lead from the past to the present, to a desired future (3rd
Way).
Leadership is about holding the story on behalf of followers (3rd Way).
Stories of personal development can form a commons (ESTA).
Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\structure
Patents need to be held in trust (3rd Way).
The trust can remove directors of subsidiary companies (3rd Way).
Income can be from royalties on patents (3rd Way).
Subsidiaries can be franchised to the trust (3rd Way).
Investors can be minority shareholders (3rd Way).
Peer mentoring is key to shared learning (3rd Way).
Shared values can enable things to happen with minimal structure (3rd
Way).
Keeping money local can help to satisfy economic needs (ESTA).
A network can help build a collaborative community (ESTA).
A network can offer a market place, brokering skills and capacities
against needs (ESTA).
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Open source can enable sharing of best practice (ESTA).
A structure of “inner remembering” means people can’t manipulate it
(ESTA).
A legal structure can be subverted or taken over (ESTA).
A Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) could be a possible formal struc-
ture (ESTA).
Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\vision




The Quaker style of meetings is where all viewpoints are taken into
account to arrive at a solution which can be agreed by all present (3rd
Way).
Nodes\\Causal sequence\identification of needs
An information database enables brokering between needs and those
who can satisfy those needs (ESTA). Public services should be local,
focusing on value (ESTA).
Nodes\\Causal sequence\process
An organisation can be seen as a dynamic organising process rather
than a thing (ESTA).
Nodes\\Causal sequence\software architect
A single “benevolent dictator” can admit members at their discretion,
based on shared values (ESTA).
Nodes\\Causal sequence\sustainability
The open source guild model can promote vocational education (3rd
Way).
Sustainability is about both inner change and external resource man-
agement (ESTA).
Organisations can contribute to the local multiplier effect through pub-
licising local spending (ESTA).
Organisations can contribute to promoting personal meaning (ESTA).
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Reflect reality and create it
Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\financial value
Ensure that information cannot be taken and used to promote self-
interest (3rd Way).
Beneficiaries of the trust uphold its wider vision (3rd Way).
Local trading loops can increase local wealth (ESTA).
Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\governance
The trust owns the social enterprise and can appoint and remove direc-
tors (3rd Way).
The fourth bottom line is framed in terms of learning and personal de-
velopment (ESTA).
A key purpose of an organisation is to increase its market size (ESTA).
Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\peer review
Peer to peer mentoring is the key to the success of 95% of entrepreneurs
(3rd Way).
Peer mentoring could enable workers to gain skills (3rd Way).
An organisation can operate through peer mentoring alone (3rd Way).
A guild mark can show that there are shared standards (3rd Way).
Technology can allow co-design and peer review (ESTA).
Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\property rights
A legal entity is needed to hold patents and realise their full potential
(3rd Way).
Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\revenue
Community Shares could be useful to establish an enterprise rather
than conventional finance (ESTA).
Membership fees can help fund the founding business (ESTA).
Context
Nodes\\Context\competencies
There needs to be the capability to remove board members (3rd Way).
Decision-making in groups needs to be focused on competence (ESTA).
Attention needs to be given to inner personal needs as well as external
tasks (ESTA).
Emotional engagement as well as skills and experience is key to build-
ing consortia (ESTA).
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Nodes\\Context\investors
Patents need to be protected from exploitation (3rd Way).
Investors need to share the values of the organisation they are investing
in (3rd Way).
Nodes\\Context\licence
Core intellectual property of high value must be protected by putting
them in trust which can licence it out (3rd Way).
Nodes\\Context\relationships
Relationships are key to realising the vision and objectives (3rd Way).
Specific point of view
Nodes\\Specific point of view\desired future
People live their values in both public and private life (3rd Way).
A person’s past shapes their values and the direction from which they
approach the future (ESTA).
Personas can be a tool to visualise and co-create a potential future
(ESTA).
Nodes\\Specific point of view\information
An information commons can contribute to building a local economy
(ESTA).
Nodes\\Specific point of view\value capture
Tracking spending locally can raise awareness of the potential for con-
tributing to the local economy (ESTA).
New point of view
Nodes\\New point of view\inner lives
Vision is not enough, personal development is also needed (ESTA).
Personas can enable externalisation of aspects of a person’s life and po-
tential (ESTA).
Nodes\\New point of view\leadership
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Leadership should be based on principles and values (3rd Way).
Leadership is about personal change (3rd Way).
Leadership can be through storytelling (3rd Way).
Organisational structure could promote a particular style of leadership
(3rd Way).
An influenceable benevolent dictator style of leadership can be effective
(ESTA).
Nodes\\New point of view\motivations
The motivations of stakeholders can influence governance (3rd Way).
Nodes\\New point of view\personal development
Work can offer personal fulfilment as well as economic reward (3rd
Way).
Personal development can take place to the point of self-reflection and
embracing change (ESTA).
Nodes\\New point of view\potential future
Change in individuals and the structure of society go together and both
are needed (3rd Way).
Future forms of organisation can include elements co-created by those
that have the relevant expertise (ESTA).
Local money can loop between guilds and the wider economy (ESTA).
Nodes\\New point of view\power
Invisibly joined individual organisations can gain power by acting as
one organisation (ESTA).
Nodes\\New point of view\transformation
Dealing with conflict can be through a process of personal development
leading to transformation (ESTA).
Become institutionalised
Nodes\\Become institutionalised\assemblages of institutions
Individual organisations can co-create a common infrastructure (ESTA).
Nodes\\Become institutionalised\collaboration
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It is difficult to coordinate between different activities (3rd Way).
Collaboration could include making parts locally (3rd Way).
A network of organisations can function collectively for mutual benefit
(ESTA).
Organisations within a consortium can bid collectively for larger con-
tracts (ESTA).
An organisation can refer customers to other members of the network
(ESTA).
The internet enables a collaborative commons (ESTA).
Nodes\\Become institutionalised\intellectual property
Patents of a high commercial value should be placed in a trust (3rd
Way).
Nodes\\Become institutionalised\organic structure
Promoting shared values leads to individuals self selecting out (3rd
Way).
If people come together based on shared values, a “nucleus” develops
(3rd Way).
The organisation’s DNA is the founder’s character (3rd Way).
Maintaining a minimal organisational structure prevents resources be-
ing diverted to maintaining the structure (ESTA).
An organisation can be seen as a form of life with permeable boundaries
(ESTA).
Nodes\\Become institutionalised\relationship building
Software can enable making connections between individuals who might
not otherwise meet (ESTA).
Nodes\\Become institutionalised\shared narrative
Consortia can be created though a shared narrative that can identify
skills gaps (ESTA).
This annotated portfolio is presented as a narrative form of business model
in Section 6.4 of the following Discussion of Findings chapter.
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5.5 Conclusion to the chapter
This chapter has presented the empirical data that underpins this study,
which was gathered in three stages.
In Stage 1, the data from the author’s engagement with the founders of
3rd Way Coop and ESTA was summarised in a 3,000 word narrative based
on the author’s immersion in their work. The main themes in the narrative
were then expressed as personas in preparation for a workshop with each
founder in March 2016. In the workshops, the narrative and personas were
then the focus for engagement with each founder, which generated further
personas and ideas for how their business could engage with its stakehold-
ers. The data shown in this chapter is excerpts from the narratives, the per-
sonas used in each workshop and notes from discussions with each founder
in the workshops.
Stage 2 of the empirical data is from engagement with Shared Future,
the third case study organisation in this study. Analysis of organisational
documents using NVivo software established the values held by the organ-
isation. These values were then the basis for the author to create ini-
tial value-led personas, which were the starting point for a workshop with
Shared Future in June 2016. The workshop first considered the values held
by the organisation, where participants added their own values to those
presented by the author. Participants then considered the personas offered
by the author and created many more in a similar format, then considered
these personas in scenarios of how they could interact with the organisa-
tion’s boundaries in the future. The workshop then moved onto considering
a potential organisation design, which included aspects of a business model.
Analysis of the workshop data using boundary judgements as a framework
helped reveal Shared Future’s business model.
Stage 3 of the empirical data in this chapter is the data from the author’s
engagement with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA. The data in-
cluded meeting notes, email correspondence and organisational documents.
This data was too large to include in its entirety, so the relevant aspects were
extracted using NVivo text analysis software, using the narrative form of
open source business model developed in Section 3.8.3 as a framework. The
relevant data is shown in Appendices A and B and analysed as an annotated
portfolio of business model designs in this chapter. The next Discussion of
Findings chapter offers further analysis and discussions of the findings from
the data from all three stages, with reference to the relevant literature.
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Chapter 6
Discussion of Findings
6.1 Introduction to the chapter
In this chapter, the data presented in the Empirical Data chapter is dis-
cussed in relation to the theoretical context presented in the Literature Re-
view to establish how the research question RQ2, “What is the balance of
power between the firm and workers in firms that have adopted a narrative
form of open source business model?” has been answered.
Section 6.2 uses the desiderata, or design criteria, from the workshops
with 3rd Way Coop and ESTA to suggest a natural metaphor for a power-
balanced form of membership organisation. In this model, the balance of
power is between the founding group and their membership network, who
can form a new founding group.
Section 6.3 uses the narrative form of open source business model devel-
oped in the Literature Review as a framework to establish Shared Future’s
relationships with its stakeholders and hence inform the design of a fluid
permeable business model. This business model had some degree of power-
balance between the founding organisation and its network of associates.
Section 6.4 examines the annotated portfolio of the ethnographic data
from 3rd Way Coop and ESTA, using the narrative form of open source busi-
ness model as a framework to reveal their business model designs. These
business models show that 3rd Way Coop has more of a centralised bal-
ance of power towards the founding trust, while ESTA operates as a power-
balanced membership network.
The chapter then presents the empirical contribution, contribution to the
literature and methodological contribution made by this study in Sections
6.5, 6.6 and 6.7.
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6.2 A power-balanced membership model
This first stage in exploring the potential for narrative forms of open source
business model draws on analysis of data from the organisational narra-
tives and workshops with the founders from Section 5.2. Engagement with
the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA started with their interest in the
open source guild model (Larner, 2013), which is the closest existing model
to the narrative form of open source business model developed in Section
3.8.3. This engagement was summarised in a narrative for each organi-
sation, excerpts from this narrative are shown in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.3.
These narratives and personas based on them were then the starting point
for a workshop with each founder, shown in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.4. The
narratives and data from the workshops held with each founder were then
used by the author to establish desiderata, or design criteria (Nelson and
Stolterman, 2012) for business model design, shown in Section 5.2.5. These
desiderata are used below in the design of a natural metaphor of member-
ship organisation that has a balance of power between the founding group
and its members.
6.2.1 A natural metaphor of membership organisation
The author’s design process from the desiderata started with a natural meta-
phor of membership organisation, where a fluid boundary (Faraj et al., 2011)
allows members to be included or excluded simply by re-flowing the bound-
ary. In this model, an individual or small group controls who is a member.
This founding group forms the organisation’s nucleus, carrying the DNA
of the founder’s vision and values, carried as a common narrative. In this
model, the founder’s values and desires for the future, communicated thor-
ough a narrative, inspires others to join the founder.
In this design, other interested individuals or organisations become mem-
bers by allowing them access to the body of shared knowledge, experience
and values co-created by founders and members. The criteria for admission
are that prospective members agree to uphold the founder’s narrative, or the
cultural norms and values driving the organisation. The diagram shows a
new member crossing the boundary of the organisation, also a member be-
ing excluded by the boundary re-forming to leave them outside the network.
This view of an organisation as fluid boundary is inspired by ESTA’s expe-
rience of potential members simply drifting away, finding that they couldn’t
connect with ESTA’s narrative.
If the member network grows too big for the founding group to maintain,
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Figure 6.1: Natural model of membership organisation
it can naturally propagate by a new founding group breaking away, taking
the narrative with them as their DNA. Steiner (1972) suggests that a group
should be of no more than four individuals, reinforced by the findings of Fay
et al. (2000) which suggest that a group size of five individuals or less is
needed to maintain a dialogue mode of interaction. A group of up to five
individuals will thus be appropriate for the founding group. The model is
shown in Figure 6.1.
Although this design has an appealing simplicity, and is based on an
appealing metaphor, it doesn’t encompass all the factors emerging from the
desiderata. In particular, it doesn’t consider the organisation’s environment
or explain how the founding group forms. The next steps in the development
of this design consider these factors.
6.2.2 The natural membership organisation’s environ-
ment
Figure 6.2 shows how the next step in this organisational design process can
consider how the natural metaphor of membership organisation interacts
with its environment. This development is inspired by how ESTA operates
to promote the local economy. Within the network, members can interact to
trade and offer mutual support as well as trading with other businesses in
the local economy. This trade can then contribute to the local multiplier ef-
fect identified by the New Economics Foundation (NEF, 2002) and developed
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Figure 6.2: Natural model of membership organisation in its environment
Figure 6.3: Natural model of membership organisation founding group
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further by ESTA as the Food Loop Game (which later became the Money
Loop System). Prospective members can access but not contribute to the
commons, as with open source, enabling them to learn about the values and
narratives driving the organisation. One potential problem with this model
is that non-members could use the information in the commons to their ad-
vantage without being part of the network. This issue could be overcome by
developing the organisational design to protect key intellectual property by
holding it in a trust.
6.2.3 The natural membership organisation’s founding
group
The diagram shown in Figure 6.3 shows the founding group in more detail.
The design addresses the need identified by 3rd Way to protect intellectual
property which could be of commercial value. In this model, the founder
places their intellectual property in a trust, which protects it from exploita-
tion. The founder can then work with other interested individuals to create
the founding group, inspired by the founder’s narrative. An alternative pro-
cess could be that the founder creates the founding group, then together they
develop the intellectual property. The founding trust can licence the intellec-
tual property at its discretion to the founding group and to the network as a
whole. The network interacts with the outside world as shown in Figure 6.2,
this interaction is omitted from the diagram in Figure 6.3 for clarity. This
natural metaphor of membership organisation design could be implemented
using current UK legal structures. The founding trust can take a foundation
legal form, which could take the form of a Company Limited by Guarantee
in the UK. The founder or founding group could be the directors of this trust.
The founding group could take the legal form of a Legal Liability Partner-
ship. Network members can gain access to the commons of knowledge held
within the network and can contribute to it at the discretion of the founding
group.
6.2.4 A power-balanced natural form of membership or-
ganisation
The natural form of membership organisation that has been developed in
this section has a balance of power between the founding group and mem-
bership network, where a group of members can break away, as shown in
Figure 6.1. In this model, the founding group defines the boundaries of the
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network, exerting invisible power relations as in open source projects, where
the software architect defines the boundaries of the project through the code
that they accept (Weber, 2004). In this model, the breakaway group exerts
their discursive power by taking the founding narrative and forming a new
network.
Stage 1 of this study thus partly answers the research question RQ2,
“What is the balance of power between the firm and workers in firms that
have adopted a narrative form of open source business model?”, in that anal-
ysis of the data from this stage informed the design of a power-balanced form
of membership organisation. In this model, the balance of power is between
the founding group and their membership network, who can form a new
founding group. This design is not a business model, but can be the starting
point for developing one. The next stage of empirical data gathering led to
a narrative form of business model that had some degree of power-balance
between the founding organisation and its network of associates.
6.3 A fluid permeable business model
This section examines the analysis of data in Section 5.3 from engagement
with Shared Future, particularly the day workshop that the author facil-
itated with the organisation in June 2016. Shared Future CIC is a loose
association of consultants with a Community Interest Company at its core.
The directors of the company are responsible for gaining contracts from lo-
cal government commissioners to carry out community engagement projects.
Project work is largely subcontracted to associate consultants, enabling the
organisation to take on larger projects than could be undertaken by the di-
rectors alone. Boundary judgements (Ulrich, 2000; Ulrich and Reynolds,
2010) were used in Section 5.3.7 to explore Shared Future’s relationship
with their stakeholders and business model. Applying boundary judgements
has highlighted where Shared Future’s business model can build on the nat-
ural model of organisation offered in Section 6.2, but also some contradic-
tions in how workshop participants viewed the organisation. These contra-
dictions can be examined using the narrative form of open source business
model as a framework.
6.3.1 A narrative form of fluid business model
The narrative form of open source business model developed in Section 3.8.3
of the Literature Review is used as a framework to clarify Shared Future’s
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business model.
Purposeful intent
Shared Future have established a Community Interest Company that has
five directors and no wider membership, thus founded by a group of indi-
viduals (Ahokangas and Myllykoski, 2014). Its purpose is to secure large
contracts with local government commissioners, negotiated by the directors.
These contracts are delivered through a network of associates, who offer a
range of skills and expertise. These associates are mainly individuals, so
this arrangement overcomes the time and scope limitations of individual
associate entrepreneurs as identified by Morris et al. (2005), as they can
contribute to larger projects via Shared Future than they could alone. In
the workshop, participants discussed how stories on their website about ac-
tivities could be a mechanism for communicating with various stakeholders,
based on shared values. These stories to communicate values and activi-
ties can form a narrative that expresses Shared Future’s intent in a similar
way to the founder of an open source project (Hars and Ou, 2002). In terms
of purposeful intent, Shared Future would seem to be a good fit with the
narrative form of open source business model.
Enacted by human or other actors
Shared Future have adopted a structure of a central group of directors and a
network of associates. In this respect, Shared Future has the potential for a
single person or a small group to express the conceptual integrity proposed
by Brooks (2010), where a narrative can inspire voluntary participation
without resorting to command and control systems (Weber, 2004). However,
at the time the workshop was held, this conceptual integrity didn’t seem to
be expressed by participants. The personas Competent Charles, “I’ve devel-
oped my business skills tremendously – but I still don’t know what Shared
Future is”, and Disconnected Dorothy, “I came to something organised by
‘SFCIC’. I stood, spoke in public and got given money... Don’t know much but
it was terrifying and magnificent... who are Shared Future?” express a lack
of conceptual integrity. However, despite this lack, Shared Future is creat-
ing a fluid space (Faraj et al., 2011), where they see a range of stakeholders
entering this space, including commissioners, associates, beneficiaries and
others affected by the organisation. In this fluid space, Shared Future CIC
is a material object (Sibierska, 2017), which acts as a focal organisation in
capturing value from contracts with commissioners for both the CIC and its
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network of associates.
Particular incidents or events
The narrative form of open source business model enables an entrepreneur
to communicate their vision and self-belief (Downing, 2005) to a community.
Shared Future would appear to have two main communities that they have
successfully communicated their vision to: local government commissioners
and their network of associates. The network of associates enables Shared
Future CIC to undertake larger commissions than the group of directors
could alone. In this respect Shared Future are operating to the narrative
form of open source business model, in that they can access a greater range
of opportunities within the market place than either the CIC or their asso-
ciates alone.
Causal sequence
Shared Future are operating in a similar way to an open source software ar-
chitect in establishing a new open source software project, by identifying an
opportunity to fulfil a need expressed by local government commissioners,
then recruiting a community of associates for that project. In this respect,
they are operating to the narrative form of open source business model, but
it is not clear what part narratives play in this process. The discussion about
activities and stories in Section 5.3.3 and the use of stories in Figure 5.13
indicates that participants are starting to consider how narratives can help
identify and fulfil needs within Shared Future’s business model.
Reflect reality and create it
In the narrative form of open source business model, a focal organisation
can capture value from their stakeholder network for the benefit of both the
organisation and its network, particularly financial value (Al-debei and Avi-
son, 2010), which can be converted into profit (Teece, 2010). In the case of
Shared Future, the focal organisation can capture value from commission-
ers to enable both Shared Future and its network of associates to make a
profit. Another aspect of the narrative form of open source business model
is that the network can choose a new focal organisation, in the process mak-
ing a boundary judgement (Urlich, 2000). However, it would be difficult for
the network of associates in Shared Future to find a new focal organisation
to undertake the same work, as it is Shared Future CIC that has the rela-
tionship with commissioners. Shared Future can benefit from the reduced
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governance costs that are characteristic of the narrative form of open source
business model, as their network of associates are self-governing.
Context
Shared Future are operating as a narrative form of open source business
model in that their business model becomes part of that of their network of
associates, as identified by Mason and Spring (2011). In this respect, Shared
Future CIC is acting as a system architect (Kornberger, 2017), negotiating
relationships with commissioners as customers and network members as
suppliers. Their role as system architect enables Shared Future CIC to gain
resources and competencies (Kornberger, 2017) from their network of asso-
ciates.
Specific point of view
A narrative form of open source business model can enable a shared under-
standing (Doganova and Eyquem-Renault, 2009) between the founder and
stakeholders. In the case of Shared Future, at the time of the workshop,
they were starting to consider what this shared understanding might look
like, as shown in Figure 5.14. However, their name, Shared Future, implies
a jointly created future, which could be through narratives.
New point of view
The proposed stories about values and activities in Shared Future docu-
mented in Section 5.3.3 are an example of story-telling that can contribute to
establishing the legitimacy of a potential future (Garud et al., 2014). As with
open source (Krishnamurthy, 2006; Bitzer et al., 2007; Bach and Twidale,
2010), individuals could be inspired to participate in organisations that op-
erate to a narrative form of open source business model. The personas cre-
ated in the workshop by participants indicate a mixture of motivations, in-
cluding intrinsic motivations. For example, Excited Ella, “It’s so great to
talk to everyone and have a chance to make a difference. I’ve never been
involved in anything like this before.” is more about intrinsic motivations,
however, Bullish Brian, “What’s in this for me? Where’s the profit? Where’s
the money?”, indicates a more extrinsic form of motivation. Another aspect
of open source that is also part of the narrative form of open source business
model is the idea that open source is about gaining power by giving it away
(Bergquist and Ljungberg, 2001). In the exercise with personas and scenar-
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ios documented in Figure 5.12, although many stakeholders were brought
into Shared Future, the power to do rested with Shared Future CIC.
Become institutionalised
In Shared Future, the CIC acts as the responsible body, offering a hard
frame of formal accountability and legal documents (Bate et al., 2000). Sur-
rounding this hard frame of Shared Future CIC is more of an organic struc-
ture (Vargo and Lusch, 2016), a network of associates who share loosely de-
fined values. These values are expressed by the persona Community Claire,
“I like working in a network of people who share my values”. These asso-
ciates can also be beneficiaries, gaining competency and empowerment from
association with Shared Future’s network. In the workshop, one participant
expressed that they felt ‘uncomfortable with the idea of hard boundaries
to the organisation these are incompatible with democracy’, reinforcing the
idea of a more permeable boundary. However, as it is currently constituted,
the Shared Future network does not have democratic structure, member-
ship is at the discretion of Shared Future CIC.
6.3.2 Design of a fluid permeable business model
Shared Future’s business model design has some similarities to the natu-
ral form of membership organisation explored in Section 6.2, where in this
model, Shared Future CIC is commissioned to provide public services, which
is does through its network of associates. This network also includes other
stakeholders, particularly commissioners, to form the Shared Future com-
munity. Shared Future CIC is responsible for the values held by this com-
munity, and excludes those who do not hold those values. Shared Future’s
business model is shown as a fluid permeable business model design in Fig-
ure 6.4.
This design manifests many aspects of the narrative form of open source
business model offered in Section 3.8.3, particularly in terms of purposeful
intent, enacted by human or other actors, particular incidents or events,
causal sequence, context and specific point of view. However, while Shared
Future has the power to bring in new associates, these associates do not
have the power to choose a new organisation, as the commissioned work was
through Shared Future CIC. In this respect, Shared Future does not have
a power-balanced networked business model. In the longer term, however,
their network of associates could form a new focal organisation and compete
for this work from commissioners, so gaining power in the longer term. The
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Figure 6.4: Shared Future’s business model design
next section returns to the case study data from 3rd Way Coop and ESTA,
using annotated portfolio techniques to reveal their latent business model
designs.
6.4 A narrative form of open source business
model
The author’s long-term engagement with the founders of 3rd Way Coop and
ESTA was as a member of their network, sharing in the desired future of
each founder, where ethnographic data from this engagement documents
how each founder worked towards fulfilling that future. Annotated portfolio
techniques can bring out latent business model designs in this data. In
this section, the ethnographic data from Appendices A and B is viewed as a
portfolio of designs, where previous theory (Zimmerman and Forlizzi, 2008),
in this case the narrative form of open source business model developed in
the Literature Review, informs portfolio creation. There are three steps in
the process of bringing out these latent designs:
1. The first step was to use the narrative form of open source business
model in Section 3.8.3 as a framework to extract case study data from
Appendices A and B that was relevant to the research area. This anno-
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tated portfolio is shown in Section 5.4 in the Empirical Data chapter.
2. The second step is to abstract the business model designs for 3rd Way
Coop and ESTA from the portfolio, these are shown in this section.
3. The third step is to abstract a more generalisable form of business
model from the case study business model designs, this is shown in
Section 6.5 as the empirical contribution of this study.
To consider the annotated portfolio analysis in Section 5.4 as a business
model, it is again framed in terms of the narrative form of open source busi-
ness model offered in Section 3.8.3, as a further process of abstraction. The
implications from 3rd Way Coop and ESTA’s experience for business model
design are:
Purposeful intent
Both 3rd Way Coop and ESTA created publicity material to convey their
values to stakeholders in a narrative (Polkinghorne, 1991). Both 3rd Way
Coop and ESTA were established by a single founder, who encountered the
personal time and scope limitations identified by Morris et al. (2005) during
the period of the author’s engagement. In the case of 3rd Way, finding staff or
investors who shared the founder’s values proved very difficult, with conflict
between them and the founder. ESTA took a different approach, avoiding
the rules-based form of membership organisation that can be manipulated
by individuals. Instead ESTA takes the form of an association where the
founder selects its members based on how they can fulfil its values. In this
respect, the founder is answering Simon’s question, ‘how to build a reliable
system from unreliable parts’ (1969, p. 19), in this case choosing the parts
(members) that can contribute to the fulfilling of the founder’s vision. In
defining the boundary of the association by the choice of members, ESTA’s
founder creates the boundary of the association, exerting invisible power
relations in the process (Weber, 2004).
Enacted by human or other actors
Each founder had a clear vision for their organisation, in the case of 3rd Way
Coop it is to alleviate energy poverty, in the case of ESTA to create a business
support network that focuses on personal development. In this respect, they
had conceptual integrity (Brooks, 2010), in how they expressed their vision.
Both founders had the problem of how to share that vision and work with
stakeholders without diluting it. Mike Knowles, the founder of 3rd Way
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Coop, created a Trust as sole director to safeguard the patents for Super
Insulation and to have control over the companies that would manufacture
it. Michael Hallam, the founder of ESTA, took a different approach. He
promoted ESTA as a business club, offering a narrative of how personal
development could promote economic success. Once within the network,
members can create groups independently of the founder, creating a fluid
space (Faraj et al., 2011).
Particular incidents or events
Each founder wished to create a community rooted in their knowledge and
experience (Ahokangas and Myllykoski, 2014). In the case of 3rd Way Coop
the community is around creating and installing Super Insulation, and in
the case of ESTA the community is around personal development in a busi-
ness context. In both cases, the community around the focal organisation
enables exploring a larger market (Doganova and Eyquem-Renault, 2009).
Causal sequence
An issue identified by both founders is how to involve others in developing
their organisation without diluting their vision. Both mentioned the Quaker
style of meetings, where all viewpoints are taken into account in seeking to
achieve true consensus in decision-making by taking all viewpoints into ac-
count (Velayutham, 2013). This Quaker style of decision-making could help
deal with individual limitations by the founder recruiting a founding group
with a shared founding narrative. This founding group, which can take a
legal form to protect intellectual property, then recruits a wider stakeholder
community.
Reflect reality and create it
The founding group can capture value from their wider stakeholder com-
munity for the benefit of both the organisation and its network, particularly
financial value (Al-debei and Avison, 2010), which then contributes to profits
(Teece, 2010). In the case of 3rd Way Coop, the founding trust can capture
value from its network of Super Insulation installers through licensing fees.
In the case of ESTA, the founding Community Interest Company can cap-
ture value from its membership network through fees and working jointly
with them.
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Context
Both founders have adopted a form of business model that through being
shared with stakeholders can become part of their business model, as identi-
fied by Mason and Spring (2011). 3rd Way proposes to coordinate a network
of installers of Super Insulation, where their business model will incorpo-
rate being a licensee. ESTA coordinates a network of business members,
where their business model will incorporate being able to work with other
members in consortia within the network. In both cases, the founder can
gain competitive advantage from sourcing resources and competencies (Ko-
rnberger, 2017) from their member network.
Specific point of view
Both founders emphasised the importance of values. In the case of 3rd Way,
values were key to how a person lives their life in both public and private,
including in business. In the case of ESTA, a person’s past shapes their
values and how they approach the future, this is where narratives can help
both make sense of the past (Foss, 2004) and create a desired future in an or-
ganisational context (O’Connor, 2004; Komporozos-Athanasiou and Fotaki,
2015). As the founder builds a business to help bring about their desired
future, their narrative can express how the business will create and capture
value for both the founder and their stakeholders. The experience of ESTA
shows how a networked form of business can extend to creating a desired
future for the local economy.
New point of view
Both founders were clear on the importance of leadership, where leadership
as storytelling can help establish the legitimacy of the potential future of-
fered by the entrepreneur (Garud et al., 2014). In both cases, the potential
future was one that could inspire participation from intrinsic motivations,
including personal development (Aksulu and Wade, 2010). In the case of 3rd
Way, they offer a future in which work can offer personal fulfilment as well
as economic reward, and in the case of ESTA that personal development
contributes to economic success. Both founders are seeking to transform
how they do business, in the case of 3rd Way it is about how to use intel-
lectual property of high commercial value to benefit society. In the case of
ESTA the transformation is how to create a member network focused on
personal development as key to economic success. In both cases, narratives
can contribute to this transformation in terms of sense-making (Downing,
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2005). Working with a community of stakeholders through an open source-
like process could enable a transformation through practice (Ahokangas and
Myllykoski, 2014). The founder can operate as a benevolent dictator with re-
gard to this community, as in an open source project (Weber, 2004).
Become institutionalised
Both founders adopted a legal form as the core of their business which en-
abled them to protect key intellectual property. In the case of 3rd Way, the
patents for Super Insulation are protected through a trust, initially with
the founder in control, then a group of trustees. The ultimate beneficiary
of this trust is Initiatives of Change. Placing the patents in trust deals
with the problem of investment that Mike Knowles had identified, as eth-
ical investors can invest in the trust. Commercial investors can invest in
subsidiary manufacturing firms that make Super Insulation under licence
from the trust. The installer guild network is where 3rd Way’s model corre-
sponds more closely to the narrative form of business model developed in the
Literature Review. In the guild network, Super Insulation installers draw
on a commons of knowledge, skills and experience, creating an organic so-
cial structure (Vargo and Lusch, 2016). The guild network also enables peer
mentoring of installers. The business model adopted by 3rd Way Coop is
shown in Figure 6.5. Considering this model in terms of the power-balance
between workers and the focal firm, in 3rd Way Coop, the balance of power is
held by the Founding Trust which licences intellectual property to manufac-
turing firms. However, the installer guild network in developing their com-
mons of shared knowledge and experience could exert considerable power in
how they interact with the Trust and with housebuilding firms.
In the case of ESTA, the name of the association is registered as Commu-
nity Interest Company, which prevents others from appropriating the name.
In this respect, ESTA operates like an open source project, where a name
or trademark, such as Linux, enables the software architect to protect the
boundary of the project. Surrounding this hard frame (Bate et al., 2000) of
a formal institution is an organic social structure (Vargo and Lusch, 2016),
based on shared values. In ESTA, the business association has no legal ex-
istence and is purely an organic structure, where the founder decides who is
a member. The members of the association are specifically not members of
the CIC, and have no direct influence on it. Each ESTA member is a micro-
business, therefore the association can be viewed as an assemblage of in-
stitutions (Wieland et al., 2017), including consortia within the association.
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Figure 6.5: 3rd Way Coop’s business model design
Figure 6.6: ESTA’s business model design
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As a whole, ESTA could be viewed as a networked form of business model
(Kornberger, 2017) that functions as a boundary object (Jensen, 2013). By
having a minimal core organisational structure, the founder of ESTA can
minimise governance costs (Santos and Eisenhardt, 2005). ESTA’s business
model is shown in Figure 6.6. The minimal structure of ESTA’s membership
network with its permeable boundary is a power-balanced structure, in that
members can form independent consortia which could leave the network if
they disagree with the founder’s vision. However, leaving the network would
mean losing the advantages of working to a common vision as part of ESTA.
These specific business models for 3rd Way Coop and ESTA are then the
basis for a more generalisable narrative form of open source business model
that is shown as the empirical contribution of this study in the next section.
6.5 Empirical contribution
The empirical contribution made by this study is the narrative form of open
source business model shown in Figure 6.7, which builds on not only the
experience of 3rd Way, ESTA and Shared Future, but also on the literature
reviewed in Chapter 3. In this model, the founder recruits one or more
individuals who share their values to form a founding group. The founding
group then forms a founding trust, which holds core intellectual property.
An alternative method for the founding group to form is where the founding
individual creates a trust to hold the intellectual property and licences it,
first to the founding group then to the membership network, which draws
on the experience of 3rd Way Coop in protecting IP of commercial value for
social benefit.
The founding narrative of a desired future then attracts prospective mem-
bers, who gain the right to use the founding IP and to access the commons of
knowledge and experience. Members can trade with other members based
on shared values, which can include forming consortia to enable meeting the
needs of larger customers. Although not shown in the diagram, the network
could promote a “money loop” to promote local trading and local wealth, as
with ESTA.
The business model designs that have been explored in this chapter draw
on analysis of data from the author’s engagement with the three case study
organisations. They offer evidence that can answer the research question
RQ2, “What is the balance of power between the firm and workers in firms
that have adopted a narrative form of open source business model?”. The
organic metaphor of organisation proposed by ESTA, 3rd Way’s member-
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Figure 6.7: The narrative form of open source business model
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ship guild of insulation installers and Shared Future’s stakeholder stories
strongly link with elements of the narrative form of business model offered
in the Literature Review.
The narrative form of open source business model developed during this
study has elements in common with other organisational and business model
forms that attempt to overcome power issues in networked organisations.
Its founding trust to protect intellectual property has a similar role to the
Intellectual Commons in the FairShares model offered by Ridley-Duff et al.
(2013), however in the FairShares model, members licence their IP to the co-
operative, which operates like a worker-led coop but with additional stake-
holder members. The Commons Equity Society (2019) is a mutual network
of organisations, in which surplus is retained for the benefit of workers and
for the network, but appears to lack the central driving vision of the pro-
posed model in this study. Another mutual network is the Art of Hosting,
which is a networked form of organisation that ‘has no formal, legal struc-
ture, no appointed leader, no accreditation program and no controlling body’,
instead an ‘international group of stewards holds the deeper practice pattern
and assures the quality of the trainings and the integrity of the global net-
work’ (2019), thus appearing to operate as a narrative form of organisation,
but not as a business model.
The narrative form of open source business model can potentially offer
a power-balanced structure and promote what Brooks (2010) in a software
design context described as conceptual integrity, or the overall vision of a
design project. This is where the contribution to the academic literature
made by this study lies.
6.6 Contribution to the literature
The balance of power in the narrative form of open source business model
developed in this study leads to the contribution made by this study, which is
to extend the notion of conceptual integrity from software design to business
models. Conceptual integrity was first mentioned in the book Research Di-
rections in Software Engineering, edited by Peter Wegner in 1978. The book
is no longer available, but a paper by Wegner (1978, p. 247) summarises
conceptual integrity as being a ‘key ingredient in the management of soft-
ware complexity’. Fredrick Brooks (2010), proposed that any creative work
is the product of one or at most a few individuals, where the challenge in
software production is how to maintain conceptual integrity while scaling
up the project. One way of dealing with the problem of conceptual integrity
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is command and control, where an individual or small group as the system
architect delegates their creative vision to a larger group of developers. This
delegation has enabled larger software projects to take place, but such a
process does not fully realise the creativity of the larger group of developers.
In contrast to the command and control system of producing software,
open source is where the system architect coordinates the contributions of a
large and distributed group of software developers at their discretion. If the
group of developers are unhappy with the system architect, they can “fork”
the project and find a new architect, thus maintaining conceptual integrity
together with a balance of power, without resorting to such mechanisms
as representative democracy. The narrative form of open source business
model developed in this study potentially extends the notion of conceptual
integrity to business models.
Literature searches in the ABI/Inform Complete academic database and
Google Scholar in May 2019 revealed that there was little mention of con-
ceptual integrity in the entrepreneurship or management literature. A book
by Page West et al. (2009) about entrepreneurship education claimed that
the ‘technology mentor program has been highly effective in providing en-
trepreneurship students with valuable scientific and technological input dur-
ing the process of validating the conceptual integrity and practical utility of
emerging scientific and technological concepts’ (p. 199), but this is the only
mention of conceptual integrity. Apart from in this book, the only mention of
conceptual integrity in relation to entrepreneurship or management uncov-
ered by the literature searches is a paper which compares and contrasts the
role of a software architect with that of an entrepreneur (Faily and Fléchais,
2010). However, Faily and Fléchais, while mentioning conceptual integrity,
do so in the context of the role of a software architect who ‘may act as a medi-
ator between the different sub-system architects and project managers; the
resulting architecture is a pragmatic realisation of a system’s goals, and an
appeal to conceptual integrity’ (2010, p. 76) rather than entrepreneurship.
As well as the contribution to literature, this study also makes a method-
ological contribution, by extending the application of annotated portfolios
from human-computer interaction to the study of business models.
6.7 Methodological contribution
This study has adopted a design approach to study narrative forms of busi-
ness model, where the author offered a design provocation (Bardzell and
Bardzell, 2013) in initial meetings with case study organisations. The provo-
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cation was the open source guild model (Larner, 2013), which acted as a
boundary object (Star and Griesemer, 1989).
Although the study was in three stages, the third stage is where the
methodological contribution lies. Annotated portfolios were introduced in
the context of human-computer interaction by Gaver (2012), then developed
further by Gaver and Bowers (2012) and Bowers (2012) as a means of mak-
ing visible the design aspects of a particular artefact. The methodologi-
cal contribution in this study is to extend the use of annotated portfolios
from human-computer interaction to a management context. This contri-
bution was verified through literature searches made in May 2019, in the
ABI/Inform Complete academic database and through Google Scholar, nei-
ther of which found any previous application of annotated portfolios in a
management or entrepreneurship context.
The application of annotated portfolio techniques in this study followed
the form of design research proposed by Zimmerman and Forlizzi (2008),
where an artefact is created as representing a theory that itself represents
a desired state. In this study the theory was the narrative form of open
source business model proposed in Section 3.8.3 of the Literature Review,
and the desired state to offer an alternative business model for the platform
economy. Annotating ethnographic data as a portfolio of designs could be
helpful in working with groups who are difficult to engage with, such as the
entrepreneurs who participated in this study.
6.8 Conclusion to the chapter
This chapter has examined the empirical data in Chapter 5 in relation to
the literature reviewed in Chapter 3 to establish the contributions that have
been made by this study.
The empirical contribution is the narrative form of open source business
model, which can offer a mechanism for an entrepreneur to build a business,
first through creating a founding group, then a wider membership network.
As a business model, the founding group sets the boundary of the member-
ship network and captures value from that network for the benefit of the
membership network as well the founding group. This model has its lim-
itations, however, in that it may not be as effective if the founder wishes
to create an organisation for purely economic gain, or who do not wish to
engage with a membership network.
The methodological contribution of this study is to extend annotated
portfolios from their use in human-computer interaction to an entrepreneur-
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ship and management context. Annotated portfolio techniques were used to
frame the ethnographic data gathered in this study as a business model de-
sign process. This method could be useful in making sense of large amounts
of ethnographic data by annotating it as a portfolio of designs. By taking a
design approach, this process can potentially achieve useful results without
generating vast amounts of text, which is often a problem with ethnographic
or qualitative studies. Annotated portfolios could also be applicable to en-
trepreneurship research, where an entrepreneur’s narrative of their past,
present and desired future can be analysed to reveal the business model
that could best help them realise their ambitions.
The contribution to literature made by this study is highlight how a nar-
rative form of open source business model can promote conceptual integrity
through maintaining a balance of power between the focal firm and their
membership network. Conceptual integrity refers to the overall vision of
a software design project, which in successful projects is held by one or at
most a small group of individuals. It is an idea that not been mentioned
in the academic literature in relation to entrepreneurship, management or
business models. Conceptual integrity helps explain the success of open
source, and could also explain why attempts to promote worker power in
the platform economy such as platform cooperatives have not become main-
stream. The narrative form of open source business model could thus offer
an alternative to platform cooperatives and other models that aim to en-
able worker power in the platform economy. The application of conceptual
integrity to entrepreneurship and business models is the basis for the the-
oretical contribution, which is presented in the next Overall Findings and
Main Conclusions chapter.
Chapter 7
Overall Findings and Main
Conclusions
7.1 Introduction to the chapter
The key concepts that have been examined in this study are narratives, open
source, entrepreneurship and business models. As a new interdisciplinary
area of research at the intersection of these concepts, the research questions
driving the study have been exploratory, and have evolved during it. The
initial exploratory research question RQ1 framed in the Rationale chapter
was:
“How can open source inspire narrative forms of business model?”.
The Literature Review chapter explored the literature on narratives, open
source, entrepreneurship and business models to answer RQ1 and propose
a more specific research question RQ2:
“What is the balance of power between the firm and workers in
firms that have adopted a narrative form of open source business
model?”.
The Methodology chapter proposed a design methodology to address RQ2,
using persona and scenario techniques with three case study organisations
together with gathering ethnographic data from two of them.
The research questions were answered in this study through an inte-
grative literature review and through empirical work with three case study
organisations. The Literature Review addresses RQ1, synthesising the rel-
evant literature on narratives, open source and business models to propose
a narrative form of open source business model. The nearest form of busi-
ness model in the literature is the open source guild model (Larner, 2013;
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Pearce, 2014; Larner et al., 2017), but this is not framed as a narrative form
of business model. This model was a starting point for the empirical work
documented in this study.
Empirical work aimed to address RQ2 through taking a design approach
within a social constructionist paradigm in engaging with the three case
study organisations: 3rd Way Coop, ESTA and Shared Future CIC. Design
workshops with these organisations in 2016 used the techniques of personas
and scenarios, leading to a number of potential organisational and business
model designs. These designs linked to the narrative form of open source
business model proposed in the Literature Review to address RQ2, in that
they demonstrated aspects of how there could be a balance of power between
a focal firm and their membership network. In this form of business model,
the entrepreneur can create a small focal firm that has a wider membership
who share the entrepreneur’s vision. The focal firm can then capture value
generated by the membership for the benefit of both the membership and
the firm.
The business model designs were refined through further analysis of the
empirical data. The author’s long-term engagement with the founders of
3rd Way Coop and ESTA from late 2013 to 2016 yielded a wealth of ethno-
graphic data that was considered as a portfolio of latent designs, which can
be revealed by annotation. These business model designs, when considered
in relation to the literature, led to the contributions that are made by this
study. The empirical contribution, contribution to literature and method-
ological contribution were discussed in the previous chapter, but this study
can also make a contribution to theory, to policy development and to practice
within the platform economy.
7.2 Contribution to theory
7.2.1 A power-balanced business model
Power in organisations can be framed in terms of discourse, which draws the
boundaries of what is possible (Gaventa and Cornwall, 2000; Foucault, 1976,
1977). These boundaries can then create a “sedimented” taken-for-granted
social reality (Berger and Luckmann, 1967) through language (Holzscheiter,
2005) that can create shared meanings (Alvesson and Skölderberg, 2009).
These shared meanings can create a balance of power in a narrative form of
business model.
The diagram shown in Figure 7.1 explores power relations in the narra-
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Figure 7.1: Power relations in the narrative form of open source business
model
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tive form of open source business model, where the founder’s ‘social fiction’
(Bourdieu, 1989, p. 24), gives way to the founding group’s shared narrative
in defining the boundary of the organisation. Formation of this founding
group could dilute the founder’s power, in this respect the model operates
as in an open source project. Weber (2004, p. 260) identifies that power
in open source ‘at least to start, belongs to the person who generates the
idea and articulates the core values behind the project’, but ‘as the commu-
nity takes shape, its very openness moves power away from the leader and
toward the followers’. The founder can retain some power by putting intel-
lectual property in trust, adopting a legal document to do so, an example
of the developing network conforming to the rules and structures that are
part of everyday life (Gramsci, 1971). At this point, as well as their initial
narrative of a potential future that they can communicate to followers, the
founder has then created another narrative, a legal document with attached
symbolic functions (Searle, 1998) that gives the enterprise legitimacy and
independence in wider society.
In such a loose structure, what keeps members within the network is
being able to access the licensed intellectual property and the opportunities
they gain to benefit from and contribute to the commons. However, groups
of members can create their own network. In open source software, this is
known as “forking”, but it rarely happens in practice, as the benefits of re-
maining within the existing software project outweigh the benefits of leaving
with the source code and setting up a new one (Weber, 2004), an example of
institutionalisation through habitus (Bourdieu, 1989). The narrative form of
open source business model is thus an example of a ‘power-balanced struc-
ture’ (Moore, 2005, p. 673), where the founders have the power to admit
or exclude members at their discretion, but members can take the shared
narrative (corresponding to the source code in open source) and set up their
own network. This balance of power could potentially enable a member-
ship organisation to operate without the traditional forms of representative
democracy generally found in such organisations.
Considering the case study organisations, ESTA operates with a loose
virtual structure, where members benefit from being able to work under a
shared identity to collectively create and share value. In ESTA, power is
balanced between the founding core and members, who can form their own
networks which could break away. In Shared Future, power is balanced
more towards the core Community Interest Company, which secures work
from larger customers on behalf of their associate network. The example
of 3rd Way Coop indicates that when the intellectual property is of high
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commercial value, the balance of power can shift towards their founding
trust. However, 3rd Way installer guild members could also work with other
firms, shifting the balance of power back towards the membership.
This delicate and continually evolving balance of power in the narrative
form of open source business model relies on the conceptual integrity of its
founding vision to hold it together. Conceptual integrity is where the second
theoretical contribution lies.
7.2.2 Conceptual integrity in a membership network
In the context of software design, Brooks (1987, 2010) highlights the impor-
tance of conceptual integrity, where one, two or at most a few individuals
hold the unity of the design. Adding more members to a design team can
be problematical, where attempts to create a peer to peer collaborative en-
vironment end up with design by committee (Brooks, 2010). Brooks high-
lights that the ‘most important single way to ensure conceptual integrity in
a team design is to empower a single system architect’ who ‘must have a
clear vision of and for the system and must really care about its conceptual
integrity’ (2010, p. 71). The system architect thus reduces the cognitive
load of members of the team (Simon, 1969) by creating a habitus (Bourdieu,
1989).
In open source, the software architect as system architect holds the vision
for the design and invites others to contribute to it, in a process of ‘voluntary
participation and voluntary selection of tasks’ with ‘no consciously organized
or enforced division of labor’ (Weber, 2004, p. 62). This voluntary participa-
tion enables the software architect to maintain overall conceptual integrity
while contributors participate as they wish, maximising their creative con-
tribution. Open source has been proposed as a mechanism to enable creativ-
ity in large groups which could extend beyond software production (Weber,
2004), where maintaining conceptual integrity is key to holding the overall
vision.
Open source has already informed business models (Shah, 2006; O’Ma-
hony, 2007; Dahlander and Magnusson, 2008; Aksulu and Wade, 2010),
however these business models have focused on the firm using an open
source community for innovation while maintaining proprietary ownership
and control. Euchner (2013) proposes open governance, which is a more rad-
ical restructuring of the firm. The notion of conceptual integrity is helpful
in highlighting the dangers of open governance, in that the firm could lose
their conceptual integrity by being too open. The narrative form of open
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source business model that has been developed during this study can poten-
tially balance conceptual integrity at the firm’s core, with value creation and
value capture within its membership network.
In the narrative form of open source business model, the entrepreneur
operates as a system architect in maintaining the vision for the membership
network. This model can thus add to the 12 components of a business model
identified in Section 3.7.5:
13. Conceptual integrity: vision; system architect.
A membership network operating to the narrative form of open source busi-
ness model could be coordinated by a digital platform, where the contribu-
tion to policy development made by this study lies.
7.3 Contribution to policy development
There are a number of perspectives on the platform economy, one is that
it is an example of disruptive innovation (Mulgan and Leadbeater, 2013),
where entire industries can be replaced by a software system. Other writ-
ers see the platform economy as a continuation of the Industrial Revolution,
where technology enabled centralisation of the means of production (Fuchs,
2014), characterised by extractive rather than generative ownership of firms
(Bauwens and Niaros, 2017). Both views of the trend towards the platform
economy have been a concern for policy makers, affecting not only working
conditions and employment rights but also having implications for wider
issues in society such as welfare systems (Drahokoupil and Piasna, 2017).
Mechanisms to deal with these issues have included regulation (Kenney and
Zysman, 2016; Fabo et al., 2017; Graham and Woodcock, 2018), and devel-
oping alternative worker-led business models, particularly platform cooper-
atives (Scholz, 2017; Martin et al., 2017; Vandaele, 2018).
In the corporate platform economy, employers hold the balance of power
(Irani and Siberman, 2013; Kingsley et al., 2015), through information asym-
metry (Lanier, 2014), to determine how workers interact with the platform
(Smith and Leberstein, 2015). However, the findings of this study highlight
the potential importance of conceptual integrity in the success of a firm’s
business model, where the information asymmetry identified as a problem in
terms how platform firms interact with their workers could also contribute
to their conceptual integrity, as the firm alone holds the vision for how it will
operate.
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The business model developed in this study is one that could maintain
the conceptual integrity of successful platform firms, in a way that is bal-
anced with the power of member workers to also benefit, offering an alter-
native to current platform cooperative models. As a power-balanced struc-
ture, the narrative form of open source business model could help address
some of the societal issues identified by Kenney and Zysman (2016), partic-
ularly inequality of workers in the platform economy. The narrative form of
open source business model can thus make a contribution to practice in the
platform economy.
7.4 Contribution to practice
Current practice within the platform economy is where corporations me-
diate between freelance workers and sources of work. Some writers (e.g.
Fuchs, 2014) have highlighted the renewed relevance of Marx in the digital
economy, where a new form of proletariat is created by these global net-
worked companies. Platform cooperatives have been advocated as enabling
‘a more equitable distribution of the value created within the sharing econ-
omy’ but at present ‘there are few examples of such models operating and be-
ing sustained at scale’ and the academic literature has ‘yet to address novel
forms of platform governance (democratic or otherwise) emerging within the
sharing economy’ (Martin et al., 2017, p. 1396).
Cooperatives, platform or otherwise, operate as membership owned or-
ganisations which limit the power of leaders by election or by consensus
decision-making by the membership (Spear, 2004). However, this study has
identified the potential importance of conceptual integrity to successful busi-
ness models as well as to software design. Election of leaders or consensus
decision-making in a large membership could reduce conceptual integrity
as founders are replaced with new elected leaders. In this respect, coopera-
tives, particularly those operating via a software platform, may not able to
achieve the conceptual integrity of a corporate platform firm.
The narrative form of open source business model developed during this
study offers an alternative governance mechanism to platform cooperative
models. In the process of creating a narrative form of business model, the
focal firm maintains conceptual integrity while capturing value created by
its wider member network for the benefit of both firm and membership. It
is this value capture for the benefit of the membership that is a key benefit
of this form of business model to workers. However, organisations based
on this model will not be owned by their membership so may not be seen
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as true cooperatives, despite the balance of power between the focal firm
and their wider membership. The narrative form of business model could
instead be seen as a form of federation (Johnstad, 1997) where the founding
group can operate as a cooperative together with groups of members within
a common vision. This model highlights that the role of the founding group
is to maintain the conceptual integrity of the network, the common vision
that unites it.
While offering a novel form of governance for firms operating in the plat-
form economy, this study does have a number of limitations.
7.5 Limitations of the study
7.5.1 Limitations of the methodology
Each stage of this study has its own methodological limitations. In the first
stage, the author made sense of the ethnographic data from 3rd Way and
ESTA by creating narratives of engagement with each case study founder.
Although this narrative creation made the volume of case study data man-
ageable, it has the danger of researcher bias, as well as being time-consuming
and difficult for other researchers to validate or replicate. However, the
reflective process, aided by the use of personas in workshops with each
founder, has still yielded useful findings, which are discussed in Section 6.2.
The second stage of this study took a more rigorous approach in the
shorter term engagement with Shared Future. In this stage, analysis of
organisational documents using NVivo text analysis software to establish
Shared Future’s values and stakeholders enabled the author to lead a day
workshop with members of the organisation. The workshop was success-
ful, and helped to clarify what business model Shared Future had adopted,
which is shown in Section 6.3. However, the limited time of engagement
with the organisation and their subsequent time constraints meant that the
issues raised, in particular “who owns Shared Future”, couldn’t be explored
in depth.
The third stage of this study returned to the case study data from 3rd
Way Coop and ESTA, again using NVivo text analysis software with the
narrative form of open source business model as a framework. This analysis
has the limitations of being undertaken by the author, using a framework
created by the author, so again will be subject to researcher bias. However,
in this stage, the choices made by the author are documented in the Empir-
ical Data chapter, so the reasoning adopted in the analysis can be followed
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by the reader. A design process goes through a number of iterations as the
design develops, in this project the iterative process was in the author’s en-
gagement with the case study organisations, as shown in Appendices A and
B. However, it would benefit from a further process of iteration, where the
researcher’s interpretations were fed back to participants, which was not
possible in the present study due to time limitations. The findings from this
stage are discussed in Section 6.4.
7.5.2 Limitations of the findings
The limitations of the findings can be assessed in terms of the criteria of
quality, validity, generalisability and reliability outlined in Section 4.7.
Considering validity (Robson, 2002), this study can offer construct va-
lidity in that the methods used reflect the intentions of the study and the
research question. In particular, the use of narrative techniques, includ-
ing personas and scenarios, reflects the research area of narrative forms of
business model.
Internal validity is affected by the fact that long-term engagement with
the founders of 3rd Way Coop and ESTA started with the open source guild
model offered by the author. Both founders incorporated aspects of this
model into their business model, however they used the model differently.
3rd Way saw the open source guild model as a mechanism to enable voca-
tional education for their installer network, while ESTA found it a close fit
with their membership model.
In terms of generalisability of findings, the narrative form of open source
business model developed in this study could be helpful to entrepreneurs
who wish to work with a community of stakeholders who share their vision.
The potentially most generalisable finding from this study is the insight
into how the notion of conceptual integrity (Brooks, 1987, 2010) could be
applicable beyond the domain of software design.
7.6 Implications for further research
The contribution that conceptual integrity can make to successful business
models could be investigated further, at both theoretical and empirical lev-
els, where the relationship between variables may be causal, allowing the
research question to be framed as a hypothesis.
Research proposition: That conceptual integrity in a business model
is linked with the success of businesses based on that model.
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Independent or causal variable: Degree of conceptual integrity.
Dependent or outcome variable: Business model success.
Hypothesis: A business model that exhibits a greater degree of
conceptual integrity will be more successful than one that does
not.
Null hypothesis: The degree of conceptual integrity in a business
model does not correlate to business success.
Research question: “Is conceptual integrity a casual factor in suc-
cessful business models?”.
How it can be examined: Through qualitative and quantitative
empirical research studies.
This hypothesis can be tested through evaluation of how successful busi-
nesses operate to determine both their business model and their degree of
conceptual integrity. Data collection methods can include structured ques-
tionnaires and analysis of organisational documents, as well as design work-
shops where the proposed model is explored together with other business
models. Research into the notion of conceptual integrity and its role in busi-
ness success could help entrepreneurs design an appropriate business model
through simplifying the real-world situation – an example of bounded ratio-
nality (Simon, 1972).
Another potential area of research is in the area of participatory design
processes, where the emphasis is on gaining contributions from all stake-
holders, driven by ‘a vision of what ought to be’ (Park, 1999, p. 148). Partic-
ipatory design methods are founded on an epistemological position of criti-
cal theory, which aims to empower those who are disadvantaged in society
(Davies, 2008; Crabtree et al., 2009; Bardzell et al., 2012). The arguments
for participatory methods are set out particularly clearly by Cairns (2017),
who calls for “collaborative realisation” in design. However, there is a dan-
ger that, in trying to achieve this collaboration, the conceptual integrity
of the design could be lost. As in the business model that is explored in
this study, the findings suggest that participatory design processes need to
maintain the conceptual integrity or vision for the design. Further research
could explore the implications of how to balance stakeholder involvement
with conceptual integrity in applying participatory methods.
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7.7 Conclusion
This study has explored an interdisciplinary area of research at the inter-
section of narratives, open source, entrepreneurship and business models in
the context of the digital platform economy. As well as an empirical contri-
bution in the narrative form of open source business model, and a method-
ological contribution in applying the technique of annotated portfolios to
entrepreneurship, this study makes a contribution to theory.
The contribution to theory made by this study is the application of the
notion of conceptual integrity, as developed by Fredrick Brooks (2010) in his
book The design of design: Essays from a computer scientist, to the domain
of business models. In open source software development, the role of the
system architect is key in holding the vision for the project that contrib-
utors voluntarily participate in. In playing this role, the system architect
reduces cognitive load on individuals (Simon, 1969) through habitus (Bour-
dieu, 1989). In the business model that has been developed in this study,
the focal firm holds the role of system architect, maintaining the vision for
their membership network.
The model could be called the Open Source Platform Federation, where
the founder maintains conceptual integrity as in open source, while the
membership network can operate as a federation of individual members and
groups of members towards a shared vision. This business model could be
helpful to policy makers in the platform economy, as it offers an alternative
to platform cooperatives and other models that aim to secure greater worker
power. Entrepreneurs could also find this model helpful, as it can enable
them to build their business through a membership network in which mem-
bers share their vision and can also benefit from being part of the network.
The research question “Is conceptual integrity a casual factor in success-
ful business models?” can inform future empirical work, where the depen-
dent variable is business model success and the independent variable is con-
ceptual integrity, testing the hypothesis that a business model that exhibits
a greater degree of conceptual integrity will be more successful than one
that does not. As well as contributing to further study in the areas of busi-
ness models and organisation studies, this research question could inform
research in the area of management science. Management science is con-
cerned with the use of generally mathematical techniques and models to
inform management decisions. The degree to which a firm has conceptual
integrity can be quantified, as can the success of their business model, en-
abling better informed decisions.
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Appendix A
Initial Analysis Appendix: 3rd
Way Coop
In this data, meeting notes are from the author and verified by the founder
and email correspondence is from the founder. Figures are either created
by the founder or are something of interest to them, where the caption for
each figure indicates its source. In the case of long documents, the relevant
parts are extracted as one or more images as appropriate. The data is not
presented in narrative order, text under each heading could be from a num-
ber of different meetings or correspondence at different times. Any spelling
or grammatical errors are in the original documents and are not corrected
here.
A.1 Nodes\\Purposeful intent
A.1.1 Nodes\\Purposeful intent\cultural values
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
Quakers and others in faith groups can be very cautious which easily can
give the impression that they do not trust you – ad probably they don’t.
The official stance appears to be one of watching from a distance to observe
behaviours and outputs. “You know a tree by its fruits” This in itself creates
a barrier and delay to bringing teams together to effectively deliver solutions
to people who desperately need them.
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A.1.2 Nodes\\Purposeful intent\founder
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
I have networked with engineers etc for many years to overcome techni-
cal barriers preventing substantial progress to deliver UN Millennium Devt
Goals/alleviation of poverty.
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
See Figure A.1: Publicity for 3rd Way’s Super Insulation product.
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
Mike is an experienced engineer and businessman, including establishing
Alphason Designs in the 1980s which produced a world-class hi-fi tone arm,
other hi-fi equipment and specialist furniture. He then developed and or-
chestrated a growing international network of expertise who want to see
people work their way out of poverty. This has led to an extensive portfolio
of technologies mainly in sustainable energy leading him to establish 3rd
Way Commonwealth in 2010 to focus on the first of these ie 3rd Way Su-
per Insulation and take forward. Mike has now developed Super Insulation
which has the potential to insulate UK homes to passive house standards.
30,000 homes across Europe have been insulated to these standards and are
reported as generally experiencing a 90% heating energy cost saving. As
such 3rd Way Commonwealth could lift the inhabitants out of fuel poverty.
At the moment, he owns 100% of 3rd Way Commonwealth Ltd who will own
several potentially valuable patents pending on Super Insulation. He wants
to develop this technology for social good through 3rd Way Commonwealth
rather than for private profit, with organisations that encourage, develop
and support Values Based Leadership such as Initiatives of Change being
the ultimate beneficiaries. IofC is an international body that was estab-
lished over 80 years ago, working to promote personal transformation lead-
ing to lasting change in society. Mike has been associated with IofC for 18
years, being involved in their work to forgive Third World debt.
Mike’s first company Alphason came out of the need to work indepen-
dently to enable fostering a child in Tanzania, it became a social enterprise,
providing employment in Wigan which was not an affluent area, some people
had not been employed since leaving school. Then the company diversified
into Hi-Fi furniture which could be made by unskilled workers. Mike tried
to employ people recovering from mental illness but they were not ready to
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Figure A.1: Publicity for 3rd Way’s Super Insulation product
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return to work. But did employ post-50 people, also offered a social side to
the business. Mike has lots of personal stories of how people got on with
each other and developed their own personal interests. ‘lovely to see people
realise their potential’. Alphason has always been about ‘family values at
work’.
A.1.3 Nodes\\Purposeful intent\individual limitations
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
Please accept my sincere apologies for not being in contact. As we take this
forward the demand on my time is unprecedented.
Life is extremely hectic still. Not enough minutes in a day. I even worked
4 hours on Christmas Day. We are late getting product out and I must focus
on doing so and generating sales ASAP. We must generate income ASAP
which will enable us to negotiate additional finance.
The human factor in innovation is 100x more important and more dif-
ficult than the technical innovation. Possibly 20 years networking within
the IofC community has been the main contributor to help me develop my
awareness and understanding of this – “building bridges across the world’s
divides”. As we now prepare to take the 3rd Way initiative forward I hope I
can apply some of the knowledge gained into skills.
IofC is an international community. In my experience we meet and talk
but that is the limit. The idea is to take what we learn back to our own
corner of the world and continue in our efforts to make a difference. I have
been surprised at the psychological support knowing I am not the only one,
hearing the experiences/stories of others – a source of encouragement and
support. However, there are serious gaps in the support required by people
working to make a difference. You are left isolated to put all on the line and
get on with it. All the talk takes your very limited time and is just something
else that prevents you from getting across the “valley of death” and hence
potentially contributes to factors that leads to “death”.
My time is under extreme, inhuman and intolerable pressure. Yet the
potential benefits for the UK and the world are remarkable. I find it difficult
to get my head around that.
Everyone I speak with appears to want to see case studies and product
reliably going out of the door. The lack of real support has left me feeling
very isolated - quite the opposite to “Open Source Guilds” and “shared effort
to alleviate poverty” . I feel that to a large extent this is understandable and
we are possibly a long way from being able to practically get involved with
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Figure A.2: The Glowinkowski Model of Behaviour adopted by Mike
Knowles
Open Source Guilds.
I need at least 4 weeks locked away in the workshop to complete the
machines. I am lucky if I get one week per month doing this. There are too
many other issues taking my time.
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.2: The Glowinkowski Model of Behaviour adopted by Mike
Knowles.
A.1.4 Nodes\\Purposeful intent\purpose
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.3: Excerpt from a Quaker and Business meeting about the
purpose of business.
A.1.5 Nodes\\Purposeful intent\stakeholders
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.4: The Caux Round Table Principles for Responsible Business.
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
Stakeholders are not yet associated with the organisation as it is not formed,
as it forms they become involved, as natural partnerships develop.
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Figure A.3: Excerpt from a Quaker and Business meeting about the purpose
of business
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Figure A.4: The Caux Round Table Principles for Responsible Business
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A.1.6 Nodes\\Purposeful intent\values
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
What makes the structure work is the glue values that holds people together,
the OSG is a values-led structure that enables these natural groups to come
together.
Values Based Leadership is key to ensuring that the enterprise and Trust
operate for social benefit rather than private profit.
Value-led personas could help in the formation of teams, identify the val-
ues of the organisation then express them through personas who represent
the desired team members. A persona can only be an outline, a real person
could be very different, but it should be possible to recognise the outline of
their values and attitudes from the persona. Personas can then be used in
scenarios of future development.
Mike realised the importance of shared values, but this was in the vol-
untary sector, where people are ‘led by the heart’.
Mike is now recruiting new staff to cope with the demand, acting as a
‘benevolent dictator’ when it comes to values. Behind the product, which in
itself is of great social value, is a way of working where benevolent values
come first.
- The quadruple bottom line makes values explicit, linking with Values
Based Leadership, which is itself based on the Myer-Briggs scale. The most
effective leadership could be characterised as “head and heart” .
Benefits of being a guild member include realising their values together,
also mentoring apprenticeship, access to quality standards.
- Part of the success of the original Quaker enterprises was that their
structure embedded values (in the same way that the Open Source Guild
aims to). They have a good slogan: “Creating value through values” .
- Considering the quadruple Bottom Line [text removed] this emphasises
values as being the foundation that the more conventional economic, social
and environmental triple bottom line can build on.
Lean production developed from the Toyota Production System, focused
on delegating responsibility to the production line workers. It could link to
the guild model in terms of ‘living values out’ and ‘developing the ability
to do so’. This living values is a continuous process of development for the
organisation.
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A.2 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors
A.2.1 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\
community
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
Initiatives of Change www.IofC.org are one of the leading international com-
munities working in this field with 80 years track record. This is very much
a “counselling” community where we can come together, share experiences
and encourage/strengthen each other.
I have been associated with this community for over 18 years and in
many respects 3rdf Way is an unofficial “spin out” as the thinking has been
encouraged and developed by relating with this international community.
The resources accumulated in the form of books, training programs, experi-
ence is remarkable.
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
Any organisation is about ‘fellowship and community’, where there is ‘fel-
lowship with inner voices and with community’, and ‘reflection as a team’.
In the spiral of learning, responsibilities grow with ability and capabilities.
A.2.2 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\
members
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
• 3rd Way Commonwealth then recruits members, including many small so-
cial enterprises that can be formed to grant licenses/franchises and support
Guilds in other regions/sectors, market and install Super Insulation in areas
where it will help alleviate fuel poverty. Installer/Energy Assessor Members
will work within a guild structure that will enable them to share experience
and create a body of knowledge that will benefit existing and new members.
See benefits from point of view of apprentice, journeyman and master,
also to suppliers, customers, people employed by members of the guild.
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A.2.3 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\open
source
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
I hope this could be a part of a future internet enabled International Academy
for Sustainable Development to serve and build the Common Good including
vehicles such as Open Source Guilds etc
What I like about open source is that we have a number of universities
who run design projects that could develop designs for cost effective solar
irrigation pumps and many more practical solutions for people working their
way out of poverty. These may not be worth patenting and so could be part
of an open source resource centre.
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
The open source guild model offers the advantages of a franchise, but goes
further than that as it based on shared values rather than just replicating a
business model. Membership of the guild is at the discretion of the founding
individual or organisation. Members gain access to the commons of shared
information and experience and can benefit from collaborating with other
members.
- “Without the open source guild, you can’t do it” this is the missing ele-
ment that brings it all together.
See Technology Readiness Levels diagram, available on Wikipedia. The
open source guild model could be seen as ‘soft’ technology. Hard technology
is the easiest to implement, socio-economic innovations are hardest to im-
plement as it involves changing people’s world-views and taken-for-granted
assumptions.
A.2.4 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\scale
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
OSG fits extremely well with other thinking in the Creative Commons space,
such as Fab Labs, Open Source Ecology and others. It also fits extremely
well with the need for better quality models to take solutions to scale such
as franchising. There is a great need to better support the franchisee and
enable them to develop their competences. There are other models used to
take to scale which I expect require similar support mechanisms.
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Figure A.5: ICSF Five Stages of Social Replication
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.5: ICSF Five Stages of Social Replication.
A.2.5 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\
software
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
I am also interested in evaluating an Open Source ERP system which ap-
pears to offer additional benefits. We may be able to bring the two together
to give us a very powerful system that is appropriate etc meet the needs as
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Figure A.6: Email from Mike Knowles on the 2nd March 2015 mentioning
the potential for Open Source Guilds
we take the business model to scale by social franchising. The model enables
local labour to meet local needs anywhere in the world with digital connec-
tion to each other. Local communities connected digitally across our global
village.
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.6: Email from Mike Knowles on the 2nd March 2015 mention-
ing the potential for Open Source Guilds.
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
As CEO of a high growth start-up company I must develop the business
processes and enable new recruits to learn how to effectively and efficiently
operate and develop/iterate these processes until they are complete and ef-
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fective. The business process will continuously change and evolve as we
are in a dynamic environment. Hence the ability to capture the creativity
and develop into a small, simple data base application would be very useful.
Word docs and spreadsheets are OK for many aspects of this requirement
however I/we also need to create data bases. I have never developed a data
base before and so this is a barrier for me which is becoming urgent and
important issue as we prepare to manage rapid growth. Please could you
advise suitable software that is quick and easy to use to develop basic data
bases as part of a “manual management process”. We will use these “sim-
ple prototype data base applications” for a few weeks/months, develop and
prove them with a view to passing to a professional data base developer to
add into our ERP system? The simple data base would then be redundant.
Can we set up a basic internet enabled facility to help this process with
the people who are coming together and forming the vanguard of such efforts
and enable informed peer to peer mentoring between a high trust network of
expertise from the many facets of this more complete and holistic program
to address what are perceived to be complex and challenging societal issues?
I feel this really complements the vision described by the Mayor and
Chief Architect of Barcelona for Barcelona to be the first city to work its
way out of poverty using local labour/manufacture to meet local needs in-
terconnected digitally with others around the world. To my mind Barcelona
and others cannot do this in isolation and they cannot do this to the re-
quired standards nor sustainably/competitively against the traditional econ-
omy without OSG. Hence OSG is a very rare, very important and valuable
“key enabling technology” that opens a door to the future in ways that no
one dreamt possible.
I have just had a meeting with an internet service provider which in-
cludes telephone and can facilitate high quality broad band audio/visual
comms. This will enable us to provide remote “mentoring” by a “master
craftsman” to a “junior craftsman or project manger” etc anywhere in the
world. It will also enable our associates to communicate as if “under one
roof”
The use of audio-visual resources ie video training resources together
with internet enabled on-line real time audio-visual communications can
contribute and enable.
Websites are an important part of an internet enabled Open Source Guild.
The skills to develop your own website to high standards using “instant ex-
pert” approach supported by peer to peer mentoring could be a first step
towards the internet enabled Open Source Guild?
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A.3 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events
A.3.1 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\
accountability
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
The Joy at Work Foundation can act as an auditor like with Fair Trade, the
licence will be a sanction against people doing what they want if it against
the interests of the majority, they have ‘got to be accountable’, protecting the
brand
A.3.2 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\
knowledge
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
We need a platform that makes it easy to share knowledge and experience
and help us to come together as one in unity with efficiency and effective-
ness.
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
- The IoC have the idea of the International Academy of Sustainable De-
velopment which could be realised through the guild model. The academy
could work both face-to-face using the apprenticeship model, backed up by
the internet to share knowledge and experience.
The open source guild could be a way to move away from the culture of
“jobs”, into one where resources and knowledge are freely shared through
the Internet enabling young people to develop their own work. Groups of
them could then come together and form a guild based on their particular
expertise.
A.3.3 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\learning
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
These observations have led me to think of developing the innovation/entre-
preneurial process into a business process rather than an art to get more
benefits to society. Also to development of the franchising model so those
who do not have the abilities/skills to develop new technologies but want to
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work to take the benefits to society – including those traditionally marginal-
ised – can do so as a franchisee. Franchising has a bad name as many
franchisors do not provide proper training and support. I believe responsi-
ble franchising can be a very powerful vehicle for vocational training and
rapid socio-economic development. I feel this fits very well with the creative
commons and open source guilds – responsibly working to serve and build
the common good.
There are three barriers to development – education, education and ed-
ucation and by this I mean vocational education. Also we find those with
economic power take 2x as much “counselling” as those who need their sup-
port ie another form of “vocational education”. [text removed]
Potentially it is central to efforts to enable people to work their way out of
poverty, and also enable all people to develop knowledge and skills required
to enable them to make what they want to make and realise their dreams.
How do you put a value on that? Vocational learning is normally done by
working next to someone who already has the required knowledge and skills.
The internet potentially redefines “next to” as we are no longer limited by
distance.
Internet enabled confidential and public peer to peer mentoring to sup-
port action based learning (especially for change makers) appears to me to
be an essential part of the foundations to enable better and more productive
relationship?
The UK has 23% of under 25 year olds out of work, most with no training
or skills (this figure needs checking as it may be out of date). Also the biggest
barrier to delivery of the 17 UN SDGs is skills and capacity development ie
vocational training.
I have presented it in stages of evolution which hopefully will end up
with 3rd Way being a part of an Internet enabled International Academy
for Sustainable Development to accelerate delivery of UN Millennium Devt
Goals (Sustainability Goals from 2015) using vehicles such as Justin’s Open
Source Guilds and effective Peer Mentoring together with vocational train-
ing and academic education as appropriate. The biggest barrier to socio-
economic development is provision of such education.
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.7: Document from Mike Knowles outlining 3rd Way’s vision
and strategy.
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Figure A.7: Document from Mike Knowles outlining 3rd Way’s vision and
strategy
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Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
I think I told you that at the Caux Forum for Human Security several years
ago a few of us talked about the importance of education and especially
vocational education. This led to thinking of an internet enabled Academy
for Sustainable Development?
I suspect that Open Source Guilds would tend to develop more distant
relationships. The “learner” being supported by the “tutor” . I suspect the
relationship would last as long as the leaner needs to learn from the tu-
tor? The “adult -child” relationship becoming “adult-adult” . In time the
new adult may support other “children” or learners. Here can be seen the
parallels with responsible franchising.
A.3.4 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\legitimacy
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
To my mind the OSG model is pivotal and a very important framework to
enable access to vocational skills development required by such initiatives
and to accelerate delivery of UN Sustainability Goals. We may be able to
describe an internet enabled “Internet Academy for Sustainable Develop-
ment” where the OSG model may be an important part of the delivery and
development of vocational skills and capacity by action based learning and
peer to peer mentoring?
A.3.5 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\market
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
The technologies are being taken to market in the form of spin out co-
operatives.
A.3.6 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\stories
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
Web workshop with Initiatives of Change on the theme of Storytelling:
- Values through storytelling.
- Leadership through storytelling.
- Adaptive leadership, horizontal leadership.
- Stories are told from the authentic past to the present, then the desired
change in the future, leading the change.
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- Stories can hold collective wisdom.
- Leadership is about remembering the story, holding it on behalf of followers
- Can also be the role of art
- Storytelling is important for individuals, ‘tell your story or someone will
tell it for you’.
- Listening is key, empathy through storytelling.
A.3.7 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\structure
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
Genuine social networks operating in the social sector are not appreciated
or valued by the command and control structures developed by traditional
legal and organisational structures – more divides
The manufacturing companies need to be franchises our subsidiaries.
The energy assessors and installers need to be Guilds. Master Assessors or
Installers (responsible for standards, quality assurance and training) could
be employed by 3rd Way of national installer such as Carillion. Some new
technologies to support people working their way out of poverty need to be
available under Open Source. Those with high commercial value need to
patented and the patents held in trust
We need to set up joy at work foundation ASAP as a Co ltd by guarantee
to start with so at least we have a legal entity to include within legal agree-
ments. Should I be director or someone else who is independent as “Trustee”
with appropriate legal documentation?
[text removed] structures where appointment/removal of directors could
be over ridden by Foundation if required and that would be governed by
a Foundation or other entity? Also possible structure for the Foundation
which essentially is a vocational training facility focussed on developing Val-
ues Base Leadership together with audits of training needs etc. Funds come
from royalties on patents. Also research to prioritise needs and commission-
ing of R&D to overcome barriers to progress.
3rd Way Commonwealth and spin outs need to come under control of the
Trust but with a basically co-operative culture. Do you agree?
Is 30% voting strength for the Trust or “Boffins” practical? Can a pro-
vision be made for the Trust to appoint and remove directors – possibly in
exceptional circumstances?
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Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.8: First part of a document from Mike Knowles on the 5th
December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure.
Figure A.8: First part of a document from Mike Knowles on the 5th Decem-
ber 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure
See Figure A.9: Second part of a document from Mike Knowles on the 5th
December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure.
Figure A.9: Second part of a document from Mike Knowles on the 5th De-
cember 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure
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Figure A.10: First slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th De-
cember 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.10: First slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th
December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure.
See Figure A.11: Second slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th
December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure.
See Figure A.12: Third slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th
December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure.
See Figure A.13: Fourth slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th
December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure.
See Figure A.14: Fifth slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th
December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure.
See Figure A.15: Sixth slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th
December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure.
See Figure A.16: Seventh slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the
6th December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure.
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.17: Diagram by Mike Knowles on the 5th of August 2015 out-
lining 3rd Way’s structure.
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Figure A.11: Second slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th
December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure
Figure A.12: Third slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th De-
cember 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure
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Figure A.13: Fourth slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th
December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure
Figure A.14: Fifth slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th De-
cember 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure
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Figure A.15: Sixth slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th De-
cember 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure
Figure A.16: Seventh slide of a presentation by Mike Knowles on the 6th
December 2013 outlining 3rd Way’s developing structure
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Figure A.17: Diagram by Mike Knowles on the 5th of August 2015 outlining
3rd Way’s structure
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
- Mike talked about people in organisations are inside the structure, can’t
see it for what it is.
- He suggested that the open source guild was ‘all about education’, if people
learn at school about different ways people could work together then they
could see outside the structure, see that there are alternatives.
Then Mike was introduced to Initiatives of Change, which is more about
the human soft technologies rather than engineering. IofC has been around
for 80 years, and encourage values based leadership. Considering the ques-
tions ‘how does it work without a structure’, it is about working with people
who are natural leaders working to shared values, ‘things just happen with a
minimal organisational structure’, where an ‘instant team’ could form from
people who had not met before.
A.3.8 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\vision
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
I proposed the overarching vision “Passivhaus standards of 90% energy cost
savings, comfort and health for everyone”.
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No one seems to be able to get their heads round a “Commonwealth” .
They are used to working for a weekly wage and are “socially conditioned”
by what has gone before. Only a very few appear to be able to relate to
the vision and fewer committed to fulfil it. What alarms me is that self
interest is not sustainable, indeed it is mankind’s greatest enemy - yet all
our economic models assume that economic man and organisations will only
act out of self interest
Step one is energy efficiency ie our vision “Passivhaus standards of 70-
90% of heating energy and cost savings, comfort and health for everyone”
Step two is Community Energy Co-operatives where the energy poor are
included in the ownership. The quarterly income streams for Renewable
Heat Incentives and Feed in Tariffs are expected to more than pay for the
quarterly loan repayments to provide positive income streams that can pay
for care services to help people work their way out of poverty and/or enhance
their quality of life - the “Joy Index” . The universal definition of “joy” is
“sharing the happiness of others” . As such we can develop joy as a KPI?
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
- Will need guilds to assure quality standards and peer to peer mentoring.
All about standards, up to competency levels, sharing knowledge only goes
so far. A vision is needed (as with Linux), to serve a common good (in that




Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
Quiet time is an essential part of Quaker meetings, where the Quaker busi-
ness model is about how they conduct their meetings.
Alternative model has a group of masters (no more than 4).making de-
cisions by the Quaker model, Decisions made by members not part of guild
model.
The Quaker meetings could be seen as a design process, where all view-
points are taken into account to arrive at a solution which can be agreed by
all present.
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A.4.2 Nodes\\Causal sequence\sustainability
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.18: Excerpt from Guardian article 16th February 2016 that
connected with sustainable business.
See Figure A.19: Excerpt from transcript of Ban Ki-moon’s call for support
on 25th October 2013.
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
If we are to see a sustainable world fit for all children of the world and
those yet to come then we have to change our attitudes – especially in the
private sector. I believe the Open Source Guilds has remarkable potential
to contribute to such efforts in a very natural and healthy manner. Indeed
I believe this is probably the most valuable contribution to the future that
Open Source Guidls can potentially provide.
The “Open Source Guild” (OSG) is revolution with mind blowing poten-
tial to change history. The main barrier to sustainable development is edu-
cation and especially vocational training.
A.5 Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it
A.5.1 Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\financial
value
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
There is a risk that information may be hi-jacked for self interest by peo-
ple whose relationship is based on money and exploitation of resources to
maximise profit and competitive advantage etc. The finance people do not
realise that when they crunch numbers it is people and relationship in the
meat grinder. They talk of “sweat the assets” and do not realise it is people
they put under intolerable and in-human stress.
IofC will be a benefactor of the Trust with a view to contribute to efforts to
make up this shortfall in future. The Trust could have over £8m on deposit
within 3-5 years.
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Figure A.18: Excerpt from Guardian article 16th February 2016 that con-
nected with sustainable business
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Figure A.19: Excerpt from transcript of Ban Ki-moon’s call for support on
25th October 2013
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Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
• Mike’s business associate could possibly be a part of the management team
who run the manufacturing organisation Super Insulation Ltd, and support
efforts to bring in strategic investors could best contribute to efforts to take
the Company forward with appropriate and reasonable financial returns for
all parties commensurate with our shared values. This return will be en-
hanced by them being the only commercial licensee for the designated ge-
ographical region and/or market sectors. The fact that the patents are in
trust means they can’t be bought by a third party and disappear (thus there
is a potential business benefit).
A.5.2 Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\governance
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
I think we may have come up with a solution the Co-op Bank’s governance
problem. This is something I identified as a weakness some time ago. The
Co-op Bank debacle proves the difficulty of governing a co-op (or any com-
pany but especially co-ops)
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
If ownership falls into the hands of people who do not share the same level of
concern and direction then there is a risk of introducing entropy within the
3rd Way Investor Community and at Board level, which would inevitably
introduce entropy and absorb enthalpy ie capacity to do useful work and
deliver exceptional achievement.
It’s not about governance on a day-to-day basis, the guild is about values,
not to be confused with the sort of governance that charities and commercial
businesses struggle with.
The social enterprise, currently registered as Super Insulation Ltd which
is a Multi Stakeholder Industrial Provident Society (MS IPS) needs to be
wholly owned by the Trust, with groups of members including academics
and contractors, working to a franchise model. It is currently set up by 4
member groups ie Boffins, Workers, Installers and Shareholders. This needs
to be developed before a license may be granted (which is imminent) as the
directors must be appointed and removed by the trustees based on merit.
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A.5.3 Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\peer review
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
I briefly explained the importance of peer to peer mentoring, quoting that
95% of successful entrepreneurs (leaders) state that peer to peer mentoring
was the most important part of their success.
I feel those who we lift out of energy poverty could be great peer mentors.
Also installers who have gone from no skills and being unemployable to
skilled under the Guilds program could be good peer mentors
The biggest barrier to socio-economic development is education which
can take the form of academic, vocational and peer mentoring ie those who
have been through it mentor those going through it.
There is clearly a need for social sector, as well as personal, use of infor-
mation to support “benevolence”, “Organised professional friendship/love”
and also genuine informal friendship/love. I believe the Open Source Guild
has remarkable potential here to enable peers to share “what works”
Why I briefly describe this scenario is because we each need to change
and come together as an effective and efficient team. I believe there is great
scope for peer to peer mentoring between each and all of us who will hope-
fully become the leadership and management team (or teams). I feel this
could be an ideal opportunity to pilot the internet enabled peer to peer men-
toring facility we have discussed between such peers?
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
The structure of an organisation should be a framework to enable people
within that structure. IofC has almost no structure, operates though peer
mentoring
The model has potential for ‘exponential growth’ as it is framing a sus-
tainable natural way of working that people can recognise.
Mike sees the Open Source Guild model as ‘natural’, promoting ‘peer-to-
peer mentoring’ which has happened throughout history.
People are only as good as their last job, but the guild can help them
become better at their job. The guild can develop not only peer to peer men-
toring but also standards and identify problems. The guild mark offer re-
assurance that this is happening, that there are shared standards (like the
FairTrade logo). But people are not infallible, whatever model there is needs
to deal with this infallibility.
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A.5.4 Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\property
rights
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
The techologies (IP assets) have been developed by years of networking with
like minded expertise, including universities, who want to see people lifted
out of poverty. It is only right that the technologies are owned by a Trust
that is legally committed to such aims and implemented primarily through
the Social Sector such that profits from meeting commercial market needs
may be used to support and accelerate efforts . Potentially this model could
naturally grow to provide a significant proportion of UK renewable energy,
potentially arround 30% of national energy demand. The model also pro-
vides quality employment and helps to develop community. The “new clear”
alternative?
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.20: Excerpt from a document sent by Mike Knowles about the
problems with the patent system.
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
I feel we need to set up a company ltd by guarantee so at least we have
a legal entity that can hold the patents and which can be included in le-
gal documents/agreements. At the moment there is no legal entity and so
this cannot be included in any legal agreement. To be able to include this
requirement in legal agreements is urgent and important.
I think I should register Joy at Work Foundation as a Co Ltd by guar-
antee ASAP so at least we have a legal entity for the patents and legal
agreements. Do you agree?
The innovation/entrepreneurial process to identify a need and develop
an innovative solution to that need and develop a business to reliably meet
that need is very demanding and high risk. Seed capital gets a 16x uplift
in 3 years and once you have a production sample and sales orders then
venture capital commends 3x times uplift in 3 years. This is to get the
innovator/entrepreneur through the “valley of death” or “black night of the
innovator” if they are fortunate enough to win appropriate support. Most
do not get support. 9 out of 10 that do fail in the first 5 years (so there are
many patents with no owner which is effectively placing the IP in the public
domain). The challenge is to realise the full potential of those patents and
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Figure A.20: Excerpt from a document sent by Mike Knowles about the
problems with the patent system
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develop the specialist expertise to do that and resource the efforts required
to continuously improve and maintain your leadership position in serving
society.
We can then discuss a lean over specific patents with investors as re-
quired. I am prepared to let go of my patents into the trust. Having said
that my family needs our money back and hopefully a reasonable provision
for our retirement from the work to date.
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
Sustainability can’t happen without broader societal change, from one where
money and property have become more important than people to one where
there is a realisation that the historical problems of hunger, housing, disease
are now solvable, raising the question of what is truly important in life.
A.6 Nodes\\Context
A.6.1 Nodes\\Context\competencies
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
It’s one thing developing a set of rules but another to implement the judge-
ments and actions required. Many boards suffer from “whimp syndrome”
ie the CEO/board do not confront or remove members as required. How do
we develop insight to identify the best course of action to serve the purposes
of the organisation and the moral courage to confront and remove board
members? How do we circumnavigate the “politics” that comes from a ma-
jority of board members who covertly seek varying degrees of comfort and
self-interest? I have known boards of trustees where they did not realise it
themselves and were unconsciously incompetent.
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
- The key thing for him is finding an individual who gets what Mike is trying
to achieve, wants to contribute to that achievement and has the means to do
so (i.e. to both have the resources and the ability to make decisions without
going through a committee).
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A.6.2 Nodes\\Context\investors
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
I agree with Justin the patents cannot be touched. All investors including
the [name removed] will object to this and so we need to develop a mean
through this impasse.
[text removed] [name removed] is trying to quickly and easily bring in
friends as investors in “his own image” who will take 30% control. Poten-
tially leaving me with no alternative.
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
- Investment is a problem, how to find investors who share one’s values.
Ones who will take over and exploit intellectual property seem to be more
common. Considering the worst case, if the patents are held in trust and
investors get a lien on them, then the good guys will at least ensure they are
used for social benefit (rather than just lining someone’s pockets).
Initially, some investors have been found who have offered £250K for a
30% share in the business and the patents; however, there is potentially
some element of risk that this share ownership could end up increasing
until Mike and the leadership to end energy poverty lose control to peo-
ple who are primarily focussed on making exceptional financial returns and
demonstrate little, if any, leadership to end fuel poverty and serve the un-
derserved. Mike feels that such investors will not demonstrate the required
discernment and recruit directors who in turn will recruit key people with
the wrong values.
A.6.3 Nodes\\Context\licence
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
The model can be licensed or franchised – ideally within the Social Sector/Co-
operative Sector. Mondragon can also potetially assist in efforts to take the
model overseas as they employ over 75,000 people in over 80 countries and
have a depeartment who specialises in helping to take such initiaves to meet
global needs through the co-operative movement. The co-operative model is
head and shoulders above any other model to enable peopel to work their
way out of poverty. Modragon are the “jewel in the international co-operative
crown”
This be Super Insulation or a machine build company and potentially a
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joint venture with a North East family company who I am seeing end Nov.
This will be lucrative and the NE company can bring in a good management
team and proven company. This would take much of the burden and risk
of developing the 3rd Way Commonwealth (Solutions) team to do this. The
down side is that it would reduce profit and ability for Commonwealth to
invest in Super Insulation and hence place more emphasis in bringing in
more from investors. Also licensing fee would have to go into 3rd Way Com-
monwealth or the Trust to enable it to buy shares in Super Insulation. Such
shares could be a part of the licensing agreement in lieu of the usual up front
licensing fee.
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
• The Super Insulation patents are the core intellectual property and must
be protected against exploitation by putting them in a trust, possibly with
investors having a lean over them.
• The patents can be licensed to a commercial business, who shares the
required shared values, direction and concern to serve the energy poor and
underserved with the purpose of manufacture the insulation and generation
of revenues to deliver our shared objectives as agreed and authorised by
the Trustees on behalf of the poor working their way out of poverty . The
manufacturer will be a key trading partner, gaining an exclusive licence for
a geographic region and/or market sector to the patents for a number of
years in return for paying royalties on the product back to the Trust.
A.6.4 Nodes\\Context\relationships
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
It is OK whilst we are small with more personal relationships but I hope
we do not lose it as we grow and as we build the senior mgt team who will
inevitably bring with them their “social conditioning” from the past.
It is impossible to legislate or develop legal structures to get the best
out of everyone - such structures are only a framework. It really comes
down to the relationships between team members and especially the lead-
ership/management to realise the vision & objectives in a manner that pro-
vides fulfilment, quality of relationship and an enjoyable experience.
The thought that came to mind was that people take time to build rela-
tionships. Hence it is natural that initially people see 3rd Way as another
“job opportunity” competing with other opportunities.
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Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
- Real wealth could be seen as being relationships (or land), where money
can be seen as a “legal fiction” , part of an economic system. Capital is seen
as stewardship rather than ownership from this perspective.
A.6.5 Nodes\\Context\resources
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
I feel there are links with IofC who claim to have 80 years international ex-
perience in “building bridges across the world’s divides” . Potentially build-
ing a bridge between rich and poor is the most challenging of their expe-
rience to date? IofC have been working on developing resources to enable
people to make best use of their 80 years’ experience/ heritage. They also
work at the highest level with UN and so have very good credibility.
A.7 Nodes\\Specific point of view
A.7.1 Nodes\\Specific point of view\desired future
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.21: Core values of Initiatives of Change.
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
I feel that we could start with self-build housing for refugees coming into
Europe to enable them to build their own homes and develop skills & ca-
pacity to build the 1 to 3 million affordable homes required in the UK. 75%
of the infra structure that will exist in 2050 has not been built yet and so
such skills are in demand. When the time is right some of these people could
return to their native regions to contribute to build peace and reconciliation
– the built environment can be very powerful.
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Figure A.21: Core values of Initiatives of Change
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A.8 Nodes\\New point of view
A.8.1 Nodes\\New point of view\inner lives
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
In the illustration “Initiatives of Change” includes people trying to live their
faith and/or values in both public and private life.
A.8.2 Nodes\\New point of view\leadership
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
Values Based Leadership is the only catalyst available to take us into the
future we all want to see.
The Trustees need to be Values Aligned senior people to encourage, de-
velop and support Values Based Leadership throughout the Company and
all operations/franchises etc to reform/develop our personal values and hence
corporate values (made up of the sum of our personal values). If there is
misalignment there will be friction and entropy (chaos and energy wasted
in confronting and addressing wrong attitudes, covert & overt conflict etc)
where we need well oiled wheels and enthalpy (capacity to do useful work)
The only value to 3rd Way has been my more realistic insights and un-
derstanding of this area, my improved ability to develop financial forecasts
which can be used for scenario planning as we take to market and will need
to iterate our strategy/business plan. I have come to understand the ex-
treme difficulty in bringing in material support and commitment from peo-
ple. Leadership is a very lonely place.
I feel this presents extremely well the need for the second web or as
I framed it at the Caux Forum for Human Security around 2009 an “in-
ternet enabled International Academy for Sustainable Development”. This
will include the Open Source Guild to encourage, develop and support val-
ues based leadership – those helping others to overcome the barriers that
prevent them from working their way out of poverty.
Certainly the leadership team must have such a heart and hence aspi-
rations/commitment. Ideally everyone should feel the same way however
in reality many people (especially those in lower skilled roles) need a job
primarily to pay the bills and don’t look much further than that.
At the moment I feel I largely stand alone and need to bring in senior
people to develop the leadership/management team and investors who will
have significant influence over the Company
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Figure A.22: 3rd Way statement on Values Based Leadership 19th February
2016
Leaders see what is going on that is commonly unperceived by most peo-
ple and “frame the future”. Leaders push the boundaries of human achieve-
ment, define the steps and make the journey enjoyable.
3rd Way need a structure where the Trustees/Directors can be the rudder
than steers the great ship and appoints/removes the operational directors.
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.22: 3rd Way statement on Values Based Leadership 19th Febru-
ary 2016.
See Figure A.23: Excerpt on the future of work from the Global Opportunity
Report 2016.
See Figure A.24: Information on an event about public leadership for young
people.
See Figure A.25: Excerpt on leadership from a report on the TIGE confer-
ence 2013.
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
A change culture starting with personal change may be helpful? If so then
IofC are potentially very relevant as they have long established tools in this
area and many years international experience and stories to help the per-
sonal change process for people in leadership or destined for leadership.
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Figure A.23: Excerpt on the future of work from the Global Opportunity
Report 2016
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Figure A.24: Information on an event about public leadership for young peo-
ple
Figure A.25: Excerpt on leadership from a report on the TIGE conference
2013
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Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
Leadership will come out of the social and voluntary sector, who ‘would walk
on broken glass’ to see an end to energy poverty. Servant leadership is one of
the nine forms of leadership, a good leader can adopt whichever style works
for the situation. Do some structures only promote one style of leadership?
Some organisational structure and cultures could precipitate a particular
form of leadership.
Otto Scharmer describes four ways of listening. He advocates focussing
on the future rather than the past, can create the future. Creating the future
is the task of leadership, leadership by story telling. Initiatives of Change
have found that storytelling is the best form of leadership.
A.8.3 Nodes\\New point of view\motivations
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
Immediately what springs to mind is the motivation of stakeholders. Are
they really committed to say alleviation of energy poverty or to their own
self interests? Such motivations, which can often be covert, would signifi-
cantly have an effect on governance. There are other key issues that would
influence effective governance.
A.8.4 Nodes\\New point of view\personal development
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
It is not easy employing people when the historic social conditioning is “Busi-
ness is there to make money. We go to work to make money” Very few look
at work as the means by which the can find personal growth and fulfilment
in relationship and community
I have put together a spreadsheet to use as a form for subjectively as-
sessing behavioural profiles. I have added “Enthalpy” and “Entropy” for
discussion with [name removed] I hope this form may help to develop dis-
cussion between team members. I hope each of us will ask ourselves and
each other “how do you feel I need to change my behaviour?”
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.26: Information on the basic ideas behind Initatives of Change.
See Figure A.27: Information on the aims and objectives of Initatives of
Change.
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Figure A.26: Information on the basic ideas behind Initatives of Change
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Figure A.27: Information on the aims and objectives of Initatives of Change
A.8.5 Nodes\\New point of view\potential future
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
Scharmer claims that emergent listening can promote “Connecting to the
emerging future – to a future possibility that links to your emerging self; to
who you really are” .
Scharmer’s work goes beyond this. The 4th level of listening is looking
for the potential future and opportunities to move into the future we want
to see and so could become “transformational listening” .
Linking this to “AHA” ie Alarm (coming from concern), Honest conversa-
tion with ourselves and with others, than agreed Action
The first product is 3rd Way Super Insulation which enables refurbs to be
insulated to passive house standards with an expected heating energy cost (
and carbon) saving of around 75-90%. It appears to be the only solution that
can lift the home occupier out of long term energy poverty. The second step
is Community Energy Co-operatives where the energy poor are co-owners.
It is feasible to think of supplying 33% of UK grid with renewable energy
and eliminating energy poverty with this model.
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Figure A.28: Information on the University for the Common Good, an ini-
tiative of Glasgow Caledonian University
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
Early adopters will develop the methods to undertake self-build projects,
then others including the homeless can take on their own projects.
Young people are currently losing hope in the future due to unemploy-
ment and lack of housing, self build and co-housing could offer hope. 3rd
Way could work with the Princes Trust to offer peer mentoring to young
people, who could then be mentors to others and so on. Self build projects
could offer hope to young people, they can learn a trade, build their own
house and then find employment working within a guild.
A.8.6 Nodes\\New point of view\transformation
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.28: Information on the University for the Common Good, an
initiative of Glasgow Caledonian University.
See Figure A.29: Information on the Transformational Business Network.
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Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
See Figure A.30: Excerpt from report on farming in Romania that highlights
difficulties in coordination between different activities.
A.9.2 Nodes\\Become institutionalised\collaboration
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
Collaborating engineers could share parts, tooling etc to make it easy for
someone to make locally and buy parts that are difficult to make or need
investment to tool up for from someone who has already done this and can
supply at a fair price.
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Figure A.30: Excerpt from report on farming in Romania that highlights
difficulties in coordination between different activities
A.9.3 Nodes\\Become institutionalised\intellectual
property
Files\\3rd Way email correspondence
The patents are potentially of considerable commercial value and are to be
placed in a Trust on behalf of those working their way out of poverty.
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
- Mike is ready to set up the Joy at Work Foundation, to his knowledge no
one has set up a trust to hold IP of commercial value before, this relates to
the guild model.
The technologies have been developed by a network of expertise who
want to see people work their way out of poverty orchestrated by Mike.
The work to date has been done under the understanding that there is a
moral obligation to place the patents into trust on behalf of those working
their way out of poverty and to protect them from abuse, then to form a
co-operative structure led, developed and governed by the trustees to make
and install the insulation, especially in areas of the UK that are in severe
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deprivation and fuel poverty.
A.9.4 Nodes\\Become institutionalised\organic
structure
Files\\3rd Way meeting notes
Mike has found that prospective new staff have self selected out at the inter-
view stage, realising that 3rd Way was not for them. This could be evidence
of a healthy organisation rejecting new unhealthy cells.
People come together based on shared values, natural but recognised as
process can incubate it and develop it (cf IoC) Then from this ‘soup’ of shared
values a nucleus emerges that the guild forms around.
Structures only go so far, it is the character of the founder which is the
organisation’s DNA, however the right structures can help propagate that
DNA and ensure a healthy organisation. The Quakers have found that even
the healthiest of organisations seem to die off after a few hundred years,
perhaps organisations have a natural lifespan, just like people, the DNA
gets degraded slightly every time new people (cells) take over.
Appendix B
Initial Analysis Appendix: ESTA
In this data, meeting notes are from the author and verified by the founder
and email correspondence is from the founder. Figures are either created
by the founder or are something of interest to them, where the caption for
each figure indicates its source. In the case of long documents, the relevant
parts are extracted as one or more images as appropriate. The data is not
presented in narrative order, text under each heading could be from a num-
ber of different meetings or correspondence at different times. Any spelling





See Figure B.1: The Lens of Understanding diagram that Michael Hallam
related to personas.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.2: Diagram by Michael Hallam that shows how the ESTA Con-
sortium could satisfy the four bottom lines.
B.1.2 Nodes\\Purposeful intent\individual limitations
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
A group of students from Cumbria University are helping Michael and ESTA
members with communication, this has so far resulted in a developed web-
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Figure B.1: The Lens of Understanding diagram that Michael Hallam re-
lated to personas
Figure B.2: Diagram by Michael Hallam that shows how the ESTA Consor-
tium could satisfy the four bottom lines
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site with a Members Offers section. The students observed that Michael was
‘a very busy man’, not always able to reply to emails etc.
B.1.3 Nodes\\Purposeful intent\narrative
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
You will also need to create a narrative for yourself and your business on
any or all of the following themes:
• What makes you passionate about what you do and why.
• What you do that’s different and how what you do and sell informs and
educates both yourself and your clients and customers.
• What you have learned as a result of running your business to date
that you didn’t know when you started out.
• What needs and wants your products and services help to meet.
• Your awareness of the wider environmental and social impact of your
business and what you are doing to help make what you do as sustainable
as possible.
• Any skills and increased capacities that your business activity brings to
others, either as customers and clients, suppliers, co-workers or your wider
network.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Michael is working on a presentation of how the consortium model could
work. The personas could connect a theoretical view of the consortium with
a more inner psychological view of it.
THIS FORMS THE SPINAL NARRATIVE FOR THE ESTA CONSOR-
TIUM MICHAEL !!!!!!!
Michael is now getting together an audit of consultants to create a list of
who can offer what (like the healthcare consortium). Could create directory
like the healthcare group, could be online rather than printed. The key




See Figure B.3: Annotated diagram of the ESTA consortium by Michael
Hallam on the 5th February 2016 highlighting the importance of values.
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Figure B.3: Annotated diagram of the ESTA consortium by Michael Hallam
on the 5th February 2016 highlighting the importance of values
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See Figure B.4: First ESTA Health and Wellbeing Directory produced in
2015.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Connections happen one at a time, each person might find one or two others
who share their values. Gradually there is a critical mass, like with local
spending of money, when it gets to 75% people become aware that every
pound is multiplied four times.
ESTA is an example of being values-based rather than rules-based, where
‘prescription-based systems lead to creative gridlock’ (see presentation that
covers this issue). Conventional membership organisations based on democ-
racy are rules-based, these organisations can be manipulated by individuals
to their own interests.
Michael’s role is to guard the values, this connects with Steiner’s col-
legiate which corresponds to masters in a guild, there’s ‘no need to build
empire’.
B.2 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors
B.2.1 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\
community
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.5: First part of a paper drafted by Michael Hallam showing
how the four bottom lines relate to each other.
See Figure B.6: Second part of a paper drafted by Michael Hallam showing
how an organisation can relate to its environment
See Figure B.7: Third part of a paper drafted by Michael Hallam offering a
systems approach to considering unknowns.
See Figure B.8: Fourth part of a paper drafted by Michael Hallam incorpo-
rating the author’s idea that Maslow’s hierarchy of needs could be inverted.
See Figure B.9: Fifth part of a paper drafted by Michael Hallam showing
how the four bottom lines could relate to each other.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
The Third Industrial Revolution created a ‘vanishingly small’ number of ad-
ditional jobs as the value of everything tends to zero, with a drift to an
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Figure B.4: ESTA Health and Wellbeing Directory produced in 2015
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Figure B.5: First part of a paper drafted by Michael Hallam showing how
the four bottom lines relate to each other
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Figure B.6: Second part of a paper drafted by Michael Hallam showing how
an organisation can relate to its environment
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Figure B.7: Third part of a paper drafted by Michael Hallam offering a sys-
tems approach to considering unknowns
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Figure B.8: Fourth part of a paper drafted by Michael Hallam incorporating
the author’s idea that Maslow’s hierarchy of needs could be inverted
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Figure B.9: Fifth part of a paper drafted by Michael Hallam showing how
the four bottom lines could relate to each other
open source model. Hard to contain things, keep them special. There will
only be a small number of companies providing the infrastructure, everyone
else will do things for free. The elite will control all the resources, assets
are shifting from skills to money and assets. In order to regain control, lo-
cal communities have to use the technology for themselves, through local
money, where it comes into existence as payment for real work.
B.2.2 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\fluid
space
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Michael pointed out that a guild master is one who ‘understands the value of
protecting an open space’ (like open source). Generally people self select to
participate (like open source), only rarely is necessary to exclude someone.
The guild master ‘has to be facilitating all the time’, trying to ‘facilitate
everyone’s objectives for them’.
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B.2.3 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\focal
organisation
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Michael has established the founding micro-business as a CIC to administer
the guild, where people join a ‘club’ that is run by ESTA CIC.
B.2.4 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\group
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
ESTA includes sector groups such as Health and Well-being, who are start-
ing to work more collectively. Any member can go to any of the groups but
need to be able to offer something relevant.
ESTA is based on the realisation while at Totnes that ‘lateral connec-
tions’ were the strongest element in their Strategy Group.
ESTA was originally a project of the Lancaster Social Enterprise Forum,
which operated like a mutual support group. The group dissolved, but many
of its members became members of ESTA.
The Health and Therapy group have produced a directory after nine
months of discussion and consultation, an example of members working in-
dependently of Michael.
There’s now a ‘phase shift’ in how ESTA members are networking, at
first it seemed to be the connections made at larger meetings as Michael
anticipated it would work. Now these connections have been made, ‘hand-
crafted’ connections are now being formed in smaller groups of members,
where ‘bits of infrastructure drop out’. An example of this is where Gilson’s
bag shop became a centre for recycling Jiffy bags, once they had a room-full
they were able to sell them in bulk to a specialist recycler. This is like a
‘metabolic process’ at a social level, where waste becomes resources.
B.2.5 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\
members
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
ESTA is now nearly four years old, with 95 members ranging from ‘pre-
startup’ businesses to established ones with up to 20 staff. The majority
of members would be classed as micro-businesses by the UK Government
with 10 employees or less. Members include social enterprises and the local
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Chamber of Commerce. ESTA has a knowledge base of practical information
in the form of ‘apps’, such as one that lets members know all the places they
can advertise for free. ESTA also makes extensive use of social networking
tools, including Twitter, Facebook and Linked In. As well as on-line commu-
nication, ESTA also organises face-to-face meetings between members on
various topics.
Michael is now re-structuring ESTA to have two levels of Basic and Asso-
ciate members. These could correspond to apprentice and journeymen levels
in the original guilds (with Michael as guild master). The basic membership
is for a year, and offers access to networking (the benefits people are get-
ting now but with increased emphasis on business promotion). This group
is ‘self-maintaining’ for £4 a month. This year is an opportunity to ‘shake
people out’ after the first year, they can become an associate member after
undertaking an audit. Additional benefits include ‘sector-specific’ groups,
based on businesses who know each other. The process is about filtering the
people who aren’t really committed. This enables Michael to focus on ‘con-
sortium building’. At the moment there’s the Health and Wellbeing group
and the new consortium.
B.2.6 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\
network
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.10: Decentralised organisation structure proposed by Michael
Hallam in 2003.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Michael has now created a ‘local food game’ which is involving local peo-
ple and promoting local food. The Food Loop game can offer an additional
dimension to ESTA’s network, recording when local food is consumed locally
Michael made the point that distributed networks (rather than existing
commercial social networks) are a ‘natural fit’ with ESTA.
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Figure B.10: Decentralised organisation structure proposed by Michael Hal-
lam in 2003
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B.2.7 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\open
source
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
I would say that ESTA, and by extension the Open source Guild model, de-
scribes nicely the type of organisational form that is emerging to facilitate
the developments and trends described in this article.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.11: Ideas for how ESTA could relate to its wider community
drawn by Michael Hallam.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
A future development could be a consultancy, operating as an LLP to bring
together ‘workers on the same level’, including Michael [and other ESTA
members]. The consultancy would be part of the ESTA guild, where ‘the
guild is always above’ what its members are doing, ‘process not thing driven’.
The ‘guild is like a story’, an oral tradition in the collective minds of those
who participate in it, ‘founded on an open source process’.
Michael has been reading the book A Radically Beneficial World by Char-
les Hugh Smith and sent it to Justin. Smith’s CLIME model is what might
happen if ESTA’s business model (the open source guild) was applied to the
whole of society.
Replicating ESTA could be analogous to people taking the ‘source code’
and applying it to their situation.
These talks and workshops can take people out of their ‘coal-face context’
by working at a meta-level, gaining the benefit of depth, and recontextual-
ising techniques as a ‘living source code’. This living source code is the open
source guild as a way of working, not as a set of rules.
With ESTA, Michael is the ‘guardian of ideas’, corresponding to the core
values in the open source guild model.
B.2.8 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\scale
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
The intriguing idea is to expand the ESTA model to the next level. At a
time when the UK leaving the EU could be a trigger for Europe to implode,
Michael is thinking ‘let’s create a new federation’ via the Internet. Could
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Figure B.11: Ideas for how ESTA could relate to its wider community
through the Money Loop drawn by Michael Hallam
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almost be satire but also something that might just work. Michael is think-
ing big, the ESTA model could embrace Europe and Northern Africa. In all
these areas there will be many thousands of worthy projects
Micheal has attempted to franchise the ESTA model in Preston, but the
problem was ‘finding someone to run it’, they needed to ‘get it’.
ESTA could become ‘open source’, keeping within 100-200 members, ‘break-
ing bits off ’ if it gets larger. This would lead to ESTA becoming ‘holographic’,
replicating its principles with local brands.
- ESTA is about ‘bigger than self ’ intrinsic values, could be scaled up.
- An alternative viewpoint is that the way forward is to ‘communicate what
it is we are doing’ to the outside world, about ESTA as a network, rather
than scaling up.
- Michael pointed out that ESTA is not about ‘growth at all costs’, instead
promoting gaining a competitive by acting locally and working collabora-
tively.
B.2.9 Nodes\\Enacted by human or other actors\
software
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Michael finds the idea of an ‘ESTA button’ on smartphones appealing, but
appreciates the need to communicate with people who wish to live in a ‘tech-
free zone’. Random encounters in the street are another way of promoting
what’s going on at ESTA. Some experienced members are now starting to
act as mentors for new ones.
B.3 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events
B.3.1 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\
accountability
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.12: Excerpt from the document Using the ESTA logo Audit,
terms and conditions.
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Figure B.12: Excerpt from the document Using the ESTA logo Audit, terms
and conditions
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Files\\ESTA meeting notes
ESTA is aiming for 200 members, with sub-groups that form a ‘second tier’
where people have to go through the audit process. Ordinary ‘basic’ mem-
bers benefit from the website, networking opportunities etc. Michael can
then focus on building consortia and networking groups.
Locality have published a report on Diseconomies of Scale. This report
points out that centralised public services are inefficient, with layers of back-
office systems, losing local knowledge in the process. The report calls for lo-
cally accountable services, connecting with how ESTA is looking to do busi-
ness.
Michael is developing the audit process that gives members the right to
use the ESTA logo, currently being trialled with a few members.
B.3.2 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\
knowledge
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
Campus in the City is all about bringing the resources and assets of Lan-
caster University into town and strengthening engagement. We thought
that a good theme could be emphasising how ESTA member businesses are
developing their knowledge and know-how base.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
By gaining insight into other people’s worlds, one’s own world expands. Such
a process is also part of creating genuinely new knowledge (which entails
changing one’s own world-view and perception of self). Social organisms
that allow for a reflective process are needed to enable individual reflection.
Many people who want to ‘save the world’ are doing so from egoistic motives,
they don’t realise that they need to change in themselves. This is a factor in
why pursuing bottom lines two and three (social and environmental) have
not been successful so far.
Can create a platform and invite real projects to subscribe with a small
donation. The guild model will do the rest, together with the money loop
concept. It could be presented as a knowledge exchange project, develop
things gradually.
One of the roles of the consortium can be to deal with the bureaucracy of
bidding for contracts, particularly the many policies and procedures needed.
At the moment, small organisations are collapsing because they can’t tick
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the funding boxes, the work going to big national organisations who have
whole departments to tick boxes. However local organisations will offer ser-
vices that leverage all the advantages of being local and having local knowl-
edge.
B.3.3 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\learning
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
The circular four stage learning cycle is actually a spiral, linking to spiral
dynamics, as the learner doesn’t come back to the same place they started
from, this is where the learning cycle can link with the seven stages of re-
flective judgement. The critical point is where the learner is willing to “let
go” of their previous view of the world and move up a level, this will be at
the reflection and conceptualisation stages in the learning cycle
Justin introduced the Seven Stages of Reflective Judgement (in the book
Fostering Critical Reflection in Adulthood by Mezirow and associates), Mich-
ael agreed that they could correspond to Carl Roger’s seven stages in becom-
ing a person. The 12 Jungian archetypes can be equated to a combination
of the three-fold structure of pioneering, maintaining and breaking up with
the four stages of the learning cycle of concrete experience, reflective obser-
vation, abstract conceptualisation and active experimenting.
B.3.4 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\market
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.13: The Money Loop system diagram created by Michael Hal-
lam on 19th July 2016.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Every ESTA meet-up is potentially a market-place, an opportunity to trade,
like the original village squares. However the consortium is ‘considerably
more strategic’ and ‘serves the sector’.
B.3.5 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\stories
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
The commons in ESTA is one of interests, stories of personal development.
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Figure B.13: The Money Loop system diagram created by Michael Hallam
on 19th July 2016
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Figure B.14: The Money Loop system diagram created by Michael Hallam
on 23 August 2016
B.3.6 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\structure
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.14: The Money Loop system diagram created by Michael Hal-
lam on 23 August 2016.
See Figure B.15: Organic model of organisation created by Michael Hallam.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Some people ‘bounce off ’, don’t engage with ESTA and don’t acknowledge
that it has been helpful, showing a lack of capacity to reflect on their own
development. ESTA is a robust structure in the sense that those individuals
who would manipulate a voluntary sector organisation into meeting their
needs are the ones who self select out of ESTA, not seeing a structure they
can engage with. In this sense, ESTA has its own ‘immune system’.
A recent meeting of the Biodynamic Group revealed that it had a ‘spindle’
model, with common aspects connecting the activities of members. ESTA
leads the group in a ‘chain of initiatives’ rather than a chain of command,
where ‘joining up is an inner process’ as there is no formal legal structure.
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Figure B.15: Organic model of organisation created by Michael Hallam
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Figure B.16: Possible extent of the “No Brand” concept for how ESTA could
scale up created by Michael Hallam in February 2016
The same intangibility applies to ESTA itself, where there is a ‘culture of in-
ner remembering’ with effects that can be seen, including offering the same
benefits as a union. However, not everyone ‘gets it’.
ESTA was started by considering ‘how to create a dynamic that isn’t self-
serving’ which is process-driven and self-regulating both individually and
with respect to the world. ESTA exists in a ‘non-physical realm’ (but no less
real), in this respect as a ‘free association’ (Steiner, 1972). At the moment,
it doesn’t exist in a legal sense, but a Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
could be a possible legal structure for a guild.
It is a disadvantage for the guild to exist legally, Michael is ‘wary of any-
thing that becomes a legal structure’, it could be subverted or taken over
and in any case will suffer the problems of being governed by a committee.
ESTA doesn’t need an outer structure to operate.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.16: Possible extent of the “No Brand” concept for how ESTA
could scale up created by Michael Hallam in February 2016.
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B.3.7 Nodes\\Particular incidents or events\vision
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
ESTA as an identity could be promoted more, a brand which stands for the
local community, developing social capital and an aspiration to ‘change so-
ciety’ one bit at a time. In this aspiration, ESTA joins initiatives such as
credit unions and co-housing projects.
Michael shared his thoughts about ESTA with the group, describing it as
a ‘movement’, a ‘catalyst for change’.
The structure of ESTA puts Michael firmly in the driving seat as decision-
maker and visionary
The vision that is driving ESTA is that personal fulfilment is compati-
ble with economic success, where a person who is acting from their deepest
needs and wishes will be more effective in gaining appropriate economic re-




A problem with traditional co-ops is ‘social paranoia’, where one individual
can block the whole group. In contrast, the Quaker decision-making process
is more like a design process. ESTA’s decision-making process is more like
the Quaker method as demonstrated in the previous networking meeting
where Justin proposed that Michael could help another member with their
website.
Members of the guild are specifically not members of the CIC, which
avoids the voluntary sector and co-operative problem of creating committees
of too many inexperienced decision-makers.
B.4.2 Nodes\\Causal sequence\identification of needs
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.17: Excerpt from a Locality report on the future of public ser-
vices.
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Figure B.17: Excerpt from a Locality report on the future of public services
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
That leads me onto another trend that I would add, which I think is abso-
lutely critical, and that is the need to seek genuine productivity gains by
creating a much deeper consious relationship between what we really need
(as opposed to what we are told we need) and how we achieve those needs,
using minimal operational steps and using minimal physical stuff. This cor-
responds to what I would characterise as ‘Peak Stuff ’ (which we want to
use more inteligently) and ‘Peak Consiousnes-Identity’ (which is the mas-
sive big growth area: and where the real service economy lies) What makes
it possible at the small scale is the double edged sword of “Peak Technology”
, which makes the transformative processing power of digital technology a
potential force for liberation (if we use it in a collaborative context) or for
social destruction (if used in a combative and controlling sense).
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.18: The Needs Wheel diagram that informed Michael Hallam’s
thinking.
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Figure B.18: The Needs Wheel diagram that informed Michael Hallam’s
thinking
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Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Current society is manipulated by big business, the money loop system puts
needs first, accelerates the economy in the right way, replacing the invisible
hand of the market with the intentions of real people in a ‘visible market
system’, creating a protective inner system. At the head of the money loop
system is the information database, which enables brokering between needs
and capacity to satisfy those needs. At the centre of the needs wheel is a
person, surrounded by multiple persons providing for those needs.
B.4.3 Nodes\\Causal sequence\process
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
ESTA itself is a living organisational experiment in how to better integrate
and support many active players in becoming effective agents for internal
and external capacity building. (I increasingly like the idea that life is a
game, albeit at times a very serious one!)
In this context, ESTA, is a dynamic organising process that seeks to si-
multaneously enhance and strengthen personal identity and group identity,
without compromise to either.
I am begining to experience anecdotal evidence from a number of ESTA
members that when both intrinsic and extrinsic needs are met with the
same activity then motivation and ‘buy in’ to the process increases (and
ESTA is essentially a process rather than a thing).
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See the book Reinventing Organisations by Fredrick Lotus, which is about
how people at top can empower others and and lateral individuals who co-
ordinates people across the organisation (how ESTA works). Process driven
rather than thing driven (shared process). How to co-ordinate autonomous
individuals
ESTA is an example of resistance to the neo-liberal agenda through shar-
ed values, the four bottom lines and a whole systems approach. In all, ‘more
of a process than a thing’, where people internalise the process and become
ambassadors.
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B.4.4 Nodes\\Causal sequence\software architect
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Members are admitted to ESTA at Michael’s discretion, based on shared
values and a commitment to personal development, acting as a ‘benevolent
dictator’, similar to the role of open source software architect.
B.4.5 Nodes\\Causal sequence\sustainability
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.19: First part of a presentation that Michael Hallam made to
Cat Smith, Lancaster’s Member for Parliament on the 5th October 2016.
Figure B.19: First part of a presentation that Michael Hallam made to Cat
Smith, Lancaster’s Member for Parliament on the 5th October 2016
See Figure B.20: Second part of a presentation that Michael Hallam made
to Cat Smith, Lancaster’s Member for Parliament on the 5th October 2016.
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Figure B.20: Second part of a presentation that Michael Hallam made to
Cat Smith, Lancaster’s Member for Parliament on the 5th October 2016
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.21: The Quadruple Bottom Line Framework of Indicators used
in audits of ESTA members.
See Figure B.22: The Seven Peaks Model, created by Michael Hallam to
relate consciousness to sustainability.
See Figure B.23: The Quadruple Bottom Line Framework of Indicators used
in audits of ESTA members.
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.24: First excerpt from the document From Three Sectors to
Four, showing how Michael Hallam developed the Quadruple Bottom Line.
See Figure B.25: Second excerpt from the document From Three Sectors to
Four, showing how Michael Hallam developed the Quadruple Bottom Line.
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
Creating a directory of sustainable things sold by ESTA member businesses
and exploring ways of encouraging the public to make better use of local
“stuff”.
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Figure B.21: The Quadruple Bottom Line Framework of Indicators used in
audits of ESTA members
Figure B.22: The Seven Peaks Model, created by Michael Hallam to relate
consciousness to sustainability
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Figure B.23: The Quadruple Bottom Line Framework of Indicators used in
audits of ESTA members
In my experience, one of our core offerings for encouraging effective and
sustainable (in all senses) change, that we have to offer is that which arises
out of the marrying of inner change and effective resource management
(Bottom lines 1 and 4).
The OS Guild model may well be a question of building organisational/in-
frastructural life-boats in the face of a rapidly deteriorating economy, society
and environment in which over half the population drive themselves mad
with denial and a refusal to face up to the real reasons for the persistant
unwillingness to live within sustainable limits.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
One issue with volunteering is that not everyone can volunteer, this needs
independent resources. Using a business model to promote sustainability
offers the possibility of making a living while working for a better future.
An example of applying a business model to social problems could include
housing for people who are well educated and have worked for the public
good but this means they end up with no resources of their own.
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Figure B.24: First excerpt from the document From Three Sectors to Four,
showing how Michael Hallam developed the Quadruple Bottom Line
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Figure B.25: Second excerpt from the document From Three Sectors to Four,
showing how Michael Hallam developed the Quadruple Bottom Line
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Figure B.26: Part of a spreadsheet showing Michael Hallam’s interpretation
of the work of Yehuda Tagar from 2003 on humanising the workplace
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.26: Part of a spreadsheet showing Michael Hallam’s interpre-
tation of the work of Yehuda Tagar from 2003 on humanising the workplace.
See Figure B.27: Excerpt from a paper by Yehuda Tagar from 2003 on hu-
manising the workplace that inspired Michael Hallam.
B.5 Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it
B.5.1 Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\financial
value
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Manual recording of expenditure shows that over £30K has been spent so
far within the ESTA network.
Trading within the ESTA network can promote the local multiplier effect,
leading to ‘local trading loops’ (see info from NEF).
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Figure B.27: Excerpt from a paper by Yehuda Tagar from 2003 on humanis-
ing the workplace that inspired Michael Hallam
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Figure B.28: Diagram created by Michael Hallam showing how the proposed
ESTA Consortium could work
B.5.2 Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\governance
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.28: Diagram created by Michael Hallam showing how the pro-
posed ESTA Consortium could work.
B.5.3 Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\peer review
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.29: Excerpt from an online book by Charles Hugh Smith, as-
serting that all individuals have the power to change the economic system.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
The Charles Hugh Smith book points out that ‘profit flows where there is
scarcity’, at the moment to people who can constantly innovate to solve cur-
rent problems. Future scenarios could include one where the 1% get every-
thing and the 99% live in a virtual world created by the 1%. Another one
is where technology can be used for good, including co-design and peer cre-
ation / review. However, the book doesn’t mention the ‘inner transformation’
which would be needed to bring such a society about.
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Figure B.29: Excerpt from an online book by Charles Hugh Smith, asserting
that all individuals have the power to change the economic system
B.5.4 Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\revenue
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Another emerging project that is a good example of the guild model in action
is the social enterprise Outrageous Ambition, which was started by [another
ESTA member] to help disabled people in work. ESTA members could buy
shares in the enterprise as it becomes established (possibly using the Com-
munity Shares model) or give it gifts (which can be given to a business, it
doesn’t have to be a charity). This allows the enterprise to become estab-
lished without having to obtain outward investment (such as bank loans or
charitable funding, both of which come with their own agenda).
ESTA is moving towards becoming viable financially, the membership
fees are providing some income for the CIC as founding micro-business.
The meeting was to plan a series of bi-monthly workshops that can go
beyond voluntary sector training to offer an open trans-sectional perspec-
tive. These workshops will be part of a move to a functional economy, build-
ing resilience where reality is the authority. As well as aiming to achieve
these objectives, the workshops will also be an income generating activity
for ESTA and the consortium members who get involved. The workshops
could also help to develop new products and services within ESTA.
The overall process of the consortium could be one that makes money
through business and generates a surplus that could then fund projects to
benefit people with disabilities. Income generation could be from charging a
fee for successful business through the consortium.
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B.5.5 Nodes\\Reflect reality and create it\value
proposition
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
ESTA members could potentially offer services to people on personal budges,




Each consortium member can highlight how their skills contribute to each
of the four roles, potentially reducing friction. The book Reinventing Or-
ganizations by Frederic Laloux includes spiral dynamics, which links with
ESTA’s ‘emergent organisational structure’ with ‘holographic departments’.
Talking about creating a consortium is also creating it, though ‘emotional
engagement’ as well as pooling skills and experiences, it comes into being
through the conversations.
Marginalised people in society are attracted to organisations that pro-
mote open decision-making as they can have a voice as stakeholder and
‘make a difference’. However, many groups that wish to promote social good
have ‘confused equality at the level of human relationships with equality
of decision-making’, where the latter implies competence. In this situation,
decision-making can be undermined by one or two individuals with the re-
sult that issues were not addressed and decision-making became replaced
by giving needy individuals attention. Michael’s experience of working in a
Steiner school revealed that this is the sort of environment that ‘lends itself
to this process so easily’.
Michael learned from this experience that there ‘needed to be a clear
separation between the two kinds of meeting’: 1) Focusing on external tasks,
based on expertise. 2) Focusing on internal tasks, addressing inner personal
needs.
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B.6.2 Nodes\\Context\partners
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
A successful model is Shared Futures CIC who have a number of partners
and associates, now undertaking major consultancy projects.
B.6.3 Nodes\\Context\relationships
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
He pointed out that ‘ESTA is becoming more strategic’, with ‘longer-term
relationship-building’, moving on from their initial focus on networking.
B.7 Nodes\\Specific point of view
B.7.1 Nodes\\Specific point of view\desired future
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Michael is interested in future personas, they can be used to reframe and re-
contextualise past decisions to bring about future worlds, imagination plays
a crucial part in this, rendering new pictures. Personas and other design
techniques in a management context can shift perspective from trying to
predict the future to co-creating it.
The past is where someone is coming from, it shapes who they are and
their values. When going towards the future, it is important to know where
one is coming from, from which direction one is approaching the future.
Moving towards a future consistent with those values, obstacles by remod-
elling, creating a flow towards a destination consistent with values (like be-
ing on top of a hill, which stream do we choose?). Having seen the landscape
from the hill offers a map, guiding us to the right destination. Going into
self-reflective mode creates the ‘hill’, from which potential destinations can
be seen (taking the moment and unpacking it, then unpacking that, etc.).
B.7.2 Nodes\\Specific point of view\information
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
The University of ESTA is about developing an information commons which
feeds into the Community Civil Service.
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Need decentralised local stores of information to avoid it being held by
corporations which could go bust at any time.
Creating an information commons could be the best way to get round
the current systems and create a local economy in what Michael calls the
Community Civil Service.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.30: Diagram from a paper by Mark van Vugt outlining the 4i
Framework, or how information can relate to belonging.
B.7.3 Nodes\\Specific point of view\value capture
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.31: Excerpt from a document on the Lancaster Food Loop
Game circulated by Michael Hallam in June 2015.
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
Just processing another 96 receipts from June. This will add another £709
to the growing pile of money being tracked in our local food economy. That
total now stands at £9,806 so it will only take a few more recipts to crash
through the 10k barrier. Keep them roling in.
Thats up from £500 last time I updated you all. Furthermore £103 of
that money has been re-spent by two retailer players, which makes a total
of £1,403 spent into our local food economy so far. and we have only just got
going.
Them aim of the game is to collectively put as much money into the local
food economy as possible and to encourage those food businesses we spend
with to pass our money on within our local food economy so that it effectively
gets spent twice (or more)
To date we have evidenced £11,341 of spending with local food and drink
retailers. This has been further spent 1.3 times, creating an additional
£15,501 in the local food economy. If we had all spent that £11,341 in the su-
permarkets it would typically yield only a further £560 for the local economy.
So well done all of you. And keep those reciepts rolling in. :)
You might have noticed that I haven’t been chasing you for receipts these
last few weeks. That’s because I have been focussing on getting some of
the businesses that you trade the most with to join in and evidence their
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Figure B.30: Diagram from a paper by Mark van Vugt outlining the 4i
Framework, or how information can relate to belonging
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Figure B.31: Excerpt from a document on the Lancaster Food Loop Game
circulated by Michael Hallam in June 2015
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spending with other local food businesses. Which, put simply, means that
when they do they are re-cycling your money locally.
I now have eight businesses doing this and am actively chasing more.
All of those eight have easily re-spent the money you have spent with them,
which gives us a current total of nearly 38% of ALL the money you have
spent with all 64 food businesses to date now having been re-spent by just
those eight!
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
The Food Loop game aims to present local financial information in a form
people can understand. Supermarkets only put 5% of their turnover into the
local economy while local shops will put back 50%. Moving 5% of expendi-
ture from supermarkets to local shops will double a person’s contribution to
the local economy.
The circulation of money locally is like the water cycle, the same money
can be multiplied in value rather than being siphoned off away from Lan-
caster. The Lancaster economy is worth £2Bn a year, at the moment 50% of
money is spent locally. Going to 66% would add another billion to the econ-
omy. 75% would add another billion again, 80% yet another billion, but at
this point there will be diminishing returns.
Money circulating in the local economy becomes very powerful, if Michael
spends £25 with a local business, who then buys from another local business
who then commissions Michael for some work, he then gets the money back,
but real value has been created as well (from nothing). The PEAR card is
intended to record this value being created in the local economy, which for
Lancaster is estimated at £2Bn.
Michael’s has got some initial data from the Food Loop project, over
£3,000 has been spent locally in Lancaster by ESTA members with 56%
re-spent from June to November this year. 50% represents a doubling of the
initial investment, but 66% represents a tripling, as there is an exponential
effect when money is invested locally. Local currency as such isn’t needed,
hard currency is already an abstraction of wealth that can be tracked locally.
Michael can now demonstrate that over 111% of nearly £10K has been
re-spent in Lancaster. This can happen because the money can go round
more than once. There is the amount of money going round and its velocity.
But would this lead to inflation? It’s the same money going round, there
isn’t more money being created. Money only changes hands when real goods
and services are exchanged. Michael is now getting more local shops in-
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Figure B.32: The author’s contribution to keeping money local in 2015
volved, and is now able to trace a burger served in Gingernut from the field
to the butcher to Gingernut. This money circulating is a ‘standing wave’.
Once these standing waves have been identified, the actual money could be
reduced by replacing some of it with a discount voucher. This could reduce
taxes and hence increase the amount of money circulating in the local econ-
omy, a process of ‘controlled deflation’.
Michael estimates that 50% of money spent with local businesses gen-
erates as much wealth again as it circulates round the loop, but 66% spent
locally would triple local wealth.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.32: The author’s contribution to keeping money local in 2015.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Michael reported progress with the Food Loop game, which has now recorded
over £5,000 of spending and 92% of that re-spent in the local area. This is
an example of ‘trading money into existence’.
B.7.4 Nodes\\Specific point of view\value creation
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
The thinking behind the FLoop Project is the recognition that, by harness-
ing the power of positive feedback loops (where an activity becomes self-
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reienforcing) we can win back our local economy. In this case, by making
sure our local food money gets re-spent lots of times locally and loops back
on itself. £100 spent locally 10 times is worth £1,000 to the local economy.
And, if you work in one of those local food businesses, if might even come
back to you in the form of future wages.
CAN WE PLUG THE HOLES IN OUR FOOD SPENDING BUCKET?
“Every time money is re-spent in your local economy, it is like new income
for the person who receives it. The more money is re-spent, the higher the
multiplier effect.”
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
The rules of the guild are enshrined though consciousness, to put this in
practice means being able to understand the systems that enable the guild to
work. People are enabled to internalise their locus of authority, to work with
others to co-create things of value rather than just accepting mainstream
culture.
B.8 Nodes\\New point of view
B.8.1 Nodes\\New point of view\inner lives
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.33: Good Will Ill Will, a diagram created by Michael Hallam to
emphasise the importance of personal development as well as vision.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.34: Part of a spreadsheet showing Michael Hallam’s develop-
ment of the seven stages of becoming a person introduced by Carl Rogers.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Attachment types is another useful concept, this is where early life experi-
ences can ‘imprint’ on a person, ‘hardwire’ how they live their life, personas
could enable reflection on this process, ‘connect the now with then’ and en-
able participants to ‘make their own judgement’ and try new patterns of
behaviour.
On an individual level, personas can express aspects of someone’s per-
sonality that they haven’t fully acknowledged or realised. Personas can be a
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Figure B.33: Good Will Ill Will, a diagram created by Michael Hallam to
emphasise the importance of personal development as well as vision
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Figure B.34: Part of a spreadsheet showing Michael Hallam’s development
of the seven stages of becoming a person introduced by Carl Rogers
powerful technique, enabling a person to externalise aspects of themselves,
such as fantasy personas that represent their potential or a ‘monster’ which
a person took ownership of as a pet.
B.8.2 Nodes\\New point of view\leadership
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
There was an interesting article in Scientific American a few years ago
which reported that that an influencable benevolent dictatorship style of
leadership is most effective, which Michael aims to put into practice.
B.8.3 Nodes\\New point of view\personal development
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.35: The contents page of a document produced by Michael
Hallam on 22 July 2016 compiling meeting notes and other reflections.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Michael observed that ‘money is loaned into existence’ while ‘real wealth
is traded into existence... at the point of exchange’, and can be in terms
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Figure B.35: The contents page of a document produced by Michael Hallam
on 22 July 2016 compiling meeting notes and other reflections
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of capacity for growth in personal self-development rather than material
goods.
Personas in self-development links with personas in counselling and also
connects with Rogers seven stages process of development. Stage 3 is where
a person admits that they are not perfect, by projecting their failings onto a
third person. Not ready to admit that it actually them who has the problem
(this is stage 5 or 6). Might be possible to develop personas tools that not
only work on an organisation development level but also for personal devel-
opment, to enable people to make the transition from 3 to 5. Some people
have left ESTA, but one came back when they showed the capacity for self-
reflection, that they could have been at fault (progressed from stage 3 to 4
on the Rogers scale).
Existing social enterprises have focused on the social and environmental
bottom lines, neglecting the economic and personal bottom lines. Such or-
ganisations have struggled to achieve their aims and gain funding. Michael
took a different approach by founding ESTA to ‘promote intrinsic value in a
way which assists people to earn a living’. ESTA’s support for personal de-
velopment is ‘not just developing the business but the self as an individual’.
A key dimension of sustainable management and of the quadruple bot-
tom line is personal development, where Michael added to the seven stage
process from Carl Rogers. At around the fifth stage, the person becomes ca-
pable of self-reflection and embraces change rather than resists it. At this
point, they can invert Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, knowing what they want
from life and finding the resources they need to get it.
ESTA offers all new members an hour of ‘counselling’, promoting per-
sonal development.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.36: Leaflet produced by Michael Hallam, emphasising ESTA’s
four bottom lines.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
ESTA’s core value is the ‘fourth bottom line’, emphasising how they can
contribute to the personal development of members, both individually and
through collaboration and co-operation.
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Figure B.36: Leaflet produced by Michael Hallam, emphasising ESTA’s four
bottom lines
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B.8.4 Nodes\\New point of view\potential future
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
The next step is to communicate the following to our fellow small band of
ESTA Consortium members and invite them to join us in leading the charge
to take the ESTA Model to its next level. (Co-branded as the Open Source
Guild Model when appropriate)
The gist of the narrative is:
That we have the outlines of a structure that is an improviement on what
is already in place, because this one builds in the sustainable and wealth
creating and personal empowerment elements as core elements from the off
(rather than bolting them on as reluctant afterthoughts to a 18th-19th cen-
tury construct) So the steps would be: Aquaint with the model and comment
on its elements in order to join a co-creating and co-refining process. Idenfify
the element of it that are working, to some extent, already and invite partic-
ipation with those elements. Present the system-as-is to a wider audience
(or elements therof) and offer training to help them profitably engage with
it whilst meaningfully upgrading their strategic working practices.
Critically I want to move away from the awfull practice of getting buy-in
by inviting everyone to co create structures on large sheets of A1 paper and
sticky notes. In my experience this is like asking a bunch of people with a
very rudimentary knowledge of physics to outline the kind of physical laws
they would LIKE to be and then being dissapointed down the line when
no one is flying and walking though walls (which we all agreed would be a
desirable part of the plan)
The key point here is that we are attempting to render a more spohis-
ticated joined-up social construct thant the one that currently operates (in-
creasingly dysfunctionally) that actually works. So that is a science experi-
ment, not a playgroup. (ie. its a model that more accurately reflects the way
things actually work in a applicable whole systems aproach and not an art
project)
Thats why the existeince of the system is presented as a fait acompli and
why participants are invited to find creative and profitable ways in which
they can engage with it, rather that design it.
Further co-design and refinements are reserved for those who demon-
strate they have the relevant expertise and capacity to collaborate (the self
electing inner coordinators of the Guild) Practically speaking ESTA Conso-
rium members
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Figure B.37: Part of a document compiled by Michael Hallam on the Twelve
Leverage Points proposed by Donella Meadows
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
Keeping things local encourages the money to go round faster. The con-
straints on development are physical, not the amount of money in circula-
tion. The academic community can come up with solutions to these problems
and the open source guild can be the infrastructure layer in between the two.
The money loops between guilds and through the wider economy. The con-
sortium becomes the ‘development brain’ for guild-like structures. Michael
drew a diagram of how this can work. At the bottom there are physical
needs, the physical world and nature. At the top, there is the academic and
consortium layers satisfying inner non-physical needs. This is where the
true service industry lies. These ideas have taken some time to develop, it’s
difficult to capture them, they are ‘like smoke’.
B.8.5 Nodes\\New point of view\power
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.37: Part of a document compiled by Michael Hallam on the
Twelve Leverage Points proposed by Donella Meadows.
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Files\\ESTA meeting notes
The ESTA guild model gains power by being different, ‘anti-power’. It has
been recently discovered that fungi are joined by tendrils in the soil, that
what appear to be individual plants can act as one organism. This is analo-
gous to how ESTA works, individual micro-businesses joined by the Associ-
ation and able to act together.
B.8.6 Nodes\\New point of view\transformation
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
What I envisage is looking beyond the remit of the paper and, in an ESTA
context, forming an associative group of members that are actively looking
at the question or organisational transformation.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
At the moment, Michael has to deal with conflicts between members or pos-
sible breaches of ethics. members could contribute to mediation (the final
decision would still rest with Michael as guild master). The process would
always seek a win-win situation which in Michael’s experience can lead to
a ‘transformation’, by an empathic going with them on their journey of re-
alising what they did wrong and what they can do to right the situation.
This transformation deepens relationships, and is at the heart of how ESTA
works. Psychopaths would find it hard to manipulate the organisation, but
there’s ‘nothing for them to get hold of, nothing here’.
Further development of these ideas led to applying the concept of the
fourth bottom line as personal development, which opens up the possibil-
ity for dealing with personal issues and needs in the context of business,
avoiding the ‘tyranny of perfection’. Acknowledging the need to deal with
personal issues enables therapeutic work that helps individuals to gain in-
sight into behaviour, change their worldview, resolve problems and develop
new capabilities. This development process leads to the individual gaining
new applied expertise.
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B.9 Nodes\\Become institutionalised
B.9.1 Nodes\\Become institutionalised\assemblages of
institutions
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.38: Part of a document on the Commons Society, which Michael
Hallam identified as having a structure similar to that of ESTA.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
ESTA, people have a different problem, in that they are succeeding as indi-
vidual organisations but would benefit from ‘contributing to a common pot’,




Within the wider ESTA membership there are several collaborations taking
place between small groups of members operating in the same or adjacent
‘sectors’ working on expanding and developing the products and services
they offer, expanding their markets and deepening their overall business
understanding.
There are moves afoot within ESTA to create our own Professional Con-
sultancy Network with a joined up approach to collaboration, referring on
and enhancing the profile of the services that we offer. Whilst all ESTA
meet-ups are open and general this one will have a particular theme, namely
how, as social enterprises and professional consultants can we actively ex-
plore ways of working closer together.
In many respects I think that the ESTA Ethos and ESTA itself is ahead
of the curve, seeking, as it does, to transcend the traditional sector model via
its quadruple bottom line approach. As such it has already started working
with many of the ‘next steps’ that are advocated as a soultion to the current
dysfuntional organsational landscape.
I may have mentioned a while back that I want a more joined up set of
connections between those ESTA members who are in the business of offer-
ing strategic business mentoring and support and/or personal development
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Figure B.38: Part of a document on the Commons Society, which Michael
Hallam identified as having a structure similar to that of ESTA
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support. In a nutshell, general capacity building at the organisational, per-
sonal and inter-personal level.
This process was kicked off a while back by one member who said they
would like to be able to refer prospective clients to other ESTA members
where appropriate.
So anyone who is a member of this consortium would be working towards
the following objectives.:
Identify USP’s of the ‘consortium’ members to see where our individual
core expertise lies. Identify those areas of common service overlap. Create a
referral tree within the consortium for fielding enquiries and for potentially
undertaking joint pieces of work. Work together to create some copy and
branding materials for the consortium Work together on mutual capacity
building training
This might sound like a lot of work but there is a precedent for this pro-
cess, as pioneered by the therapists who make up the Health and Well-being
‘sector’ group within ESTA. They have been meeting and working along
these lines for over two years now with some very positive and mutually
beneficial outcomes.
Over Christmas I have created an ‘archetypal’ organisational template,
for want of a better phrase. (see images below) This has generated a list
of sections, departments, operational areas, social organs, or however you
want to describe them, which I can now match up to the collated skills list.
Which is what I will attempt a first draft of next. Once that is done there
are several ways to sort the information which will effectively produce ‘clus-
ters’ of consortium members loosly (or strongly) associated with each area
of organisational and inter-personal expertise. After which we can start to
map out a rudimentary refferal tree.
CVS et al wish to create a consortium to both bid for larger contracts and
to keep the deliverables conneced to real people and the whole thing to be
person-centred.
As I see them we are seeking to: Develop an ESTA-branded Strate-
gic Development Consultancy Consortium that provides help, support and
training for groups, organisations, businesses and individuals to assist with
structual organisational, personal and inter-personal development.
Specific elements of this would include:
1) A knowledge of what we each do and provide, in order to find overlaps and
commonalities and what we especially excel in. 2) Some degree of strategic
common narrative to demonstrate the cutting edge nature of what we can
collectively offer. 3) some structure and/or protocols for working together
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jointly, in various combinations, and/or for reffering prospective clients onto
other members of the consortium 4) whilst continuing to retain our own
organisational branding, modus and ethos and to continue to work indepen-
dently as we see fit.
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
See Figure B.39: Excerpt from an article by Jo Confino highlighting Jeremy
Rifkin’s perspective on the potential for technology to create a collaborative
commons.
Files\\ESTA email correspondence
I have advocated that the ESTA Consotium could, as part of any emerging
wider consortia, ply a key role in bringing the best practices of the human-
scale private sector to the service of these organisations.
Files\\ESTA meeting notes
See Figure B.40: Excerpt from a report produced by Michael Hallam on why




People who join ESTA ‘tune into the DNA’ of the network, which is based
on a natural metaphor rather than the prevailing mechanical model of con-
ventional business. The aim is to bring work and life together, where self
development becomes the ‘first bottom line’. Listening is key, not only to
others but to one’s own inner needs.
Considering ‘what is it that ESTA offers’, being previously targeted at
new members, but now can be targeted more at consumers spending with
ESTA members and who share their values. Michael sees ESTA as a ‘social
organism’ with ‘permeable boundaries’.
Michael circulated a diagram of how the consortium as an ‘organism’
could develop and the range of skills people can offer. The colour coding re-
lates to Steiner’s four temperaments, which links to Belbin’s four roles: - Red
= Choleric = outgoing - Blue = Melancholic = reflective - Yellow = Sanguine
= an airy quality - Brown = Phlegmatic = earthy, bedrock
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Figure B.39: Excerpt from an article by Jo Confino highlighting Jeremy
Rifkin’s perspective on the potential for technology to create a collaborative
commons
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Figure B.40: Excerpt from a report produced by Michael Hallam on why he
created Lancaster Ethical Trading Association (ESTA)
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Michael is applying how Steiner theory can be applied to economics,
which hasn’t been dome much before. His findings include that there is a
characteristic form which an organisation takes as it evolves (seeing an or-
ganisation as a form of life).
Michael sees ESTA as evolving like an organism from his vision of a
different way of working.
Some members are electing themselves out of ESTA in an organic pro-
cess when they realise it’s not for them, a sign of a healthy organisation
(relates to good will ill will). Healthy organisations can survive for a long
time, the Roman Empire arguably survived until the 15th century with the
fall of Constantinople (or even to the present day in the form of its offspring
the Roman Catholic Church). Like natural systems, organisations can be-
come unhealthy or can become a naturally balanced system with multiple




[Another ESTA member] is also working in similar territory, using tech-
nology to connect people based on questions, to find connections between




Like participatory budgeting and direct payment, the consortium could have
peer auditing. Before looking at the details, the consortium needs to ‘create
a narrative on why it is important in the first place’, with reference to Carl
Roger’s 7 stages of consciousness. Stage 5 in particular marks the transi-
tion of an individual from inward to outward oriented, going from resisting
change to embracing it, looking for win-win outcomes in their interactions
with others. ESTA was set up to apply Roger’s 7 stages to business, adding
‘trust’. The ESTA model can potentially overcome the rules-based focus of
the third sector who are ‘hung up on words’, moving towards a more process
driven model.
The skills grid has collected together the collective skills offered by the
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ESTA consultancy group. Bringing together these skills in a narrative could
start with some key words, Michael will overlay the list over a framework of
an archetypal organisation, to create a narrative that ‘runs through’. Gap
analysis of the narrative can highlight what skills might be missing. These
gaps could inspire members to develop skills or identify where new members
with specific skills are needed.
